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ABSTRACT

Survey of fundamental information on underwater

welding and cutting

A study of heat flow during underwater welding
Mechanisms of metal transfer in underwater arc

welding

Effects of water environment on metallurgical

structures and properties of welds

Development of improved underwater welding

methods
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Phase 5

The report presents results generated in this research
program in the following order:

Project SummaryPart I:

Part II: Welding Process Development

Part III: Present Technical and Fundamental Understanding
of Underwater Welding Processes

Heat Transfer and Bubble Dynamics

The General Concepts of Underwater Welding
Part IV:

Part V:

Metallurgy, Microstructure, and Metal Transfer
Experimentation and Results in Metallurgy,Part VI:

Microstructure, and Metal Transfer

Part VII: Recommendations for Future Experimental In res-

tigations and Developments of Underwater Welding

Appendix A: Underwater Welding of Low-Carbon and High-
Strength  HY-80! Steel, preprint of a paper

Appendix B: Underwater Weld.ing of HY-80 Steel, a summary
of a thesis

This is the final report, of a three-year program which
was initiated. on July 1, 1971. The objective of the program
was to conduct fundamental research on underwater welding
and cutting. The study includes the following phases:
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing national and international

interest in ocean engineering. Structural design, materials,
and welding fabrication represent. important areas of ocean
engineering, as do underwater welding and cutting. However,
present techniques for underwater welding and cutting are
far from complete, and they have limited applications such
as salvaging. There is a strong need for developing reliable
techniques for underwater welding and cutting.

A portion of the welding industry has recognized the
importance of this subject and has made some effort to
develop new techniques for welding and cutting. The problem,
however, is an almost complete lack of fundamental information
on underwater welding and cutting. No systematic study has
been reported on the fundamentals of what occurs during
underwater welding and cutting. It is very important for tne
ocean engineering and welding industries to generate funda-
mental information on underwater welding and cutting. Such

information should be useful for further development of

improved joining and cutting techniques.

The objective of this study is to conduct fundamental
research on underwater welding and cutting. However, we

consider this study as a necessary step toward developing
improved underwater fabrication techniques. Although the
primary objective of this study is to better understand
mechanisms of underwater welding, efforts have been made to

generate information which could lead to improved welding

processes.

l. l M. I. T. ' s INITIAL EFFORTS ON UNDERWATER WELDING

This section summarizes briefly M.I.T.'s initial efforts

on research on underwater welding which forms the basis of

this research.



In 1970, Professor Koichi Masubuchi published a textbook
entitled Materials for Ocean En ineering which contains as
its appendix, a state-of-the-art report on underwater welding

�!and cutting. This textbook was prepared under a program
supported by the National Sea Grant Office. This appendix
was condensed from a comprehensive report prepared by Battelle
Memorial Institute in 1968 for the Naval Ship Systems

�!Command. This report describes various underwater welding

and cutting processes.

This textbook drew 0he attention of some students. Two

theses were prepared, under the supervision of Professor
Masubuchi, during the 1970/71 academic year. Lt. James A. Staub
of the U.S. Navy, who received a. Master's degree in June, 1971,
wrote a thesis which deals with computer analysis of heat flow
during underwater welding. The initial analytical model�!

developed by Staub assumes that water keeps contact with the
metal surface. It was later found, however, that analytically-
determined cooling rates are greater than those shown by
experimental data. In other words, an actual weld cools more
slowly than the initial analytical model predicted.

Mr. Alan J. Brown, who received a Bachelor's degree in
June, 197l, studied the underwater welding arc by use of high-
speed cinematography. He studied how an underwater welding�!

arc is surrounded by bubbles created by the intense heat of
the arc. 1t explains why experimentally-determined cooling
rates are slower than the analytical values. Due to the bubbles
near the arc, the metal near the arc does not maintain a

direct contact with surrounding water.

A paper was presented at the 1972 Offshore Technology
Conference summarizing the studies by Staub and Brown.

�!



l.2 PROGRESS OF THIS RESEARCH PROGRAM

This three-year research program was initiated on July L,

1971. The program covers the following phases:

Phase 1: Survey of fundamental information on underwater

welding and cutting

Phase 2: A study of heat flow during underwater weldiny

Phase 3: Mechanisms of metal transfer in underwater ar=

welding

Phase 4: Effects of water environment on metallurgical

structures and properties of welds

Phase 5: Development of new, improved underwater welding

methods

The program was carried out as originally proposed."

Phase 1 was studied primarily by Mr. Russell T. Brown,

of which results are given in Part.s II and I1I of this report.

Part. II discusses the state-of-the-art of current welding

processes---what processes have been developed and used. Part

III, on the other hand, discusses present technical and funda-

mental understanding of underwater welding processes---how

much we know about these processes.

Phase 2 was studied primarily by Mr. Alan J. Brown and

the results are included in Part IV. Part IV was prepared

by Mr. C. L. Tsai who summarized Brown's thesis. Mr. Tsai
has recommended a new approach to improve the accuracy of

the heat. flow analysis.

Phases 3 and 4 were studied primarily by Mr. R. T. Brown,

of which results are discussed in Parts V and VI. Part V

presents the general concepts of underwater welding metallurgy,
microstructure, and metal transfer. Part VI presents experiments

In February, 1973, an interim report was prepared covering
the work performed from July 1, 1971 through December 31,
1972.�! The interim report discusses Phases 1 and 2.



and results in metallurgy, microstructure, and metal transfer.
Studies also were conducted by Lt. M. B. Meloney and

Lt. S. L. Renneker on welding of low-carbon steel and high-
strength  HY-80! steel. Since Lt. Meloney and Lt. Renneker
were supported by the U.S. Navy and U.S. Coast Guard, respectively,
and only small portions of the funds were spent on these
studies, their results are summarized in Appendixes A and B.

Although the Phase 1 survey originally intended to cover
both underwater welding and cutting, no new article has been
found on underwater cutting which is worthy of being included
in the state-of-the-art report. Consequently, Parts II and III
cover underwater welding only.

During the entire course of this research program, various
ideas were generated for improving underwater welding methods.
They are described in various portions of this report. At the
end of the program in Phase 5, some efforts were made to improve
underwater welding methods and procedures, of which results
are described in Part VII. The efforts will be continued in
the program entitled, "Development of New, Improved Techniques
for Underwater Welding and Cutting," which will be initiated
on Ju3.y 1, 1974.

l. 3 RESEARCH SUMMARY

l. 31 Part II: Welding Process Developments

Part II is concerned with the overall development that
has taken place in underwater welding techniques. This section
is included to provide basic knowledge on underwater welding
to readers who are not familiar with the subject. Part I
covers the following processes:

�! Basic welding processes
�! Current state-of-the-art of underwater welding processes
�! Shielded metal-arc underwater welding
�! Shrouded metal-arc underwater welding



�! Shielded gas metal-arc underwater welding processes

�! Plasma arc underwater welding

  7 ! Movable chambe r underwater welding

 8! Dry chamber underwater welding techniques

Included also is a short history of research, development, arid

application of underwater welding by industry.

1.32 Part III: Present Technical and Fundamental
Understanding of Underwater Welding Processes

This section discusses "technical aspects of underwater

welding." It emphasizes what we know about various technica,

problems related to underwater welding.

Subjects covered include:

Underwater welding polarity

Electrode waterproofing

�! Underwater electrode coating turbidity

 8! Underwater GMA research

 9! Correlations between experimental work and actual

weld properties

�0! Actual weld geometrical, microstructural, and mechanical

properties

In discussing the above subjects, results obtained in this

M.I.T. research are integrated with results obtained by

other investigators.

It is worth mentioning that most of the articles referred

to in Part III are very new. The distribution of years of

publication of the 54 articles referred to is as follows:

 l!

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

The underwater arc bubble phenomena

The underwater welding arc and associated metal transfer

The underwater heat transfer and temperature histories

Effects of pressure on underwater welding



1973

1972

1971

1970

1969

1968

1967

1966

1965

1962

1961

1960

1930 � 1959

TOTAL

Twenty-two out of 54 articles were published during the
last three years. Thirty articles were published since 1968
when the Battelle report was prepared.�!

Regarding the countries where these articles were
published, they are from:

USA 27

USSR 19

Japan 5

England 3

These statistics may simply mean that we have a good
access to publications from these countries.* However, it.
may also indicate that major current. technical activities in
underwater welding are taking place in these countries. In

This literature survey was conducted to find out what is
already known on underwater welding so that M.I.T. studies
in later phases can be directed intelligently by avoiding
possible duplications and making use of information which
has been generated. already. No special effort was made to
cover as many articles as possible published in various
countries'



view of the fact that most of the 54 articles were published

very recently, it is quite possible that a number of research

activities were initiated rather recently in various countries,

including Holland, Germany, France, and Norway, but they

have not yet been published or made easily accessible to

people in the U.S.A.

The above statistics indicate that there is a sudden

surge in the world technical community in the interest in

underwater welding. It is noticed that there has been a

significant rise in the technical level of articles published.

Many articles published recently are much more technical thar!

old articles which tended to simply describe processes and

applications' Efforts are apparently being made in various

parts of the world to generate technical information useful

for the development of new, improved underwater welding

processes' These statistical results show that the funding

by the National Sea Grant Office of this MD I.T. research is

not only appropriate, but also, timely.

1.33 Part IV: Heat Transfer and Bubble Dynamics

Compared to arc welding in an ordinary atmosphere, arc

welding underwater involves the following phenomena:

l. Due to the quenching effect of water, a weldment

cools rapidly, resulting in a hard and brittle weld.

2. Bubbles are formed due to the intense heat of the

welding arc and the weld .metal may become very porous.

3. Hydrogen in the bubbles and the surrounding water

may cause hydrogen-induced cracking.

The Phase 2 study was aimed at investigating the first

subject: heat flow during welding. Mechanisms of bubble

formation also were studied, because the presence of bubbies

has profound effects on heat flow. The presence of bubbles



also has effects on mechanisms of metal transfer in arc welding

underwater  Phase 3!.

Part IV summarizes the experimental investigation of under-

water welding bubble phenomena and heat. transfer. Based on the
investigations of the arc bubble dynamics and experimental deter-
mination of the size of the weld metal puddle, a computer model of

the heat transfer processes occurring in underwater welding was

prepared and tested against actual thermocouple data. Ideally, a
three-dimensional transient model is desired. However, the model

developed for the study was a quasi-static two-dimensional weld of
the plate survace. Results of correlations between theoret,ical
model prediction and actual thermocouple measurements were fairly
good, but not completely satisfactory. Based on the results, a new
approach to modeling involving a two-dimensional model of a longi-
tudinal cross-section of a welded joint is recommended and discussed.

This section develops in the following way:

 l! The underwater arc bubble dynamics determined by experimenta-

tion.

�! The development of the 2-D surface computer model incorporating
the bubble phenomenon and surface heat losses due to boiLing

and convection.

�! The experimental procedures used in determining the weld
puddle boundaries and measuring the temperature histories

with thermocouples.

�! Recommendations and discussion involving an alternate modeling
scheme involving the plate thickness.

l.34 Part V: The General Concepts of Underwater Welding Metallurgy,
Microstructure, and Metal Transfer

This part presents the general principles and conceptual

framework of welding metallurgy and microstructure. This par=

is included to provide fundamental knowledge of welding metalLurgy

to readers who are not familiar to welding. Basic air welding

results and phenomena are presented and modified or interpreted to



l0

apply to the peculiar conditions of underwater welding. The basic
concepts are developed in the following order:
�! Temperature histories in underwater welding. Differences

in cooling rate characterize the differences between air
welds and underwater welds.

�! Basic metallurgy and microstructure of underwater welds.
�! Microhardness in underwater welding.
�! Potential underwater defects--quenching-induced and hydrogen-

induced.

l.35 Part VI: Experimentation and Results in Metallurgy,
Nicrostructure, and Metal Transfer

Part VI details the original experimentation and investi-
gation that were conducted on the metallurgy and microstructure of
underwater shielded metal-arc welding.

 l! The discussion begins with some general considerations
concerning underwater welding research explaining the reasoning
behind choosing a comparative study between air and underwater welds.

�! The discussion then proceeds with the identification of
the relevant welding process parameters, which are found to be:

a. welding current

b. welding speed

c. electrode size and type

d. polarity

e. air or underwater environment

�! Descriptions of the equipment and the procedure used



to obtain the data and also the method of analyses are
presented. A short discussion of safety follows.

�! The bulk of material relates to the analysis and
documentation of the information obtained in this study.
The types of data included are:

welding current and voltage recordings for all welds
welded bead appearance and regularity
geometrical measurements and comparisons
microhardness profiles and comparisons
microstructural studies of the weld heat-affected zone

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

e.

f. general observations and remarks on assorted details
not included in a previous division

l.36 Part VII: Recommendations for Further Experimental
Investigations and Developments in Underwater Welding

elsewhere in order to bring about an orderly development of
underwater weld.ing technologies. The following subjects are

covered:

 l! Future experimentation
�! Possibilities for future developments

�! Future efforts at M.I.T.

This report summarizes a program of experimental and.
analytical investigations and information compilation
involving three years work at M.I.T. During the same three
year period, the interest and enthusiasm in the industry
in underwater welding technologies have increased significantly.
In many respects, underwater welding technologies are in a
critically important period of development. This section
of the report discusses what needs to be done at M.I.T. and
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l. 37 Appendix A.' Underwater Welding o f Low-Carbon
and High-Strength  HY-80! Steel

The thesis study by Lt. M. B. Meloney was conducted

to supplement Phase 4. The study covered two subjects:

a. Multipass welding of low-carbon steel
b, A feasibility study of underwater welding of HY-80,

a quenched-and-tempered steel with a minimum yield

strength of 80,000 psi.

Shielded metal-arc process was used for welding these metals.

Since the main efforts in Phase 4 were aimed at developing

fundamental information on underwater welding, the efforts

by Lt. Meloney were directed at developing practical
information.

An experimental study was made of mechanical properties

 tensile strength, elongation, impact properties, etc.! of

multipass underwater weldments of low-carbon steel

A study also was made into the feasibility of welding

HY-80 steel underwater. HY-80 steel has been widely-used

for the construction of submarine hulls and other marine

structures. There must be a need for emergency repairs

of underwater structures in HY-80.

A literature survey revealed no published record of

any experimental or theoretical work done on underwater

welding of ~an high-strength steel. Verbal conversations with
some engineers at the Department of the Navy indicated that

no study has been made on underwater welding of HY-80 steel.

j:n fact, the consensus of opinion was that, a high-strength

quenched-and-tempered steel such as HY-80 could not be satis-
factorily welded underwater. The major reason appears to be

sensitivity of HY-80 steel to hydrogen embrittlement. Even

in air welding, delayed cracking due to hydrogen often occurs,

especially when a weld is made with electrodes which have
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absorbed moisture. When a weld is made underwater, hydrogen

which exists in water would cause cracking.

However, no one, to the best of our knowledge, has ever

tried to weld HY-80 steel underwater. We are fully aware

that high-quality welds in HY-80 steel would not be obtained
in underwater wet welding. We felt that it is worthwhile to

find out whether it is possible to perform emergency under-

water repair or temporary welding for salvaging operations.

Lap and tee joints were fabricated underwater  using

tap water for most tests! and tests were conducted to deter-
mine joint strength, ductility, and overall weld quality.
We were pleasantly surprised by the experimental results.
It was found that welds in fairly good perperties could be

obtained in the HY-80 steel.

1.38 Appendix B: Underwater Welding of HY-80 Steel

The initial study by Lt. M. B. Meloney was expanded by

Lt. S. L. Renneker.

The objective of the thesis study by Renneker was two-fold:

�! To extend the previous laboratory work to evaluate
the ability to fabricate acceptable underwater welded
HY-80 steel joints, under working conditions, within
the guidelines of the U. S. Navy governing under-

water welding operations.

�! To investigate the occurrence of the hydrogen
embrittlement phenomena in the underwater welded

HY-80 steel joints.

A series of working dives were conducted by Lt. Renneker
using the facility at the Naval School of Diving and Salvage,
Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C. Welds in various posi-
tions were made in fresh water, at a depth of twelve feet by
a diver wearing a Navy standard MKv hard hat diving system.
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The results of the microscopic investigation, micro-

hardness tests, and mechanical bend tests have indicated
a capability to fabricate acceptable underwater welded
HY-80 steel joints, under the working conditions, which do
not suffer from the hydrogen embrittlement phenomena. This
capability is found to exist for water environment tempera-

tures of 25 C �7'F! and below, providing t.he water is clear

and the welder-diver is able to use the mult:ipass welding

technique.

l. 4 PERSONNEL

The research program was conducted under the supervision
of Professor Koichi Masubuchi. He was assisted by three

graduate students, Messrs. Alan J. Brown, Russell T. Brown,
and Chon-Liang Tsai. He was also assisted by two naval officer

graduate students, Lt. Michael B. Meloney, U.S. Navy, and
Lt. Stanley L. Renneker, U.S. Coast Guard. The services of
these two officers were made available at no cost to this

research contract.

1.5 PUBLICATIONS

Pour theses were prepared as follows:

l. A. J. Brown, "Mechanisms of Heat Transfer During Under-
water Welding," for Master of Science in Ocean Engineering,
June, 1973.

2. M. B. Meloney, "The Properties of Underwater Welded Mild
Steel and High-Strength Steel Joints," for Ocean Engineer
and M. S. in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering,
June, 1973.

3. R. T. Brown, "Current Underwater Welding Technologies,"
for M.S. in Ocean Engineering, May, 1974.

4. s. L. Renneker, "An Investigation of Underwater welded
HY-80 Steel," for Ocean Engineer and M.S. in Naval Archi-
tecture and Marine Engineering, June, 1974.
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l. 52 Technical Papers

The following two ~a ers were presented:

5. K. Masubuchi and M. B. Meloney, "Underwater Welding of
Low-Carbon and High-Strength  HY-80! Steel," OTC 1951,
Offshore Technology Conference, Houston, Texas, May, 1974.

6. A. J. Brown, R. T. Brown and K. Masubuchi, "Fundamental
Research on Underwater Welding," a paper presented at
the 1974 Annual Meeting of the American Welding Society,
Houston, Texas, May, 1974.

1.53 Other Publications

M.I.T. researchers were asked to prepare the following
paper:

8. T. Brown and K. Masubuchi, "I atest Developments in
Underwater Welding Technologies," Underwater Journal,
October, 1973, pp. 202-212.

An arrangement has been made to prepare an interpretive
report on underwater welding. The report will be published
by the Welding Research Council as a WRC Bulletin.

Also, an interim report was prepared in February, l�3
which covered the work performed from July 1, 1971 through
December 31, 1972.

�!
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

This opening section is concerned with the overall

development that has taken place in underwater welding tech-
nologies. This material will give the reader an introductory
familiarity with the basic welding techniques and capabilities
in underwater situations. The following subjects are included:

�! Basic Welding Processes - Shielded Metal-Arc Welding
Gas Metal-Arc Welding

�! Current State-of-the-Art of Underwater Welding Processes:
A short comparison of their techniques and applications

�! Shielded Metal-Arc Underwater Welding

�! Shrouded Metal-Arc Underwater Welding

�! Shielded Gas Metal-Arc Underwater Welding Processes

�! Plasma Arc Underwater Welding

�! Movable Chamber Underwater Welding

 8! Dry Chamber Underwater Welding Techniques

This general material is directed towards those with a

general curiosity about underwater welding and thus does not

present the basic technical data needed to support all state-

ments and conclusions.

2.1 BASIC WELDING PROCESSES' JOINTS' AND TECHNIQUES

Most discussion of underwater welding assumes a basic

familiarity with welding processes and techniques. Since it

is possible that the reader is approaching underwater welding
from an ocean-oriented, rather than a welding-oriented back-

ground, a few simple concepts are presented to aid in the corn-.
prehension of the remainder of this report.

There are currently only two basic welding processes beir.g

used in underwater applications. The simplest process is
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shielded metal-arc welding. This involves a rod of metal,

called the welding electrode, which has been coated with some

flux material. The flux coating will:

�! form a protective coating over the weld bead. as it

solidifies,

�! shield the burning arc from the ambient water atmosphere
by producing a gaseous bubble around the burning arc,

�! promote electrical conductivity across the arc and hence,

increasethe arc stability.

An electric arc is established between the workpiece and the

welding electrode. The arc melts the electrode and. the metal
is deposited as weld metal. Figure 2-1A shows a sketch o".
the shielded metal-arc process. A slightly different, and more

complex process is also used in some underwater welding applica-
tions. This process is basically a thin wire gas metal-arc
 GMA! process. Instead of a large rod electrode, a continually
advancing thin wire provides the weld metal. Rather than a
solid flux coating around the electrode, a shielding gas s

pumped around the bare wire or the wire is cored and contains
the flux material internally. This process involves more

complicated control mechanisms to always feed the proper amount

of wire into the weld region and also maintain the proper

current and voltage drop across the arc gap. Figure 2-1B

shows a sketch of a GMA process.

The polarity of the process is determined by whether the
electrode is positive  the anode!, or negative  the cathode!.

Straight polarity is when the electrode is negative  cathode!
and the workpiece is positive  anode!. Reverse polarity is

when the electrode is positive  anode! and the workpiece is

negative  cathode!. The polarity of a welding arc will change
the characteristics of the arc and will result in slightly

different weld bead shape, Figure 2-2.
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DIRECTIOI'I OF TRAVEL

B! GAS METAL ARC PROCESS

~ DIRECT1ON OF TRAVEL

FIGURE 2-1

BASIC UNDERWATER WELDING PROCESSES
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It is very important to have a constant arc gap between

the electrode and the weld puddle to give a constant voltage

and current so that a uniform penetration depth will result.

Too long an arc gap will result in a high amount of heat
dissipation and excessive spatter.

Nelds can be made in all positions. Welding on the floor

of a room is downhand welding. Welding up or down the corner

of a room is vertical welding. Welding on the ceiling is
overhead welding. And, welding horizontally across a wall is
horizontal welding. The base plate is the piece of metal

being welded. The weld bead is the resulting welded seam of
metal composed of both parent metal from the base plate and
filler metal from the melted electrode.

Many different kinds of joints can be welded. Bead-on-plate

welds are those that are simply laid down onto a single base

plate without joining plates together. Bead-on-plate welds are
used exclusively in this research. Figure 2-3 shows some other

common joint configurations. How well these plates match
up the way they are supposed to is called joint fit-up.

Fit-up can be a serious probelm in underwater welding situations.
No welding process can make up for poor joint design or fit-up.
Fit-up involves both. cleaning the base plates and positioning
the two plates to provide the proper spacing and overlap.

In underwater welding situations, weld joints are normally

lap, tee, or strap welds. Butt welds are especially hard to

fit up.

To produce a weld, the welder touches the arc to the base
plate to cause an arc to ignite. He then quickly pulls the
welding electrode back to the proper arc length  approximately
the same as the electrode diameter! and slowly moves the electrode

along the weld joint. The weld puddle advances as the electrode
melts, and as the weld pool solidifies, the weld is completed.
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FIGURE 2- 3

COMMON WELD JOINT CONF1GURATION TYPES

TEE JOINTLAP JOINT

BEAD ON PLATE WELD  EXPERINENTAL ONLY!

BUTT WELD JOINT WITH SPACI <lG

SINGLE "V" WELD JOINT

SINGLE STRAP HELD JOINT

BUTT WELD JOINT WITHOUT
SPACING

DOUBLE "It" WELD JOINT

DOUBLE STRAP WELD JOINT



Optimum weld appearance and quality is obtained only

for a narrow range o f arc voltage, welding current, and travel

speed. A low current will produce too small a weld puddle

and the metal will pile up in ripples unevenly. A high current

will cause excessive melting and produce a wide bead. A

rapid travel speed will result in a narrow bead with very

pointed ripples. Too slow a travel speed will result in the
weld metal piling up, forming almost straight ripples. lt
is due to this narrow range of welding variables which produce

ideal weld beads that welding becomes involved. The basic

operation of welding is simple. But, in order to achieve the
desired results, much investigation is needed into the effects

of changing these welding variables.

2. 2 STATE-OF- THE-ART OF CURRENT NELDING PROCESSES

During the past few years, as a result of increased

activity in the constructio~ of offshore structures, there has

been considerable interest in the development of underwater

welding technologies. For many years, underwater welding
has been avoided except in special salvage situations or

�,1S,68!during temporary repair operations. ' ' Seldom have
underwater welds been thought of as permanent. However, during

the past few years, there has been much renewed interest and

considerable activity in the area of developing and improving

underwater welding technologies to a point where they might

serve as a reliable underwater fabrication process' It will

soon be impossible to completely prefabricate structures

above water due to the growing size and complexity of these

objects.
�2! Underwater fabrication will then be required.

However, it must be remembered that performing any task

underwater is more expensive and more difficult than doing the

same thing above water. Thus, whenever possible, the job
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should be completed in the air.

Welding requires good visibility of the work area and
a considerable amount of time. Both of these are precious
commodities in an underwater situation. The lack of visi--
bility causes problems not only during the welding itself
when it prevents good positioning or control of the weld
bead, but it also places a severe handicap on the diver a:.-
he maneuvers and positions his equipment. This disorientation
makes every necessary movement slow and awkward. These
poor operating conditions require more elaborate safety pro-
cedures which in turn require more time. Because of the
severe demands imposed on the diver to allow for adequate
decompression procedures, bottom time, especially at any
but the most shallow depths, is limited and very expensive.

�6!

Saturation diving techniques are being used more regularly
 l9!in conjuction with underwater welding operations. Diver

life support problems are being solved by increasingly
sophisticated breathing mixtures, equipment, operational
procedures, and monitoring equipment. �0! The actual welding

of a joint becomes only a small portion of a successful
underwater welding operation. That which started out as a
simple task of improving the metallurgical microstructure of
welds produced in a water environment has become iv recent
years one of the most complex and challenging underwater
tasks to be attempted by the ocean engineering industry.
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2.21 Basic Processes

Table 2-1 summarizes various underwater welding processes

which are either being used or have been well-developed.

Figures 2-1 through 2-6 explain these processes. All of

these processes are arc welding processes."

Underwater welds can be produced using an arc directly

in the surrounding water or by protecting it in an evacuated

chamber surrounding the area of the joint to be welded, These

alternate methods are called wet welding if no surrounding

chamber is employed, or dry welding if a surrounding enclosure

is used. The major reason for using a chamber is to isolate

the welded region from the severe quenching action of the

water. Other advantages are achieved inculding increased

visibility, improved positioning of the weld bead, decreased

susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement, and improved working

conditions, enabling the welder to maintain improved stability.

There are some increased safety hazards from the explosive

gases often evolved during welding or used in the chamber

atmosphere. There is also the increased complexity of life

support systems, monitoring equipment, transfer vehicles

to transport the welder to the chamber, and increased construc-

tion and development costs of the welding chamber itself.

These factors reSult in an extremely expensive operation

which appears prohibitive except in cases when the chamber

can be standardized and used repeatedly under similar circum-
�0,55,56,69,70!

stances such as in pipeline welding operations.

A major advantage of wet welding is its simplicity and

ability to be used in many different, positions to produce

Other welding processes also can be used underwater. For
example, a study was conducted at N.1,T. on the feasibility
of exothermic welding of a stud to a plate. .A paper entitled,
"Underwater Application of Exothermic Welding" was presented
by K. Masubuchi and A. H. Anderssen before the 1973 Offshore
Technology Conference, Houston, Texas  OTC 1910!.
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unusual and complex joi~ts.
�2} Visibility and positiona.

stability remain major problems' But, the original objections
to underwater welding of increased brittleness and problems
with hydrogen embrittlement remain unsolved. During the
past few years, various combinations and modifications ot
both wet and dry welding concepts have been used by both

researchers and commercial operators. These include th<.

basic shielded metal-arc wet welding and the basic chambe:

welding with the welder and the joint enclosed in an eva<.:ua"ed
chamber. Wet welding using a continuous wire feed weldin~
apparatus both with and without shielding gas and with s<>Lid
or flux cored wire has been tried. ' ' Plasma arc�,43,58!

welding has also been tested using argon shielding, and ~<so,
�3!without shielding. Various combinations of wet and <i-y

welding processes have also been attempted.

SubOcean  formerly HydroTech! has developed a GM pr<~cess for

underwater welding that i s enclosed in a small chamber wh hach

contains the weld area and is held by the diver-welder.
  ~'-!

A smaller chamber called a shroud has been used in conjun=tion

with the ordinary stick electrode welding to produce a sm,~21
�3 I

gaseous bubble around the cri tical weld puddle region.
Nost of these variations have been developed during the est

few years and are evidence that work in underwater weldin.;
is proceeding at an accelerating rate. The following se ":ions
contain more complete descriptions of each of these weld'=g

process technologies.

2.22 Shielded Metal-Arc Underwater Welding

Electrodes with a flux covering have been the most.

widely used welding process in underwater welding operat.!.- s.
The technique has been referred to as touch or drag weld ag

because the electrode is dragged along the workpiece without

the welder holding an arc gap. The arc burns in a cavit~

formed inside the lux covering which has been designed
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burn slower than the metal barrel of. the electrode. A

constant arc is thus maintained even in 'ery poor visibility

conditions. The diver exerts a, downward pressure on the

electrode to keep the flux chipp'ng and burning away tc

provide a constant arc barrel 1.eng h. The electrode is

held in a nearly vertical posi"ion w.!th a 60-80' leading
angle.

�5!
The electrode coating most o:ten used for this

welding technique contains iron powd~ r. 3 waterproofing

is added to the electrode to keep the covering from disinte-

grating underwater. Everything from wax to paint has been

used with varying degrees of success. The ease with which

the touch method gives sound. underwater welds should be

emphasized in light of the often poor' welding conditions,

and the fact that divers are often unskilled welders.

This ',;ided th~ problemswere predominantly single pass.

c. = cleani ng the weld bead i.n preparat.ion f =,.- ano ther pass.

However, Chicago Bridge and Iron Con'pane:.a.' in 'he pasi-.

several years done quite exhaustive underway'.er welding Iobs
�2!using mul ti pass we ldinc'.,'hey . ce u=. i n:1 wc 1'ler s wh<> are

trained to be divers, rather than - he more common case o f

divers who take a short welding course. Th ' ' al 1ows a -.~ore

usual manual electrode welding t echnique  non-drag! to be

used, as well as thei r own s peci al ly ! eve 1 or,. ed e 1 ec trodes .

Thev have produc ed mul t ipass welds w. th a quail' y which is

often better than the ',a~~'s estima'e.=. o= 80". tensile and

5C-: ductility.  ~7!
They nave been abl.e t o we ld metal wi th

a carbon equivalent nuvbe r of . 6 0 wit.-.o~ t unc!erbead crac'.i n,.!

"y using austeni t' c. electrodes.

Because or he poor visibil.itv c.ften encountered in

~ nderwater welding, it i most desirable to weld with some

sort of guide for the «lectrod'.. For this -eason, tee joints

and lap -oints are often selected when using stick elec rode

welding. Until recent Ly, unde=water .=t. = ~- electrode we! ds
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2.23 Shrouded Metal-Arc Underwater Welding

Because of the extremely steep temperature gradients
in underwater welding, even the iron powder touch welding
technique does not eliminate weld degradation, especially
its brittle properties. The drastic quenching continues to
produce bainite and martensite formations at the fusion
line, fine grain size in the heat-affected zone, slag entrap-
ment and porosity, and the possibility of hydrogen embritt le-
ment. A shroud is a small device used to displace the water

from the immediate vicinity of the weld pool. The gas
evolved from the arc is used to displace the water so th
no external shielding gas is required. This helps keep
equipment to a minimum and still provides some advantage rom
the small air pocket covering the welding puddle. The
atmosphere contains a large amount of hydrogen and does not
reduce the problems of hydrogen embrittlement. A shroud does
help slow down the cooling rates and so enables welds wi,h
less martensite and thus, more ductility to be produced..
The mechanical properties of such welded joints are found Ko
be intermediate between air welding and unshrouded underw.ster

welding quality.
�2! The actual operation, the size of K.1e

shroud is critical. The size of the shroud must be comps'ible
with the amount. of gas formation at the arc. Too much ga-
will tend to bounce the shroud off the workpiece. Too little
gas will be ineffective in displacing the water under the
shroud. The most practical design for a shroud will the.-. =�
fore include a controllable venting system to allow an
equilibrium between the gas formed at the arc and the ga-
flow under the shroud which is necessary to keep it free from
water without bouncing it off he workpiece. Silva

�3!

met with some success using a 1-1/2" hemispherical shroud.
The shroud seemed to eliminate undercut and produced a better
bead shape. The decreased cooling rates were indicated by
welds with less hardness and with less martensite observed
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in the microstructure. This type of imaginative device may

well prove to be an asset in attempting to upgrade the

quality of underwater stick electrode welding processes.

2.24 Shielded Gas Metal-Arc Underwater Welding Processes

Although most underwater welding has historically been

performed using the shielded metal-arc process, a growing
amount of work is being done with thin wire GMA processes.

The process has been used both in the "wet" ambient water

environment and also in conjunction witn either portable,

hand-held chambers or with large hyperbaric enclosures.

When the welding arc is not exposed to the ambient water, it

is called "dry welding."

Underwater semi-automatic GMA equipment was first develcped

in the U.S.S R. in the late 1950's. The equipment was

successfully used with and without CO2 shielding to a depth
of 200 ft.

Beginning in 1968, Ocean Systems Incorporated and Linde
Division of Union Carbide developed a prototype shielded

inert gas metal-arc  SIGMA! wet welding apparatus consisting

of a pressurized submersible wire f..eder, a torch, and

related controls. Numerous problems were encountered and

the system was not further developed. Reading and Bates

Company developed similar equipment, but neither prototype

system has been reported. out in the literature. �!

The wet GMA welding process is more complex than the

shielded metal-arc process because a consumable electrode is

fed conti~uously .rom a spool through the welding gun by

means of a wire feed mechanism that automatically maintains

a stable welding arc length. This arc length regulation

accomplishes the same task as the drag welding technique for

shielded metal-arc welding and provides for underwater situa-

tions of poor visibility. The metal transfer in GMA welding is

either globular, axial spray, or rotating spray. DCRP is
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usually used because DCSP seems to produce a more erratic
arc action and less weld bead. penetration. However, this
makes the electrode gun and equipment susceptible to galvanic
corrosion because it is the anode  +! with respect to the
workpiece. This tradeoff seems regrettable but necessary,
Increased pressure seems to result in increased arc power
which induces uncontrollably large and fluid weld puddles.
For this reason, it is desirable to develop controls for
underwater GMA machines which make wire feed and current

independent variables.
�6! There is disagreement as to

whether or not a shielding gas should actually be employed.
Some gas must be used in the welding feeder mechanisms to
prevent flooding. More research is needed to determine what
gas mixture, if any, should be used. It is also possible
that thin wire flux cored wires might be successfully employed
underwater. The filler wires used in Russia and the U.S.
have contained .09 � .12% Carbon, .45 � .95% Silicon, 1.0 � 2.0%
Nn. Apparently, no filler wire or flux core has been devEloped
specifically for underwater use. In the U.S., no GMA weld.ng
apparatus is used for actual wet welding. Companies contract-
ing for dry pipeline welding may use specially modified Gbh
feeders, guns, or controls. No published data, however,
exist for these systems, and they are not a true wet weldinc.-

system.

The power supply and gas supply equipment usually remain
topside, while only the wire feeder mechanism and the welc.er
gun are submerged. This follows a basic rule of underwat~ r
work which is to put everything you can above water and take
only the minimurr, in equipment and supply cables below!

The major disadvantage of his underwater welding sch ne
is that it involves much complex equipment which is espec a ly
prone to failure and resulting high maintenance when use<.
underwater. However, in view of its improved results, thi.'
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increased complexity may be an acceptable tradeo f f where the

superior quality is a critical factor.

2.25 plasma Arc Underwater Welding

Workers in Japan have developed an underwater plasma
�3,24!arc welding process. ' The process produces the best

results when water glass shielding i used. The plasma arc

is a constricted flow of partially ionized gas through an

electric arc. The constricted arc nozzle produces greater

arc stability and a. high concentration of power. These are

both found to be advantageous in underwater welding resulting

in a very reliable arc producing an exceptionally even weld

bead, and also, very good weld shape due to the high penetra-

tion of the arc. The disadvantages of such a process are

its speed, which is very slow compared to stick electrode

welding, and its complexity, which i a disadvantage in

underwater operations. The shielding technique employed

in the process results in substantia ly slower cooling rates

and thus, produces superior weld quality. Doublepass welds

were found to be superior in ductility to singlepass welds,

thus lending more evidence to support. multipass underwater

welding recommendations. This proce-s is still in an early
development stage, but appears to have possible application
to at least some underwater welding.

2.26 Movable Chamber Underwater Welding

Thi.s process involves a small diver-held chamber which
contains a gas metal � arc welding apparatus, and is filled
with shielding gas at a pressure sufficie nt to exclude the
surrounding water. The welder operates the apparatus by
guiding the hand-held chamber along the desired. weld seam
and manipulating the GNA welding tip as in normal air opera-
tion. The small chamber is made of =lear plastic to reduce

its interference with normal welding methods. Removable con".!.

heads and gaskets are attached to th open end of the portab
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dry spot chamber to allow the chamber to be used on a vari et.y

of odd-shaped joint contours. The welding gun penetrate,

the welding chamber through a flexible rubber collar, allow ng

the welding tip to be manipulated independently of the cli~.mber.

Operation of the apparatus, thus, will require both hand.:

the operator and necessitates firm footing and support while

the welding is being performed. The chamber has an adju"table

exhaust tube. This is adjustable to allow gas to escape f =on

the chamber without blowing the chamber away from a ti.ght

contact with the welding surfaces. A high � intensity light ..n

the chamber illuminates the work area prior to the strikir.;

of the arc. The shielding gas that expels from the weldir.g

gun tip and is normally used as the only shielding atmosphere,

is now used only to stabilize the flow of gas around the weld

puddle, and produce a drying effect for any remaining moi sure.

The wire feed unit is located separately from the chamber

in a pressurized steel casing. This unit is placed as clcs<

to the chamber as possible to m nimize the danger of mech-nical

fouling of the welding wire. All controls for the apparatu=-

except the on-off control are located on the surface, be

welder operates the on-off switch himself.

The movable chamber process is successful in allowirc

underwater welds to be completed without direct contact wit.h

the surrounding water until the weld metal is cooled enouch

to prevent significant hardening of the HAZ. The mechanic;~1

properties are therefore excellent. Using GMA as the basic

process, the technique achieve' air quality welds. The

disadvantages of the process lie elsewhere, as in its practical

limitations of maneuverability and flexibility. Any under--

water task which involves both the operator's hands is suL-.ect

to difficulty. Underwater work is similar to work in a

weightless environment. In add.ition, diving suits and safety

equipment add encumberances to any underwater job.
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Zn spite of the fact that the movable chamber is con-
structed out of clear plastics, the operator has a difficult

time maintaining a complete view o the workpiece, 1!ue to

the size of the chamber  approximately 4" in diameter!, the

joint design may not be the same as conventional air weldinc
work. Some ingenuity may be required to design joints which
both perform structurally, and also allow room for the

movable chamber.

Extremely complex weld joints are also less suited for

movable chamber welding. However, this technique has been

employed on all positions of welding. As in all underwater

welding procedures, proper joint alignment and fit-up are

critical to obtaining the best welded joint properties.

Applications include the repair of tubular offshore structu~<.

members, dock pilings, ship hull damage  saving dry dock

expenses!, offshore pipelines, and other repair, maintenanc~

or construction situations involving ocean engineering

structures.

2.27 Dry Chamber Underwater Welding Techniques

Dry chamber we ding involves a sealed chamber completeI'

enclosing a portion of the pipeline or underwater structure

to be welded. The water is displaced by some mixture of

pressurized gases. This artificially-induced environment

solves the major difficulties of underwater welding by reduc .ng

the cooling rate to normal air welding rates and excluding

much of the hydrogen that would normally be present if the

welding were performed directly in the water. The hydroge-.

is not completely removed because the humidity of these

chambers is extremely high. The gas mixture to be used must

not be explosive, and yet, should be able to sustain life fc.!

short periods of time in case of d iver life support syster:

malfunction. A helium-oxygen mixt.ure with an oxygen partial
�0!pressure of 6-R psi has been fount= suitable. The welders
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breathe through a separate system of gases more suitable

for sustaining life. This mixture will change with different

job depths. Because of the welding heat, the chamber is often

at an elevated temperature of 90-95'F and combined with th=
high humidity, working conditions remain far from ideal.
inside these chambers. However, problems with visibility

and positional stability are solved using these chambers.
Because the chamber atmosphere is not free from gases

which cause weld defects, a separate shielding gas must b
used for the welding arc. The most practical applicaticn-
of this process has been to pipeline welding where the
chamber shape is simple and also reusable. Xn spite of. t~»
process' high specialization to enclosable weld joints, it
remains an extremely expensive technique, But, in several
applications where code-quality welds are a necessity, thi:
type of underwater welding may be well worth the cost, It
will continue to be an extremely useful underwater fabrication

tool, especially as more standardized construction jobs are
attempted underwater.

�0!

Several applications of chamber methods are in operation
today. Pipeline repairs, tie-ins, and planned constructi=n
operations are all areas that can use chamber welding applica-
tions. The alternative to underwater welding involves making
the repair or tie-in on a barge at the surface. This operation
is extremely hazardous to the pipeline, inducing buckling,
stresses, and possible failure of the pipeline. Thus, the
prospect of completing the job underwater, below the dynamic
surface wind, wave, current, and tide forces is invitir.g.
The first-generation underwater welding chamber was an inverted.
cup chamber called the Underwater Hot Tap Chamber. It wa
first used in 1967 to complete a 6" to 10" "hot tap" and later

was used to repair a 4' section of 8" oxygen pipe used ir
river crossing. The depth of the "hot tap" was 110 feet.
The chamber had an independent breathing system, a power
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supply control and a gas feed. control for the shielding gas.

The Submerged Pipeline Repair System was a similar welding

chamber. It also was equipped with a hydraulic pipe

aligning system. lt had a triangular tube truss with a

rectangular welding chamber. In addition to the ordinary

controls, it had hydraulic controls for the alignment equip-

ment, and a buoyancv control for the "set down" on the pipe.

It is used to replace short sections of pipe in one "set

down" or to repair longer sections of pipe  up to 900'!

with two "set downs."

The second generation chambers evolved as a refinement

of the pipe repair and alignment capabilities of the Sub-

merged Pipeline Repair System. They are designed. to join

two large sections of pipe during the laying of new pipeline,

either using the offshcre bottom pull, or barge methods.

Third generation chambers are equipped with fine positioning

and aligning capabilities, so that they are able to join

two large sections of pipe without a hort section of pipe

called the "pup joint." In all of these pipe joining

chambers, the operation involves airlifting a hole around

the pipe, lowering and positioning the chamber around the

pipes and dewatering the chamber, Then, the welders and

their life-support and welding equipment are lowered and the

welding and fit-up operations are completed. The weld is

X-ray tested and also hydrostatically tested. Finally, it

is coated to prevent corrosion and th:-. chamber is removed.

Any welding process that might be selected for under-

water chamber welding would have to operate satisfactorily

at high pressures and also be used in all positions of welding.

High deposition rates of metal would also be ideal. The

shielding gas would have to be controllable. Gas metal-arc

and gas tungsten-arc have been the twc processes used by

various people. GMA has almost four Cimes the metal feed
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rate as does GTA. But, GTA has better control. Both give

high quality welds It was found that the voltage increased

with pressure which caused an increase in the total arc

energy which in turn resulted in a larger, more fluid weld

puddle. With GNA, control of this large weld puddle became

difficult, and so GTA was selected  Lynch and Pilia, 1969!.

During the 110' "hot tap" operation, a constant current DC

machine was used a.t 150-180 DCSP. Argon shielding was

employed at 200 cfh. The voltage was 12v for the root pas

and 16-18v for the remainder of the weld. If GMA is selected

as the welding process, an inductance control is recommended

to control the fluidity of the puddle  Rcbinson, 1967!.

Controls should be provided to be able to change the voltage

and current with increasing depth. When using GMA, there

can be a real problem of corrosion of the feed wire. Zt

should be dept in a sealed container of some sort. Code

quality welds have been obtained using both GNA and GTA

processes. GNA does produce much better ductility than dces

GTA. But, GNA is simply more difficult to control at high

pressures. For this reason, GTA is often selected.

2.3 A SHORT HISTORY OF THE RESEARCH~ DEVELOPNENTI
AND APPLICATION OF UNDERWATER WELDING BY INDUSTRY

An i ntere s ting way to trace the growing interest and.

importance of underwater welding is to document the research

and development efforts by industry and briefly sketch the

case histories of the commercial applications. during the past

several years. Without doubt, t'-.e recent, almost explosive

expansion of the offshore oil industry has given the incentive

and investment motivation which '-.as stimulated this develo-ment

in the United States. This may e:xplain the simultaneous

initiation of several R&D efforts in the late 1960's.
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Development of underwater weld.:i ng .i.n any kind o f a formal
research setting began in the late 1950's with some work in
Russia leading to the development of underwater, wet GMA
welding  Shlyamin, 1971!. They reported satisfactory welds
at 200 feet. Work in the United States did not begin, however,
until the late 1960's. In 1966, Ocean Systems Incorporated
 OSI! tog ther with the Linde Division of. Union Carbide
began R&D efforts towards a dry habitat, CTA, underwater
welding process. They initially developed a "Hot Tap
Chamber" and completed a 6"g tie in to a 10"g existing line «t
100 feet in the Gulf of Mexico for Humble Pipe E,ine Company.

The weld was hydrostatically tested and X-rayed and found
satisfactory. This job was completed in September of 1967.
In October, 1967, OSl performed a. welded repair of a 4" P
line tie into a 16"0 in 58 feet of wate= for Transcontinental

apparently becausealthough no =urther efforts are reported,

of equipment difficulty.

Gas Pipe Line Corporation. The joint was cut out, rewelded,
and X-ray inspected. in a dry habitat. Later that same year,
in October of 1967, OSI completed a pipeline repair under

the Raritan River near Keasbey, New,lersey for the I,inde
Division of Union Carbide. An 8"gi oxygen pipeline had been
damaged by a dredge. The damaged section was cut out ar.d a
short pup joint was welded into the pipeline.

ln May of 1967, the Sanford Marin= Services and Nesting-
house Ocean Research and Engineering Center began "Project 6  0'
which was primarily a saturation diving sys em test program.

However, as part of the work assignment at 600 feet, :hey
attempted SMA welding. Problems wi-h the flux coating termir ated
the tests, but this does show the developing trend of intere
During this same time period, Reading and Hates Offshore
Drilling Company pur.ued the development of a dry habitat
and the associated G11A welding apparatus. Repairs to
corrosion-damaged platform were completed satisfactorily,



Ocean Systems Incorporated continued their activity.
In 1968, they briefly experimented with wet GKA weldir.g

apparatus. But this option was apparently abandonnea in

favor of the dry habitat methods. In May of 1968, they

completed two riser repairs in the Gulf of Mexico for Tenr.< ssee

Gas Pipeline Company. During 1968, HydroTech of Houston,
Texas began preliminary R@D with what is .now called the

Portable Dry Spot  PDS! technique. This movable, minihabit at

employed a specially sealed GMA underwater apparatus.

Commercial applications of this and a similar process calJ~ d

HydroBox did not commence until late in 1972.

In 1969, OSI had developed a Submerged Pipeline Rep' r

System by which two pipe ends could be aligned and welded

within a dry habitat.. They used the system to add 900 feet

of 12" pipeline to an existing line in the Gulf of Mexico

in 80 feet of water. The habitat and pipeline restraint

trusswork frame is 25' long, 10' wide, and 8' tall. The

company's development tests cont.inued at 300 feet. and a

600-foot depth capability was predicted.

Early in 1970, Chicago Bridge and Iron Company

began research and development for an in-house underwater

repair capability. They began working with wet SMA weldir.<;

techniques, Also, that year, a U.S. patent was granted fci

an underwater welding process that involved a composite

welding rod that was hollow and through which some shieldirig

gas was to be pumped. The proce. 's was patented from 3apar:,

and no further mention of this process has been found.

During the last part of 1969, with completion in 1970, ther~ was a

major underwater habitat weld project by OSI. The~ joined

two 24"IB pipeline sections which linked an offshore platform

with the shore in the Bass Strait, Australia, for Esso

Standard Oil and Santa Fe Interna.tional. The pipeline joir ir~g

took place in 220-feet of water using the Submerged Pipe,.ir:-:

Repair System. Saturation diving techniques were emplo'ed
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to complete the pipe fit-up and weld which was X-rayed and

met API 1104 Code criteria. The joint was coated with epoxy.

Perhaps one of the reasons that this technique is not used

more regularly is the high cost associated with the habitat,

saturation diving techniques, and assorted surface support

systems. These factors are estimated to have resulted i.n
a price tag of nearly one million dollars for the underwater

pipeline weld in the Bass Strait.

In January of 1970, Canadian Diving Services Ltd.  Now

DIV CAN Oceaneering! repaired the damaged hull of a semi-

submersible platform for Shell Canada Ltd. with a 1/2" patch

plate. They wet-welded the patch using an SKA welding tech-

nique which they cal "overhead" that involves a weavinq

and preheating stroke movement of the electrode. In August

of 1970, Chicago Bridge and Iron completed their firs

commercial application of wet SMA welding for the S&W Con-

struction Company. Retaining pilings on a Memphis, Tennesse<

dock were repaired by welding an ex:ensive rumber of 1/2"

plates over damaged pilinq sections. A problem with high

carbon content in the pilings was solved by using austenitic

electrodes. Visibility was very limited.

In June of 1971, SubSea International Inc. designed and

built. a pipeline alignment and habitat system similar to that.

earlier developed by OSI. Their habitat incorporated a "dry

to dry" transfer of the welder from a submerged diving bell

to the habitat by a direct mating p -ocedure. The alignment

rig was 29' long and. 15' wide. It can accomodate a 56" pipe-

line, and the two ends can be out of alignment by 32'. Also

this month, CBI comp eted the underwater repair of a 14"g

strut on an offshore platform for Humble Oil and Refininq

Company at a depth of 63 feet.

In January of 1972, HydroTech patented its Portable Dly

Spot GMA process. Meanwhile, CBI was employed by the Port

of Houston to repair holes .n dock pilings caused by cozrosi..'
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damage. A total of 1400 feet of 1/2" vertical fillet welds
and 400' of 1/2" horizontal fillet welds were completed.. The
welds had a tensile strength of 18 to 28 thousand pounds per

inch. The visibility was 3-4" but underwater TV inspection

was accomplished by using a water displacement tube flushed
with fresh water. In March, CBI replaced a 20"g and a 22"g

pipeline for the Dow Chemical Company in 0-10 feet of water
in the Barge Canal, Freeport, Texas. Backup rings were

employed to allow butt welds to be completed. In Nay in
the Gulf of Mexico, CBI repaired a "k" joint using a 6'

double-sleeve and gusset plates for Humble Oil and Refining
Company in 52 feet of water. In July, CBI replaced the
value operator adapter on a 20'P value in 52 feet of water
for the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company. In August of 197 '

in the Gulf of Nexico for Humble Oil, CBZ completed extensive

repairs to a platform damaged during the driving of a pile.
Several horizontal braces and .truts and two "k" joints vere

replaced or repaired and reinforced. The depth varied fram
32 feet to 165 feet and saturation diving techniques werc

used for the 165' repairs. At the completion of the str<.c-

tural repairs, 5 anodes were reinstalled by welding. In

September, HydroTech began its first commercial job in a
joint effort with the British Oxygen Company called SubCcean
Services  SOS!. They welded high pressure blocks on

riser in the Gulf of Nexico for the Transcontinental Pipe line

Company in 112 feet of water. The weld was performed using
the HydroBox technique of enclosing the weld joint in a
plastic box and evacuating the area with an inert gas. F
GNA welding process is then employed with the welder in the
wet and. inserting the welding gun from below the evacuated

box towards the weld joint. The welds were hydrostatical ly

tested at 1600 psi. In October, CBI was again underwater

welding for Dubai Petroleum to replace a "T" stiffener cr two
underwater storage tanks in 137 feet of water. The year, 1972..
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was indeed an active one for underwater welding developers,

During 1973, there was also much activity in underwater

welding. Both Chicago Bridge and Iron Company and SubOcean

Services were busy completing several jobs each in the Gulf

of Mexico, the Arabian Gulf, the North Sea, and other

places. During February, CBI repaired another dock for the

Exxon Company in Baytown, Texas. Repair sections were

fillet welded in a 2" visibility situation. In March, CBI

was in the Arabian gulf repairing a crack by back gouging

and welding from both sides of a 42"g header pipe at a depth

of 130 feet. While working on the inside of the pipe for

the Dubai Petroleum Company, an airlift was used to displace

the water and give the effect of a habitat to increase the

visibility during the weldinq opera ion. Then in April,

two 700 lb. anode replacements were welded into place at

157 feet.

SubOcean Services completed two jobs during April of

1973. They replaced three 3"g rise: for the Atlantic Ricnfic..' 2

Company in 15 feet of. water. These welds were satisfactori.l»

hydrostatic tested at 4700 psi. Later this month, they repaired

a 4' crack in a 14'g pontoon on Santa Fe Drilling rig "Blue

Water g2" in 14 feet of water. In May, SOS was in the North

Sea to replace two 14"g horizontal braces in 20 feet of water

for Phillips Petroleum Company. In June, SOS completed three

separate welding jobs. They replaced four 6"g risers in

15 feet of water for Shell Oil Company which were hydrostatic<.lly

tested at 1500 psi in the Gulf of Mexico. They similarly

replaced two 2"8 risers in 10 feet of water for Shell in the

Gulf of Mexico. Next, they completed the repair of a 12"8

horizontal brace in a platform "A" for POGO  united Gas-Penzoi 1!

in 30 feet of water. CBI was also busy during June replacing

and reinforcing crushed and ruptured 18"g and 24"g struts in

96 and 145 feet of water. Split sleeves were fabricated and
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welded together underwater to make the repairs. The produc-
tion platform in the Gulf of Mexico belongs to the Exxon Com-
pany. During July, SOS was again busy. For Shell Oil in the
Gulf of Mexico, three 6"p risers were replaced, ultrason.<-,

hydrostatic, and X-ray tested in 15 feet of water. A 20"
diagonal brace was repaired at 30' on a platform for P060.
And one 3"5 riser and seven 4"8 risers were replaced and -ested

satisfactorily for Shell Oil Company in the Gulf of Mexico.
SOS replaced one 3"g riser and replaced a section of a 3'I5
flowline for Atlantic Richfield during September. During

October, SOS replaced one more 6" riser in 15 feet. of wats r for
Shell Oil. Also busy during October, CBI was working und-r

extremely poor visibility and current situations in the A=cha-
falya River near Morgan City, Louisiana, replacing a riveL-
pipeline crossing for the Wanda Petroleum Company. The damaged
section of pipe was cut out and flanges were fitted to t::z' two

good ends. A template was then fitted as the replacement.

The permanent pipe section was fabricated from the template.
Meanwhile, a temporary habitat was constructed to give better

visibility while the flanges were welded underwater in th dry
habitat using SMA. Then, the replacement section was bol:=d

securely at the flange ends and the pipe recovered.

.Beginning in October of l973, and continuing throug~ July
of 1974, CBI underwater welders were employed continuously
repairing an extensively damaged production platform in 200
feet of water in the Gulf of Mexico. Working with Oceane ring

International Inc., tubular members and corroded HAZ area- of

welds are being repaired by pat.ching, back-gouging, and r=welding.
Underwater TV is being used to document the damage and inspect

and verify the repairs. This situation portrays the seri=,us
need for underwater welding repair and maintenance and th~ fact

that all of CBI welders are being used on this one job outlines

the need for further expansion of underwater welding capa=ility.

Finishing an active year, SOS completed the repair of a L7" Lang
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groove which had become worn into a 48 "P x60 steel oil loading

pipe. The groove was filled and patched to prevent further

wear. The job was done for Shell B.P. in Nigeria a t a

depth of 90 feet. SOS also completed the repair of a 3"g
riser for the Atlantic Richfield in the Gulf of Mexico in

35 feet of water and the replacement of three risers in 20 feet

of water for Shell Oil Company. That. brings the underwater

welding commercial activity up to 1974.

These industrial efforts have been paralleled by basic

research by several working organizations throughout the world.

Plotting the course of events involving underwater welding

in this way, it is not difficult to foresee an expanding future

for underwater welding technologies. Responding to such activity,

the American Welding Society Committee on Marine Construction

has recently formed a subcommittee or underwater welding.

Mr. C. Z. Grubbs of Chicago Bridge and Iron Company is the

acting chairman at this time and several other men from industry,
universities and the Navy are beginn.i.ng thoughts on developing

standard codes for underwater welding procedures and qualifica-

tions for diver-welders. Underwater welding for repair and

construction of underwater structures must develop concurrently

with other expansions in the offshore industries.
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3,0 INTRODUCTION

Experimental investigations of underwater welding have

produced data that has not adequately been collected and sortec

and presented in a unified manner. his section of the report

will attempt to do this. Description of the welding processes

appears in Section II and a discussion of the basic metallurgy

is included in Section IV. This section will concentrate

on the remaining areas of underwater welding information,

including:

�! The underwater arc bubble phenomena

�! The underwater welding arc and associated metal transfer

�! The underwater heat transfer and temperature histories

�! Effects of pressure on underwater welding

�! Underwater welding polarity

�! Electrode waterproofing

  7 ! Underwater e lee tz ode coating turbidi ty

 8! Underwater GMA research

 9! Correlations between experimental work and actual weld
properties

�0! Actual weld geometrical, microstructural, and mechanical
properties

3. I UNDERWATER WEI DING BUBBI.E DYNAMICS

The arc bubble is one of the peculiar phenomena w1 ich

distinguish underwater welding from air welding. The heat of

the welding arc dissociates water molecules into hydrogen

and oxygen, and the oxygen is consum .d in the combustion of

the electrode coating material which results in the formation

of CO, CO2, and various mineral salts. I'he bubbles appear
brownish in tint as they rise to the surface, although the

pulsating bubble around the welding are appears blue, uggest-

ing that spontaneous burning of a portion of the dissociated

hydrogen may be occuriing. The !ubble is oscillating�4!
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continuously between a small bubble barely covering the arc

column and a larger bubble that eventually breaks away fromm

the weld puddle and floats towards the surface. Only a

portion of the bubble breaks away, leaving a nucleus bubbl-

with a diameter of .25 �. 35 inches �-9mm! .
�4!

The arc

heat and the combustion of the coating material produces

gas at a constant rate, but the bubble size oscillations are

governed by the buoyancy and surface tension forces and these

will not result in anything except this process of bubble

growth, breakaway, growth, breakaway...etc. The oscillati;.ns

of the bubble growth and breaki. g occur at a rate of l5

bubbles per second in six inches of water
�3!

Ef fects of

depth on the bubble dynamics are not reported. Brown �972!

reports that the maximum bubble s ize, be fore breakaway i.s

10-15mm  . 4 �. 6 inches! . Madatov  ! 965! reports that the

maximum bubble size is 16-22mm. .he minimum bubble : ize

immediately after breakaway is - � 9mm as reported by both

Madatov and Brown. Madatov �965! reports the frequency

be 10 bubbles per second. He reports the life history cf

the arc bubble to be .06 seconds of growth, .006 seconds ::r

breakaway, and .03 seconds for contraction.

The total volume of gas be.ing evolved. is reportec by

different investigators to vary according to the electrod=

type used, but tc be invariant »ith welding conditions. 3t:own

�972! reports E6013 to generate 40cc/sec. Silva �971!

reports a rate of 50cc/sec. for E6027 and 60cc/sec. for ts-;.

Z7024 electrode. Madatov �965! reports rates of 33cc/se

and 100cc/sec. for the two elec rodes he employed.

Thus, while various electrode coverings produce more

or less gas, the gas rates are cons ant at a constant dep: i,

even with changes in voltage or current. This impLies tha-..

the dissociation of water is directly related to the arc

temperature which i- a function only of the depth .Kt is

postulated that gas rates increase with depth for a given



electrode  Silva, 1971!, although no actual pressure tests

have been run. The bubble velocity after breakaway has been

determined  Silva, 1971! to be 2.3 ft/sec. Madatov �965!

reports a bubble velocity of 200cm/sec. �.5 ft/sec.!. This

discrepancy is unexplained, but does not appear critical to

the underwater welding process.

Madatov reports that these bubble size fluctuations

result in pressure changes on the ar<- column which change

the arc column density and result in small oscillations in

the voltage and current of the arc. This effect was not

observed in the present investigations, possibly because this

effect is more predominant at greater depths and pressures.

It appears that the small bubble that is maintained

around the arc column is the phenomena which allows the arc

to function normally underwater. Zf this bubble were to

become unstable and lose contact with the arc column, the

underwater welding ar<= would change drastically and might be

in danger of being in errupted.

A major portion of the bubble results from dissociation

of the water by the extreme heat of =he arc. This produces

a large amount of hyd ogen and oxygen. Most of the oxyge~

reacts quickly with the combustible elements of the electrode

coating to produce CO and CO2. A small portion of the gas
consists of metal vapor, and various mineral salts from the

electrode covering. On a percentage basis, the gas is 62-82-:

11-24% CO, 4-6% CO2, and the remaining 34 is N2 and
metallic and mineral salt vapors  Silva, 1971!.

These gaseous products of combustion of the weld metal,

the parent metal, the components of the electrode flux

covering, and of dissociation of water, as well as the water

vapor continuously interact within the bubble environment.

And, the atmospheric components vary both with time and with

location in the bubble. The degree of dissociation of water
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vapor is maximum at the interior of the bubble nearest: the
extreme temperatures of the arc and decreases radially towards

t: he bubble-water interface.
�6!

QVT p
C

wp
0

drops/unit time

weight/unit time  grams!

excess pressure of arc

atmospheric pressure

v = volume of drop at :.h»
puddle

T = lifetime of the

d f rom formation to: uddl<
I'o =

The high hydrogen content, in the atmosphere is perhaps
the most crit. ical component. This produces, during the

mechanism of metal transfer from the electrode tip to the 'weld

puddle, an extreme danger of possible hydration and satura-

tion with hydrogen.

This gaseous, dynarric atmosphere reacts with the molt
metal as it is transferred a ross the medium from the electrod»

tip to the weld pool. Burn-off of certain of the constitu nts,

especially the reducing agents, manganese and silicon, occurs
and is dependent of the concentration of the individual metal
components in the electrode, and in the electrode covering

used. The burn-off process is nct as affected by current a-..d

voltage in the underwater proces- as it is in open air weli-:

 Nadatov, 1972!. Burn-off appears to be di.rectly dep»ndent

on the dwell time in the bubble cf the metal being trar:sferred.

So, a measure of the degree to which metallurgical rea tion,
are taking place is the reaction rate in the bubble atmospn-:.re.

This rate will increase with depth  pressure!. lt is a

function of the weight per time and 'olume of drops per t:im»

and the frequency of drop formatior. .nd the lifeti me of t!.a
drop from electrode tip to puddl»  Madatov, 1972!. This
reaction rate is formulated after the method of Potap'evskij.

for open air welds.
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Table 3-1 gives some tabulated results of this parameter

C for various welding conditions, The effect of the metal

transfer mechanisms on the coefficient of reactivity can be

clearly seen. This is empirical data, as the relationships

between the metal transfer and the bubble atmosphere reactions

are not known. It is still useful for comparing two welding

processes and achieving an understanding at least of their

relative rates of bubble atmosphere reactions. The welding

atmosphere of an underwater weld will be dependent on the

electrode coating material and the mechanism of dissociation

producing high concentrations of hydrogen. These considera-

tions will become more important for low alloy high-strength

steels, which are particularly susceptible to arc atmosphere

contaminants.

3. 2 THE UNDERWATER WELDING ARC AND ASSOCIATED

METAL TRANSFER

An electric welding arc of any type is fairly complicated

and has not been adequately investigated or explained. Several.

general statements as to the forces acting on the arc or on

the coinciding metal transfer have been offered by various

authors. A short review of these basic arc principles is

presented to assure a clear understanding of the specific

remarks and observations concerning underwater welding arcs

which are to follow.

3.21 General Electric Arc Characteristics

The basic structure of an electric arc such as that used

in underwater welding appears schematically in Figure 3-1.

The welding electrode and the workpiece act as the two elec-

trodes. The electrode connected to the positive side of the

power supply is called the anode, and the electrode connected

to the negative side is called the cathode. Figure 2-2

illustrates the difference between straight polarity and
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F FIGURE 3-1

STRUCTURE OF AN ELECT RIC ARC
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reverse polarity. Straight polarity exists when the welding
rod is connected to the negative side so that it is the cathod».

Although the current flows from the anode  +! to the cathode

 -!, the electrons are actually flowing in the other direction.

As will be discussed later, the impingement of the electron

stream on the anode  +! causes it to receive 80% of the heat

energy. This differential heating between the anode  +! and

cathode  -! produces the major difference in straight and

reverse polarity welding conditions.

Returning to the arc column structure, Figure 3-1, it

is divided into three regions: �! the anode region; �!

the arc plasma zone, and; �! the cathode region. There are

very steep potential drops in the anode and cathode regions.

This reflects the high heat loss in both due to the melting

of the two electrodes. The temperatures of the anode and

cathode regions are much less than the plasma zone and thermal

equilibrium does not exist. The anode and cathode zones
-l -4

are very short �0 � lG mm! compared to the entire arc

length �-3mm! . The are plasma zone is a thermal plasma i.n

which most of the water and gas molecules are decomposed into

atoms and further into ions  +! and electrons. In the arc

plasma, the mns and electrons move in a rapid and disorderly

manner, with a low drift velocity compared to the thermal

velocities  temperature!. The electrons drift toward the

anode  +! and the ions toward the ca"hode  -!. This drift

velocity is the result of electromagnetic forces constricting

the arc. The velocity is proportional to the current. Figure

3-2 shows the directions of drift during straight and reverse

polarity.

The shape of the arc will correspond to the minimum poten-

tial drop. Cathode and anode spots form to minimize the heat

loss to the electrodes. The cathode arc spot wanders around

on the electrode in response to the ease of emitting electrons

at particular Locations.
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3.22 Underwater Welding Arcs

Underwater welding arcs are acted on by two basic
mechanisms of compression or constriction.

 l! The high hydrogen content of the bubble atmosphere
as well as the surrounding cooling effects of the water

cause the arc column to cool below the normal air values

and results in a higher current density in underwater

arcs.

�! An additional effect occurs in straight polarity welding
 electrode � , cathode! when the cathode spot is geor« tri-
cally constricted, prevent.ing the free expansion of t h»
cathode spot. These compression phenomena explain why
the voltage-current curves are concave, or rising ir
underwater welding, Figure 3-2.

�!

Understanding the arc processes involves knowing the
shape and size of the welding arc. Nadatov  l966! invest
gated the geometry of underwater arcs for both metal-arc ~nd
C02 thin wire welding. The basic shape found using a
technique of X-ray cinematography was a cylinder for meta. -arc
welding and a truncated cone with its base on the work fo.
thin wire welding. The diameter of the arc is related to th»
current. using an expression by T. I. Avilov  l960! of

D = A vI where A = O.ll as found by Nadatov  l966!

Table 3-2 shows how the arc diameter increases with curr»:it.

As the arc is moved along a weld, energy is being ]<>.;t

even more rapidly due to increased convective cooling of -he
arc. This produces a steeper gradient in the volt-amp cu-ve
than in the case of a stationary arc  Figure 3-2b. With -ome
form of shieldjng, this volt-amp curve is generally lower.
This may be due to the fact that the shielding partially
prevents the water column from constricting the arc colum~
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 Hasui, et al., 1972!. These processes are both dependent

on the arc length. The longer the arc, the more cooling b

the water and by the effect of hydrogen cooling or deioniza-

tion. A longer arc will give a higher voltage and a lower

current.

From these relationships of current to voltage and are

length, the arc field intensity can be determined  Avilov,

1960!. This is given. by the ratio between voltage increase

and the arc length increase. Field Tnt.ensity,

E = �  Figure 3 � 3! shows this relationship.
dV

dL

The field strength is seen t o increase with the weldirq

current. This distinguishes underwater welding from open

air welding. Thi; is explained by the effect of the variou.'-

compressions of the arc column causing the cross-sectional

area increase of the arc to lag behind the welding current

increase, producing a current density or field intensi.ty

increase. Avilov �960! found current densities in underwater

arc columns of 280 amp/sq. cm. w'-,ich for his welding condi.tI.ons,

were five to ten times the current density of an equivalent

arc in open air conditions. This may help to explain the

fact that to maintain the same arc condi.tions, the current

will have to be increased by 10~, per atmosphere �3 ft. of

water! of additional pressure  Silva, 197lj.

The higher current density cf underwater arcs produces

higher arc temperatures. Direct measurement of the in er:>r

arc temperatures is difficult. I>adatov �966! computed thi

theoretical temperatures using the Stefan-Boltzman Law,

realizing that. the arc was not a perfect black body. Had a.. on

occurs off the sides of the arc and the absorption coeffic

was assumed to be the same as an arc burning i.n the a:cr {.:

then:
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FIGURE 3-3
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T4 E Kac
mvF E = radiating power of arc and arc

column

%ac = arc length

o, = coefficient of absorption

Stefan-Boltzman constant

This was related to a formula involving a factor that

takes into consideration the welding conditions, and. anotF.er

factor that considers the welding depth or pressure. Ther,

the temperatures of the arcs for these two parameters appear

in Table 3-2:

The ionization potential is found to be  Madatov, 1966!

12.0-12.4 volts for thin wire and 13 � 14 volts for stick

electrodes, suggesting the case of high hydrogen content in

the arc bubble atmosphere �3.6v!. These levels of potential

also suggest the possibility of CO2 �4.3v!, CO �4.1v! and
some N2 �4.5v!.

A stability factor is defined by Madatov �962! as the

maximum current divided by the minimum. current:

I max

I min

For ordinary metal-arc underwater welding with D.C., the

stability factor was 1.61. For values near one, the arc i

considered stable. For values »1, the arc is considered

unstable. One cause of fluctuations in the voltage and

current cccuring every .3 seconds or less has been attributed

to the thick coating collapsing during the arc welding

 Silva, 1971!. Different electrodes produce different les ls

of stability. Silva �971! found E7024 more stable than

E6027, while E6013 was unstable due to the thin coat.ing i=

has. It also appears that in salt water, the metal � arc will
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become more stable due to the salt ions serving as charge

carriers  Silva, 1971!. This is evident in the change in

sound of the arc from an erratic effervescence in freshwater

to a smooth gurgling in salt water.

Finally, it is mentioned that depending on the quality

of equipment used, there can be quite a current leakage in

saltwater. This can have quite an effect on changing what

actually happens at the arc compared to what is thought to

happen, based on the power source meters. Silva �971! found

it could be as high as 65-110 amps at the open circuit voltage

of 83-99 volts.

3.23 Metal Transfer

There are three basic modes of metal transfer in welding

arcs. The first is globular or drop transfer, where the

metal is transferred in large drops that travel slowly to the

workpiece. Spray transfer is where the metal is transferred

in many fine particles that travel at a higher rate. The

third is short circuit transfer, where direct metal-to-metal

contact and transfer occur. These modes may sometimes occur

in combination, or during a welding process that mode may

undergo a transformation from one o another as the welding

parameters are changed.

Theoretically, in metal-arc welding, such a transition

should occur with changing pressure. The metal transfer migh

be expected to change from the spray rrode to the globular

mode as the underwater welding depth increased  Silva, 1971!.

However, in practice, using the touch method of underwater

welding with covered metal-arc electrodes, the normal metal

transfer is small droplets except when an occasional large

drop forms and short circuits the arc  Madatov, 1972!. Siiv~.

�971! also found that, even at shallow depths, metal-arc

welding underwater involves the globular rather than the spray

mode of metal transfer. The present investigation fo~nd that

the frequency of the drop transfer is 80-100 drops per seconc..



Madatov �972! has done some investigation of metal-arc

and thin wire underwater welding metal transfer. In thin

wire welding, the drop does not transfer immediately to t.:~e

weld puddle, but may have a dwell time in the bubble surround-

ing the arc that is equal to or greater than the time tak

to form the drop on the electrode. This slow drop transfer

is in conjunction with occasional short circuiting. An

interesting observation is that without C02 shielding gas,
the drops formed may be hollow at the time of formation an:

as they drop to the weld puddle, they interact with the b~=ble

atmosphere and become more solid, thereby decreasing i n volume.

Shielded metal-arc drops transferred at a rate of 44 per

second. The time of formation and the time in the arc bubble

atmosphere were abouC the same. Table 3-1 summarizes the

data collected by Madatov concerning metal transfer.

The constricted arc produces a high arc core tempera-

ture in spite of the cooling effect of the hydrogen presen-,.

in the bubble atmosphere. Thus, whereas the welding arc

between two iron electrodes in air may have a temperature =f

between 5000'K and 6000'K, underwater the same arc may bur.i

at a temperature of 7000'K and 9000'K for depths of under

10 meters  Madatov, 1970!.

Table 3-2 shows the effect of welding current and welding

process on the arc core temperature. This increased temp. =a-

ture produces fast melting rates of the metal at the weld

elect. rode and at the weld pool which tends to produce a v cy

large fluid puddle that would be di ficult to control exc. ~t

that in welding underwater, the quenching property of the iater

seems to minimize or compensate for this effect by rapidl~

solidifying the weld puddle.

In general, the welding arc of an underwater welding

process and the metal transfer from that underwater arc a;r".ear

to be very similar to the norma air welding arc and meta
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transfer. However, once the metal begins to solidify in th»
weld puddle and cool down, extreme differences between air

welding and underwater welding are encountered.

3. 3 UNDERWATER HEAT TRANSFER AND TEMPERATURE HISTORIES

welding efficiency, and the nature of the heat. flow in the

joint, which depends on the thermal properties of the metal,

the plate thickness, the welding speed, and the quenching

effect of ~ater.

3. 31 Heat Inpu.t

A measure of the theoretical heat from a welding are is

the theoretical heat per inch of weld. This can be computed

as:

Voltage x Current x 60
Heat Input

Speed  inches minute!
Joule s

inch

However, due to uncontrollable heat losses from the welding

arc, the actual heat that reaches the weld is some percentag

of this heat input. This factor is called the welding effi-

ciency. It is not known precisely the value of this factor

in underwater welding.

Heat output of arc x efficiency = Heat input to workpiece

3.32 Heat Flow

Whatever this final heat input. to the workpiece turns

out to be, it will determine the amount of melting and pene--

The temperature history of an underwater welded joint
remains a very complex and difficult characteristic to deter-
mine or predict. The two major factors which will contribute
to its determination are the nature of the heat source, which
depends on the welding arc, the type of metal transfer, the
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tration of the weld bead. The second portion of the critical

heat transfer process involves the heat flow away from the

weld zone. This heat flow process will determine both the

time that the region stays at its maximum temperature and

the cooling rate from this temperature. Both these charac-

teristics are critical in the determination of the final

weld microstructure.

For surface heat sources moving at a steady rate along

a homogeneous joint, there will be a quasi-steady temperature

distribution set up. The isothermal or constant temperatur=

lines represent the potential for heat flow. By measuring

the temperature profiles, an approximation of the direction

of heat flow  which will be perpendicular to isothermal lin=s!

can be determined.

There is a difFerential equation referred to as the hex

equation which completely describes this quasi-static

temperature distribution surrounding a welded region.

However, the boundary conditions are very complicated, and

in some cases unknown, which makes an exact solution equalL»

complex and unsoluable. For this reason, several types of

approximations have been used to simplify the solutions to

the heat equation. The three-dimensional heat equation. may

be written as:

3 T l "oT
+ 0

2 Q
3z

where, T = temperature

n = thermal diffusivity

Approximating the welding arc as a point source and the welded

joint as a continuous semi-infinite plate, the solution ha;.;

been found to be:
�3!
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a -v  r -x! /2o,
e

2mkr

where, v = velocity

k = thermal conductivity

q = heat input rate

r = x + y + z
2 2 2 2

This solution is used when very thick plates are involved.

However, the underwater welding arc is a spread or diffuse

heat source, and cannot be properly thought of as a surface

point source. Another approximation has been to consider
the arc in 2-D cases.

�7! In this approximation, the plate

is considered to be thin, and the source is thought to

extend down throughout the thickness of the plate. The

solution to this approximation is found to be in terms of
�7 !

Bessel functions:

q' -vx/2 x
2 haik 2Q

2 = 2 2r = x + y

This solution is found for ordinary arc welding in air to

give reasonably good qualitative results, especially for
regions outside the weld pool region. Away from the weld
puddle, the arc may appear as a point or line source;
however, convection currents within the liquid weld metal

greatly reduces the predicted temperature gradients. And
this further affects the actual temperature profile in the
critical HAZ immediately adjacent to the weld puddle.

For these reasons, it seems =hat a semi-empirical

approach to underwater arc welding ought to be employed
cooperatively with a mathematical approach. Various attem[.t.s
have been made at this.

�4! Because the weld bead boundary
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remains as a permanent record of the maximum extent of the

melting temperature isotherm, some work has been directed

using the welded bead width to estimate the heat input to

weld  Lancaster, 1965!. The heat input is postulated to be

some function of the welding speed, width of the final welc.,

and the thermal diffusivity as:

f  weld in seed} we 1d width!
Heat input q ~ f

 thermal diffusivity!

2D q/w = 8kT   � + � !1 vd

m 5 4g  Thin plates!

 Thick plates!~underwater
3D q = ~dkT � + � � !

4 vd

m 5 4 x

w = plate thickness

d = width of weld

Thus, for a given width of desired weld, you need a minimum

heat input to the weld region. Once the heat has been intro-

duced into the weld puddle, it will flow out causing different

cooling curves for regions at differing distances from the

fusion line. The theoretical cooling curves can be found

dT vT
For a point source:

r
� - � !  thick plate!

2Q r

2
-v T

2G

dT
For a lin e source:

dt
1   th ili p1 a te !

K  z} is the modified Bessell function of the second

1 kind of order unity

using the same approximations of a point source or a line .,ource

to be:
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For simplicity, consider a point along the central

axis of the weld at the weld pool boundary where r = x = x
1

and T = T , the melting temperature. Then, in the case ofm'

3-D flow:

2
-2 rrkT

mdT

dt  q/v!

Figure 3-4 shows these curves for a point along the central

axis at the pool boundary  where T =: T !. It can be seen
m

that qualitatively, both of these approximations make sense

in that they predict the cooling rate will increase with

increasing travel speed or with a smaller weld pool. The

approximate model.s can also give an estimate of the complete

thermal cycle of a region. As the distance from the welding

arc increases, the peak temperature is lower and it also lags

behind the source in time.

The liquid region is a small area directly around the

source where heat transfer takes place via a complicated

complicated combination of convection, conduction, melting,

and fusion. A numerical method for predicting the temperature

distribution in thin plates using not a point source, but

the liquid weld pool as the interior boundary condition

was developed at the University of N'isconsin and adapted

to underwater welding at M.I.T.
�4,.~3, 66!

Keeping track of all the energy emitted by the welding

arc is a difficult problem, which has not been completely

solved, even for the simplest of arcs. It now seems apparert

that spread heat or a pre-heating, post-heating effect takes

place even in an underwater environrrent. The nature of this

heat distribution is ye to be solved  Brown, et al., 1972!.

The increased heat losses unde water are from boiling

and radiation around the weld puddle, and increased conduction

through the base plate. Boiling is a complex heat transfer

phenomena and is usually divided into several distinct regirr.es
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or modes, including nucleation boiling, transition boiling,

and stable film boiling. But, the areas involved are so

small that no one mode of boiling can be established without

both interfering and being interfered with. Finally, the

large perturbations resulting from the arc bubble phenomena

of a continuously pulsating bubble destroys any stable film

boiling mechanism on the top of the plate. The other problem

with this model is that the heat transfer is three-dimensicnaL

and the bottom of the plate is undergoing significantly differ-

ent heat transfer. Boiling ther=- may well be film boiling
as the bubbles are trapped against the plate, or it mav

simply involve increased heat conduction and convection from

the plate into the water.

Based on these formal modelling approximations, several

general principles are arrived at which contribute tc an

understanding of the role that heat transfer and cooling rates

play in underwater welding metallurgy. The higher the initial

heat input, the slower will be the cooling rate. Cooling

rates are slower in the regions further from the weld bead.

The heat input will be proportional to the current and inversely

proportional to the welding speed. =hese various cooling

rates will thus produce a weld microstructure that changes

as the distance from the welded bead increases. Results o.:

semi-empirical attempts to duplicate the temperature histories

of underwater welding by Brown.  L972! are shown in Figure
3 5

3, 4 EFFECTS OF PRESSURE ON UNDERWATER WEEDING

A major dif ference of underwater welding af fecting th~::

welding process may be the increased pressure. This hydro-

static pressure causes a constriction of the arc column. In

addition to this hydrostatic pressure effect, there are twc

other forces on an underwater arc. One is the cooling effect
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of the high hydrogen content bubble surrounding the arc

which further constricts the arc. The other effect is the

constriction of the cathode spot caused by the geometric

shape of the electrode tip. These compression phemonema

explain why the volt-amp curves for underwater welding are

concave or rising. The arc length is important because�8!

the larger the arc length, the more cooling by hydrogen and

the more constriction by the water pressure are possible.

The greater the depth, the greater also will be the water

pressure effect. These pressure effects cause the current

density of an underwater arc to increase with welding

current. To he1p compensate for these factors, the welding

current should be increased by 10% per atmosphere of addi-

tional pressure to maintain similar azc conditions. �!

Fladatov �969! reported that the depth may affect the

weld bead shape of underwater welds. For shielded metal � ar<.

welds, the penetration is found to increase, and the bead

also widens out to reduce the penetration shape factor,  Lv'!E'!,

from 5 to 3. At great depths, he found that the current was

limited to 180-240 amps due to the concentration of heat

 current. density! from the hydrostatic pressure. Due to the

increasing current density, the arc may become more steady.

The power expended by the arc goes up by 40% between 1 and

2 atmospheres.

Billy �971! investigating underwater GMA reported that

high pressures may produce a reversion to 1.arge globular

metal transfer resulting in very poor crowned beads. Press' re.

seems to nullify the advantages of GNA welding by producing

an uncontrollably large weld puddle.

Pilia �967! conducted wet welding GY> tests for Ocean

Systems Inc. and Linde Division and found that welds at 60

feet were peaked and thin and that penetration was more thar.

adequate at 80-100 feet, causing burnthrough. In shielded

metal-are welding at 600 feet, th=- flux peeled off and



satisfactory welds were not made. DeSaw et al. �969! found
that SMA welding at depth produced a severe porosity prob: m.
They also report that reverse polarity welds were shallow~ r,
wider, and less porous than straight polarity welds. This
apparent reversing of arc characteristics with depth was not
explained.

Erandon �970! reports that from pressurized air ch saber
welding tests, the voltage and travel speed may become
important variables at high pressures. From other chamb»:
type experiments, the following effects were observed and
may be important in underwater welding. Nore direct rese,birch
is needed and recommended.

{1! The necessary voltage and current needed to retain t'.>e
same arc characteristics and metal transfer mode incLease

with depths

�! ln order to maintain the same arc length, a higher
voltage is required as the arc is squeezed and cooli 3

by the arc bubble atmosphere.

�! The power requirements of the welding arc increase ,~i..th

depth.

�! In GMA welding, the metal transfer reverts back to globular
transfer at increasing pressure unless the arc volt~pe

and current are increased correspondingly.

�! As the pressure increases and the heat input becomes
greater, the internal core temperature is higher an.2
this causes a greater amount of metal to be trans-

ferred in the vapor state.

�! The current density increases with increasing pressures,
The longer the arc length, the greater this pressur

effect will be.

The plasma forces in the arc are the dominant force-
controlling the metal transfer. These depend on the QeI =.".
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or pressure and thus, the metal transfer mechanism will

change with depth. When the arc column becomes constricted,

it will have a high current density and a high radial press~re.

Plasma will tend to flow or be squeezed toward an area of

the arc with a larger. cross-sect on and thus, a smaller

current density. This will draw cold has into the arc column

which will tend to further constrict the arc column. This

increased flow rate will then result in deeper penetration

and metal transfer rate.

A force that counteracts these squeezing forces is thi

thermal expansion term. As the current density increases,

the temperature increases causing the arc column to expand.

The other forces counteracting this increasing flow rate an3

metal transfer are due to a reflection of the plasma jet o.=.f

the workpiece, a pressure-induced squeeze effect on the bol:os

of the bell � shaped arc column. At a critical pressure, th~

counter-balancing squeeze effect wil: begin to retard the

plasma flow rate and. eventually the metal transfer will

revert back to large drop transfer rather than spray or dro ~l t

transfer.

These theoretical ideas are quite vague and more

in. formation is needed. However, as the beginning of a con--

ceptual framework for evaluating data from underwater weld;. q

arc behavior with depth, Figure 3-6 illustrates the inter-

relationship of these arc plasma and pressure-induced fore~,'.

3.5 UNDERWATER WELDING POLARITY

Direct current weld.ing is employed for safety reasons .in

underwater welding situations. Silva �971! reports that

after surveying nine previous underwater welding investigators

concerning the preferred polarity, seven used straight pol,~:-i:y

 electrode negative! welding because it apparently resulted in.

a better bead shape, less overheating of the electrodes, m<>:-e
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regular beads, less undercutting, and less spatter. However,

other investigators have employed reverse polarity because

this reportedly gave them easier starting and the same pene-

tration. Welding with reverse polarity, electrode and holde~.

positive  anode!, will produce electrolytic corrosion of the

welding gun. The present investigation used both polaritie...

and distinct differences were difficult to determine.

3.51 Electrode Waterproofing

Varnish or paraffin have been the classical waterproofing

agents in underwater welding stick electrodes. The purpose

of the waterproofing is to keep water from penetrating the

coating and changing its shielding properties as it burns.

I ack of waterproofing is also reportedly the cause of increa ed

porosity. Galerne �969! evaluated paraffin, shellac, varni

etc. and found that vinyl varnish worked the best. Silva

�971! reports, .however, that varnish did not work well. for

him, blistering and causing little flaps to stal.l the arc.

Flaps of unburned enamel similarly stalled the arc. He

settled for rubbing the electrodes with a thin coating of

paraffin. Others have suggested rubber cement and talcum

powder, etc. It appears that a more important effect cf the

waterproofing coating will be to insulate the arc from the

cooling water and allow the flux coating to burn off at the

proper rate. Some work is being done in Holland and else-

where on this problem of eliminating the underwater arc

elongation phenomena.

3.52 Underwater Electrode Coating Turbidity

Poor visibility associated with a brown cloudy turbidity

has been a major problem in practical underwater welding work.

Underwater visibility is already a problem without additional

turbidity from the weld itself. This has forced som» welds to

be made by touch, others to be made using the drag or touch

method, and in more technical investigations, has motivated
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investigators to use X-ray photography to view the hidder. «rc.

This cloudiness is independent of bubble activity. A slow

moving brown clo~d forms at the arc and gradually spreads

out through the water. In a closed test tank, the problem

can be critical'

In the past, it. has been thought that this cloud was

a fine suspension of iron oxide . However, Silva �971!

reports that separation did not occur after using either

settling tests, glass wool filter, 2-3p pore size filter

paper, sodium ion exchange columns, or centrifuges. Next,

using a spectronic colorimeter, the particle size was deter-

mined to be extremely small. An iron compound was suspected

as the cause of the cloud due to the nature of the weldirc

process. The pH of the water was determined and it was found

that. the welding water had a pH of 7.3, slightly above th~

freshwater pH of 7.1. Silva �971! has hypothesized the

cause to be the format.ion of ferrous hydroxide, Fe OH
, a
strong base, and then the oxidization of this to hydrous

ferric oxide, Fe 03 xH20, which turns from .a green to a
reddish brown. Confirmation of this hypothesis was sought

using X � ray diffraction studies, but they were inconclusive.

It was determined, however, that the turbidity was not

simply powdered electrode coating. The only other evidence

supporting this hypothesis is t':ie fact that adding a weak

acid to a turbid sample resulted in immediate clearing of

the sample.

3. 6 GMA RESEARCH

An investigation of wet GNA was made at the Naval Civil

Engineering Laboratory in Port Hueneme, California, in 1971

by A. F. Billy. ' Travel speed was found to be the most�, 8!

influential variable. Increased. travel speed gave a deer ase

in weld bead penetration, width, and size. Filler metal -.-..eed
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not significantly influence the weld penetration, but

increasing filler speed did increase the bead width, reinforce-

ment, and size. All the weld beads obtained were well-shape<i

with width/penetration ratios varying from 2 to 3, apparent'~

increasing with heat input. The appearance of the underwate:-

GMA weld beads seems superior to the shielded metal-arc; weld

beads obtained in the present study. Some undercut was

observed, but no visible porosity was present.  Argon +5-.

oxygen shielding gas was used!. X-ray examination showed

that higher filler feed rate may induce "blisters" in the

weld puddle and produce internal porosity. Welds made without

shielding gas were significantly more free of porosity. This
�l!result corresponds to similar conclusions from Russia.

Heat input is a very general parameter that averages the eff~ ct

of several welding variables. But, some simple relationships

were observed. Width increased dramatically from .4 to .7

inches as the heat input varied from 25 to 65 kilo-joules/inch.

Penetration increased slightly from ZB to .25 inches and th»

reinforcement height remained constant at .l5 inches. The

size of the heat affected zone also increases with higher h~ it

input.

In general, then, to obtain the optimum weld geometry,

it might seem proper to use low welding currents and h.igh

travel speeds  low heat input! to produce lower W/P ratios.

However, higher travel speeds seem to result in poorer appear-

ance and soundness. Iow current may also cause an unstable

arc. Thus, the optimum welding variables appear to be

restricted to a narrow range of values if both a stable arc

and acceptable welds are to be obtained. In conclusion, the

NCZL report found that:

 l! The travel speed is the most:-.ignificant factor influenciig

all weld geometrical parameters;

�! It is impossible to directly correlate the weld appear-rice

with specific welding variables;
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�! Optimum weld beads can be obtained only in a narrow

range of welding variables.

It is significant that the general conclusions from =~is

study indicate the complexity of an underwater welding pro=ess.

Although it may be possible to observe general trends or influ-

ences from various welding variables, it is foolish o exp ct

simple linear correlations between welding variables such as

current or welding speed and the resulting weld appearanc.

and geometry. This is true for underwater shielded metal-arc

welding as well.

3. 7 CORRELAT ION S BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL WORK

AND ACTUAL WELD P ROPE RT YES

Obtaining a sound weld in laboratory conditions is a far

cry from producing acceptable underwater welds in an offsh or.

environment considering the complexities of underwater wo:c.

Laboratory results are at best applicable only to the

particular steel used at the laboratory pressure for the

particular joint configurations and welding positions and

parameters employed. Meloney �973! has done some work in

showing that bead-on-plate experimental techniques yield

optimistic estimates of joint properties. Using mild steel

3/l6" plate and E6013 � 5/32" electrodes, he showed f hat -.'he

properties of single pass bead-on-plate welds were higher

than multipass butt welds

%Zion ation�"! %Reduction
in Area

Tensile ksi!

10 �0% plate!62  939, plate!Longitudinal

Bead on Plate

2018 �4% plate!62  93% plate!Transverse

Bead on Plate

Multipass Trans- 43 �4' p
verse Butt Weld

7 �85 plate!



Even with deep penetration of 1/4" plates  up to 2/3 plate

thickness!, the specimen behavior during testing approaches

that of the base plate rather than a butt weld joint. He

found that specimens pulled longitudinally with the weld

resulted in failure initiating from the region of poorest

ductility, the embrittled fusion zone and weld metal. Grubbs

�97l! gives joi~t properties for actual butt welds of mild

steel using E6013 electrodes. Silva �971! however, reports

bead-on-plate results. There is real doubt as to the validity

of predicting joint properties from anything less than actual

joints.

%Elongation ;T.ec.uc-
tion 'n

Tens,i le  ksi!Joint~T~e

az ea

'5 l

67

61

17

7

8

Plate

Butt Weld

100' wr~

Grubbs �971!

9 5

Silva  l97l! Plate

Bead on Plate

32

7

5 d.

weld joints be made.

3. 8 ACTUAL UNDERWATER WELD PROPERTIES

Ultimately, the properties of multipass underwater welded

joints are the most important results coming out of welding

research for use in actual industrial applications. Everyth np

else is the proper scientific basis for explaining unsatis-

factory joint properties and for modifying processes and

techniques in order to obtain better weld characteristics.

This section summarizes and compares the results to date of

It is suggested that where there is interest in mechanical

joint properties from underwater welding, actual underwater
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underwater welded j oints.

3. 81 Underwater Weld Geometry

Madatov �969! reports that underwater SMA welding

200 � 300 amps with EPS-52 5mm electrodes gave a penetration

of 3 � 3.5mm with a width of 12 � 14mm resulting in a W/j'

ratio of 3.5 � 5. He found using a GMA process with 1.2mm

wire at 34 � 43 volts that the penetration was 3 � 4mm w; h a

width of 10 � 16mm giving a W/P ratio of 2.5 � 5.

Kasumoto, et al. �971b! using a 4mm coated iron powder

electrode obtained underwater welds at 150 and 180 amps.

The penetration shape factors were 5 � 7. GMA welds at L20

and 210 amps gave W/P ratios of 3 � 5.5.

Hasui, et al. �972! developed a plasma arc underwa==.r

welding process that gave reportedly excellent welds. For

welding without shielding liquid underwater, the W/P rani

was 1.7 � 4.2, with shielding the ratio was 1.8 � 2,3. T~e

plasma welding appears to give better shaped welds than

either SNA or GNA processes.

Billy �971! investigated underwater GMA welding and

determined that at a voltage of 36 � 42 volts, the bead

penetration was 4 � 6mm. The weld width was 10 � 17mm and

the height was 2.5 - 4mm. The W/P ratio was 2.1 � 2.9,

reflecting the very good penetration which was achieved.

Silva �971! also investigated underwater SNA weldin; and

reports penetration shape factors of 4.2 � 5.4. He claim-o that

to maximize the underwater welds, sufficient energy was

required so that the heat affected zone remained approximately
the same size underwater as in air. He found that the under-

water penetration did not decrease by 20 � 25% as had bee.".

previously claimed by other workers. Figure 3-7 summariz s

these shape properties.

Madatov �969! reports that for covered electrode w .lding,
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FIGURE 3-7
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as the current is increased, the width of the weld increase..;

but the penetration becomes more shallow, resulting in a

shape factor that approaches 5. This is not generally tl".c..

case in open air welding where an increase in the weldinc

current will result in increased penetration. Thin wire

welding produces slightly deeper penetration, but the trcrid

is the same. 1n this case, using reverse polarity will qj v»

better penetration. There is an optimum voltage after which

penetration does not increase.

There are several extraneous factors which influence

the weld shape. As salinity is increased. from 0 to 41%, there

is an increasing penetration and a slight width increase

resulting in a shape factor change from 3.5 to 1.8. Thus,

salinity has a favorable influerrce.

Welding cable length increase results in higher res.i

tance with a corresponding voltage and. current drop. Thi.

results in reduced penetration and. width and tends to procuce

a humped" bead shape. As the pressure increases, the bead

penetration and width increase, but together they result in

a reduced shape factor. The welding nozzle angle has an

effect on the bead shape. As the angle changes from a leading

to a trailing angle, the bead becomes narrower and taller wi th

decreased penetration. It is reported that thin wire weld..

in the vertical position produce a concave "countersunk"

shape that has very good penetration. The lead angle may

affect the weld undercutting. A larger lead angle may give

increased "post heating" to the weld puddle and increase

the flow back into the sides of the weld crater.

3.82 Underwater Weld Microstructure

The microstructure of unde=water welds can be summarized

and compared in microhardness profiles. These profiles typi y

the degree of hardening that results in the HAZ and the extent

of the hardened region.
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Hasui, et al. �972! reports that for single pass weld.:,

the hardened zone approaches 400 VHN �00g! for a short

"spiked" region of 1 � 2mm. The very hardened zone is less
than .5mm in width. Multipass welding  a second pass on the

opposite side of the plate! decreases the original hardened
zone to a maximum hardness of 300 VHN �00g!. Figure 3-8

illustrates these results. The t:otal HAZ extended for a tctal

of 4 � 5mm from the fusion line.

Nasumoto, et al. �971! report similar data. With a 4r~
iron powder electrode at 180 amps, they report a maximum
hardness of 300 Hv � kg! extendi.ng for less that lmm and

a partially hardened weld bead and an HAZ that extends for
4mm. GMA welds at. 120 amps produced a similar hardened spik»

with a total HAZ width of 6mm. Figure 3-9 shows these resi.",t:.s,

Silva �971! also reports microhardness surveys of uncer-

water welds. The hardened spikes that he reports are in ti-e

vicinity of 400 � 450 VHN for E7024, E6027, and E6013 � 5 =2"
electrodes. The width of these hardened zones was .2 � .6ivz.,

These profiles are shown in Figure 3-10. These results shcw
that the hardening region of an underwater weld is very lin.~t.ed
and occurs immediately adjacent to the weld fusion line.

The one area of microstructure that is being increasir gly

investigated is the problem of hydrogen in the weld. Mart:en:ite
together with hydrogen are assoc ated with underbead cracki
The hydrogen dissociated from water in the bubble atmosphez

ni[.

diffuses into the weld puddle. Rapid quenching prevents it.;
being able to escape. Thus, it becomes trapped in the reci ys-
talizing metal. When it is trapped in the highly stresses
martensite regions, the small hydrogen bubbles coalesce into
cracks. This can be critical. :his sort .of an embrittlemc nt.

process is dependent on the history of the metal, the amour..
of hydrogen, the t.ype of material, service loading, thermal
cycle, etc. Underbead cracking is not the only phenomena
associated with hydrogen content. Flakes on the fracture ' .urface,
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fisheyes  bright spots with cracks at the center!, and delayed

cracking are also attributed to hydrogen. There seems to be

no simple correlation between hydrogen content and mechanical
properties of the weld. Degradation of weld has been observed
with less than a 3ppm hydrogen content  Silva, 1971!. Generally,
weld metals may =ontain from 1 to 50 ppm. Using neutron

radiography, Silva �971! found 3 to 4 times the hydrogen
content in underwater welds as was reported in the literature.

Insufficient data prevents any conclusive explanation of the

effects of hydrogen in the weld metal microstructure.

3.83 Underwater Weld. Mechanical Properties

Historically, it is reported that an underwater weld will

result in only 80% of the tensile strength and 50% of the duc-

tility of a similar weld made in air. This is not very
encouraging. This has been slightly improved by using iron
powder electrodes, thin wire welding, multipass techniques,
and plasma arc weld.ing, as well as shrouds and other protective
or shielding devices or process modifications.

Standard Charpy impact testing was done by Silva �971!

on covered arc underwater and open air welds. For electrodes

E7024 and E6024, the impact tests at O'C  a good test for

ocean specimens! showed 75%. and 60% of an open air weld notch

toughness. However, the E6027 showed less variation and is
recommended as being more reliable than E7024.

Ductility in underwater welding is better using covered

arc iron powder electrodes than when using a thin wire semi-
automatic process. However, it is nowhere near open air

quality as shown by Silva �971!, reporting only 20% ductility
for covered arc wells.

Hasui, et al. �972! reports that underwater plasma are

metallurgical tests showed that all weld metal had a joint

efficiency of 100%. Ductility was much increased for water

glass shielding as evidenced by the doubling of the crack
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initiation angle. Two pass welding in both the unshielded
and the water glass shielded processes increased the crack
initiation angle by 50 - 60%. Single pass water glass
shielded welds had 80% of the base metal notch toughness

based on the Charpy impact test at 15'C. Double-pass shielded
welds had 100% of the base metal notch toughness. Unshielded

single-pass welds had only 40% notch toughness, while the
double-pass welds were about the same. Here it appears that
while the tempering effect of the second pass bead on the
first has a positive effect, the main factor preserving a good
notch toughness is the slower cooling rate initiated by the
water glass shielding.

Meloney �973! found for both mild steel and for HY-80
that the strength and especially the ductility of welded joints
were reduced when welded underwater. Tables 3-3 and 3-5
summarize the data from several reports which investigated
the strength, ductility, and toughness of underwater welds.
These tables give an idea of the type of welds possible in
underwater welding situations.
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4. 0 INTRODUCT10N

This section of the report summarizes the experimental

investigations of underwater welding bubble phenomena and heat

transfer. Based on the investigations of the arc bubble

dynamics and experimental determination of the size of the weld

metal puddle, a computer model of the heat transfer process

occurring in underwater welding was prepared and tested against

actual thermocouple data. Ideally, a three-dimensional

transient model is desired. However, the model developed foL-

this study was a quasi-static, two-dimensional model of the

plate surface. Results of correlations between theoretical

model predictions and actual thermocouple measurements were

fairly good, but not completely satisfactory. Based on these

results, a new approach to modelling involving a two-dimensional

model of a longitudinal cross section of a welded joint is

recommended and discussed. The section develops in this way:

 l! The underwater arc bubble dynamics determined by experi-
mentation.

�! The development of the 2-D surface computer model incor-

porating the bubble phenomena and surface heat losses to

boiling and convection.

�! The experimental procedures used in determining the

weld puddle boundaries and in measuring the temperature

histories with thermocouples.

�! Recommendations and discussion involving an alternate

modelling scheme involving the plate thickness.
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4. l NOMENCLATURE

f ilm thickness
2

contact area  cm !

bubble growth rate

specific heat  Btu/ibm. F!
machine voltage  volts!

emissivity  Btu/hr � ft !
2

volume f low rat:c  cc/sec!

p
E

total heat cont;ent.il
m

h bubble heig ht  cm!; enthalpy

machine current  amps!

Bessel functionsK ,Kl
L

m

N

p,B,a,b

Q

P q pressure

heat transfer rate  Btu/ft, -hr!
2

bubble radius  cm. !

residual volume radius  cm.!

universal gas constant

finite difference grid spacing

plate temperature

ambient temperature

water saturation temperature

plate melting temperature

subcooled temperature

time  sec!

welding speed

R
0

T
0

T
sat

M

T
sub

t

plate thickness  f t!
mass flow rate  ibm/hr !

lumped welding parameter
pool correlation parameters
energy input frim machine  Btu/hr.!
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X
0

X,Ymax' max
W.

l.

cr

bar

time independent x coordinate

distance in direction parallel to weld bead

characteristic length  ft!

maximum length and width of weld pool

volume source term  Btu/ft -hr!3

thermal diffusivity  ft /hr!2

average reciprocal diffusivity  hr/ft !;2

wavelength
thermal conductivity  Btu/hr.ft.'F!

density  ibm/ft !3

bubble period  sec.!

surface tension  lbf/ft!

Stefan-Boltzmann constant  Btu/ft hr'R !2, 4

deflection of film interface  cm!; welding

efficiency

indicates non-dimensionalized variable

indicates average
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4.2 THE UNDERWATER ARC BUBBLE DYNAMICS

During underwater SMA welding of gaseous bubble is contin-
uously growing and departing from the tip of the electrode.

A high speed motion picture study of this bubble mechanism
was conducted. Experiments using E6013 and E7014 electrodes

may be summed up as follows:

�! There appears to be a gas and plasma void immediately

around the arc column which is relatively stable. The

arc energy is so intense here that any water in thi-

region is immediately vaporized.

�! Within this void hydrogen gas, steam, and various organic

by-products are produced, causing a dynamic bubble to

grow from it.

�! This bubble grows and rises continuously until its radius

becomes tangent to the initial void, at which time the

bubble breaks away and a new bubble begins to form.

�! It has been observed here and by Silva and Nadatov � and

5! that varying the welding parameters  current, voltage,

speed, polarity! for a given liquid environment, electrode,

and depth has little effect on gas flow rate and bubble

dynamics. It should be noted that the electrode coating

and the salinity of the environment will affect the pro-

duction of organic by-products and thereby the gas flow

rate ~

�! The flow rate predicted by collection  after the gas s

have filtered through the liquid! does not take into

consideration the steam generated at the arc. Although

the steam does eventually condense, leaving only hydrogen

and organic by-products, it is very active during th=

rapid bubble growth process and augments the apparent

flow rate. By considering bubble volumes and frequencies,

volume Slow rates in the order of lOOcc/sec. were observed
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rather than the 50-60cc/sec. rate determine d by collection.

�! The shape of the bubble, especially late in its growth,
may be assumed spherical.

4. 3 HIGH SPEED CINEMATOGRAPHY -- EXPERIMENTATION

In order to determine the are bubble mechanism, it was

necessary to observe it closely and to slow its action down.
This was done using high speed cinematography.

The method and setup is shown schematically in Figure
4-1. By welding along a line parallel to the direction of
the lens it was possible to keep the camera stationary while

run  Ektachrome film, HiCam camera, f2. 8, 750 fps, no filter

6 ft. distance!. All remaining SMA runs were made using the

same settings.

Filming the shroud required only that annew exposure bc
found and focus be maintained. Run 4 for the shroud proved

satisfactory and required one f-stop more than the SMA run.

The film results for each process provided extremely valu-

able information, and this method is highly recommended for any

moving the arc within its line of sight. The problems remaining
to be solved were those of focus, film type, camera type, and

exposure.

The first SMA run used Kodachrome II film. These pictures
shcwed an exceedingly bright red fireball which obscured every-
thing. The blue-green filter used in the second run did little
to lessen this problem. Ektachrome film eliminated the red
glare enough to tell that the subject was out of focus and
too bright. Increasing the speed in run 4 improved the
exposure, but did little for the focus. Up to this time,
focussing was done through the lens. The depth of field was
not sufficient using the 50mm lens, so a 75mm lens was tried.
Finally, the subject-to-camera distance was simply measured
and set on the lens. This at last resulted in a satisfactory,
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future research,

4. 4 ARC BUBBLE DYNAMICS MODEL

the gas behaves ideally. The volume at any time may then

be represented in terms of mass and volume flow rates:

Gt
wRT 3

P
cm

wh er e: 7 = vo 1 ume R = bubble radius

w = time independent

x-coordinate

G = volume flow rate

t = time

p = pressure

The apparent mass of a sphere moving perpendicular

to a wall is derived in Milne-Thompson  ref. 28!

ll 11

16 L 16 L 16 L

Equating the inertial forces to the buoyant forces yields:

11 dh

L dt 16 L dt

or:

ll d dh
dt '" dt'

A general model is necessary to predict bubble phenomen ~

for various electrodes and also satisfy the above observations.

Davidson's �960! model with bubble formation from an orific 

was observed to have much in common with underwater welding

bubble growth.

Large flow rates made it possible to neglect surface

tension, leaving only the balance of buoyant and inertial

forces to control the process. It was further assumed that

growth begins at a point on or just above the plate and that
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The solution of this equation yields:

8 2
h = � gt cm

22
h = bubble height

The idealized bubble growth mechanism is shown in
Figure 4-2. Break-away occurs when the bubble is tangent
to the void or when its height equals its radius plus the
redius of the void. Critical height, radius, and departure
time may be determined graphically by plotting height and
bubble radius plus void radius on the same graph and finds.nq
their intersection:

R =   � Gt! cm
3 1/3

4rr

R + R
max max o

2 2 1/2
contact

This was done for the E6013 electrode  flow rate of 100cc,'sec.>
and for the E7014 electrode  flow rate of 125cc/sec.!. Results
are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

It can be assumed that. the mass flow rate is constant
for these processes and that the volume flow rate would
change with pressure. Substituting new volume flow rates
into the above expressions would determine bubble sizes at
various depths. Unfortunately, the lack of equipment made
the testing of pressure effects beyond the scope of this
report.

Given this model for bubble growth, the actual contact
radius and area must be determined, as they are critical to
the plate heat transfer. It can be assumed that the maxiroum
contact radius determines the region in which boiling is
prevented as hot gases from the arc are periodically sweeping
this entire area. Plots of contact rad.ius vs. time are shown
in Figures 4 � 3 and 4 � 4.
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FIGURE 4-2

IDEALIZED BUBBLE GROWTH
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TABLE 4-1

BUBBLE GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS

 E60 13!

CALCULATED
MEASURED

Period .068 Sec.
.075 Sec.

.5 cm.
.5 cm.R

MAX

13 Bubbles/sec. Freq.

l00 cc/sec

1.30 cm.

1.81 cm.

15 Bubbles/sec.

100 cc/sec

1.18 cm.

l.68 cm.
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TABLE 4-2

BUBBLE GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS

 E7014!

CA? CVLATEDMEASURED

Period.076 Sec. 071 sec.

14 Bubbles/sec.

.5 cm. .5 cm.R

MAX

13 Bubbles/sec. Freq.

125 cc/sec

1 ~ 35 cm.

1.83 cm.

125 cc/sec

1.28 cm.

1.78 cm.
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FIGURE 4-3
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FIGURE 4-4

CONTACT RADIUS VS. TIME FOR E7014 ELECTRODES
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SHROUD OPERATION
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FIGURE 4-6

GMA BUBBLE DYNAMICS
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The values chosen for the critical radii were .35 inch  E7014!

and .32 inch  K6013!.

4.41 The Shroud Model

Using high speed photography, it was immediately noticec

that the acrylic shroud was not serving its purpose. The

gas being produced by the arc was not sufficient to fill the

shroud even with the gas escape port blocked  Figure 4-5!.

The failure of this shroud was attributed to its slightly

larger size over that of Silva's. As this project does not

encompass the development of a shroud, experiments with it

were abandoned, but a vital lesson was learned. The value of

this device would certainly be enhanced by an external gas

source.

If the shroud were made to function properly, heat trans-

fer within its radius would be reduced to radiation. This

could be modelled by simply setting the critical radius

mentioned earlier equal to the shroud radius.

4.42 Gas Metal-Arc

The gas metal arc process demonstrated a combination

of bubble growth phenomena. It had been expected that the

gas would impinge on the plate, creating some sort of gaseous
shield, but instead the gas generated a second bubble phenomena

 see Figure 4-6!.

Growing from the large orifice at a vol~me flow rate

of 50 ft /hr. �70ccjsec!, this bubble merges with the normal3

arc bubble growing below. Due to the lack of organic materiaLs

aroung the GMA wire, tHe gas flow rate of its arc bubble was

only 75cc/sec. The period predicted for both bubbles was

was fairly accurate, but as the two volumes mixed and inter-

acted, they were difficult to measure and varied significantly

from ideal. The fact that the gas orifice was maintained at

1.5mm above the plate prevented the orifice bubble from

intersecting the plate. Thus, all shielding came from the

arc bubble. The contact radius for this bubble is plotted
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in Figure 4-7. A critical radius of .27 in.  .7cm.! was

chosen. The other bubble growth characteristics are summarized

in Table 4-3.

Effective use of GMA underwater necessitates effective

use of its shielding gas. This was not obtained in the above

application. Future processes must use this gas in a more

efficient manner.

5. 0 INTRODUCTION TO MODELLING UNDERWATER

WELDING HEAT TRANSFER

Af ter transients have settled out, the moving arc is

surrounded by a quasi-static tempera ure distribution which

produces a corresponding quasi-static solid and liquid region

in the plate  Figure 5-1!. The liquid region is a small area

directly around the source where heat transfer takes place

via a complicated combination of convection, conduction,

melting, and fusion. Recent work in the University of Wiscon-

sin  Pavelec, 1968! introduced a finite difference numerical

procedure for determining the temperature distribution in

thin plates welded on the surface. This work has been

modified at M.I.T. for use with underwater welding. The

advantage of this method is that it uses the location of the

melting isotherm as a boundary condition, thus overcoming

problems encountered with the point source method.

To investigate the heat transfer mechanisms during under-

water welding, a mathematical model has been used to simulate

three proposed processes:

�! The shielded metal-a.rc process  SMA!

�! The shroud technique  Gas Trapping!

�! The gas metal-arc process  GMA!

An empirical study on temperature distributions during

underwater welding for each of these three processes has been
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7 IGURE 4- 7

CONTACT RADIUS VS. TIME

.08.02 .04 ~ 06

TIME  seconds!
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TABLE 4-3

BUBBLE GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS

 GMA - bottom!

MKAS U RED CALCULATED

.070sec.

14bubbles/sec

.5cm. R
0

75cc/sec.

"max

1. 5cm. H max

75ec/sec

l. 5cm.

Period

Freq.

. 066sec.

15bubhles/sec

. 5cm.

l. 05cm.

l. 55cm.
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FIGURE 5-1
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compared with the mathematical analysis to evaluate and modify
the basic heat transfer mechanism models, which may then lead

to an improved underwater welding process.

The predicted direction of heat flow is shown in Figure
5-2. Heat conducts downward as well as in its radial direc-

tion around the heat source region. Heat losses due tc

boiling, radiation and convection on its boundaries give
the rapid cooling effects during the underwater welding

process. For a two-dimensional analysis, three approaches
can be simulated to predict the trend of temperature distri-

butions during underwater welding processes.

�! The plane X-Y surface, on which a moving heat source

travels toward the right. A differential temper-

ature distribution is modelled in the X-Y plane

 surface!, but a lumped temperature distribut.ion

is assumed in the Z direction. In this apprc ach,

boiling, convection and radiation play a sigr.ifi-
cant role in the heat transfer mechanism.

�! The plane X-Z cross-section, longitudinal wit.h the

weld.

�! The plane Y-Z cross-section, transverse to the weld.

In approaches �! and �!, the conductive heat transfej:

becomes more prevalent. From the study of microstruc5ure

of the weldment and HAZ, is appears that the primary mechanism

of cooling results from increased conduction into the base-

plate rather than boiling or convection directly into the

water.

In this report, the major effort of the heat transfer

modelling was concentrated on the first approach. Discussion
of the boiling phenomena and bubble dynamics has been treated
in some depth. A final section gives some general conceptual

discussions of the second and thiM approaches.
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FIGURE 5- 2

A! Direction o f Heat Flow During Welding Process

B! Welding Block

X
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5. 1 THE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL

Heat transfer during underwater welding involves a

number of intricate heat flow mechanisms. An understanding

of the entire welding heat. flow can be obtained by integrating

models of each mechanism into a single temperature predicting

program and comparing results to those obtained empirically.

The steps involved in such a procedure are as follows:

�! Set up the basic differential equation describing :he

conduction and energy conservation in the plate.

�! Identify and model all sources and losses of energ'r.

�! Mathematically define the boundary conditions on the

differential eqoation.

�! Solve the differential equation numerically on the digi-

tal computer.

The general method used here follows that developed by j'avelec

�968! for GTA  gas tungsten arc! welding and later app. ied

by Staub {1971! to underwater welding.

5. 2 THE BASIC GOVERNING EQUATION

The entire analysis to be presented here is based on

the energy equation in two dimensions with source terms.

'a ' ' ~y  'ay! ' "' = ' p ~t

This equation can be non-dimensionalized for a quasi-steady,

time-independent situation to yield:

T* * T* ~~log < 3T*2 * gT* *
+ +

3 w* gy* BT* 3w* gy 4

2
qX v

KL T � T ! 3w*
M o
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TABLE 5-1

At saturation temperature:

p = 59. 8 ibm/f t
I

p = .0372 ibm/ft
V

hf = 970.3 Btu/ibm

a = 4.04 x 10 lbf/ft

g = 4.17 x 1G ft/hr8 2

.0314 ibm/hr-ft
V

Pr = 1.9

C f = .013

.G145 Btu/hr-ft-+F

4.17 x 10 ibm-ft/1bf-hr 2

1.005 Btu/ibm R

.72 ibm/ft-hr

go =

CL

At ambient temperature:

p = 62.3 ibm/ft
L

K = .327 Btu/hr ft F
L

cI = 5.17 x 10 ft /hr
L

Pr = 6.4

Values of Physical Constants
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~Boundak Conditions. Conduction taking place in the plane

of the plate is bounded along two boundaries. The outer

boundary represents conditions far from the pool origin.

This boundary can be assumed to be at ambient temperature

and may be represented by:

T

0T*  +on y*!
1vI

T
T*  g* +co! 0

co

The inner boundary is the. melting isotherm which separates

the molten pool from the solid portion of the plate. It

can be assumed to be at the metal's melting temperature

and may be represented by:

T T

T*[f  w*, y*! ] = = 1
N

Predicting the location of the pool contour analytically

requires the use of a temperature model, but such a model is

precisely what we do not have. Point source theory predicts

egg-shaped contours, quite unlike the observed tear-droo

shape. For these reasons, reliance on entirely analytical

methods is ruled out.. Second best to an entirely analytical

approach is analytical correlation of empirical data. I'his

was done using Rosenthal's point source temperature equation:

Q 1
e K  AVr!

0
T � T

0

3.415 Ez

2zuLH
m

By employing this equation along with certain geometric aspects

of the weld pool, a lumped welding parameter was derived:
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This welding parameter may be used to correlate values for

maximum pool length and width  see Figure 5-3!. The correla-

tion results in expressions of the form:

AN+X
max

CN*B
max

The constants A, B, C, D depend on the particular process u ed.

The two dimensions for maximum width and length establish

three points on the weld contour. From these, it is possible

to determine a shape function which describes the entire

contour.

5. 3 INPUTS AND CROSSES OF ENERGY

Using the molten pool as the inner boundary to plate

conduction makes it possible to overlook the very complicated

process involved in energy transfer from the arc to the molten

pool. Only energy transfer directly to and from the solid

portion of the plate need be considered. This includes:

 I! Heat radiated directly from the arc to the solid

portion of the plate  spread heat!.

�! Boiling heat transfer away from the plate.

�! Radiation from the plate to the surrounding water.

�! Heat conducted from the molten pool through the boundary

to the plate.

5.31 Spread Heat

The spread heat, or energy passing directly from the ar=

to the plate was computed in terms of an exponential distri.�

bution extending from the tip of the electrode and diminishixg

out to infinity. When actually added as an energy input to
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FIGURE 5-4

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
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the model, two things must be recognized:

�! By establishing the shape o f the weld pool, spread

heat within this region does not enter into the model.

�! Spread heat will be significant only in the void

surrounding the arc.

Therefore, spread heat is added only between these bounds.

With a few simple assumptions, the following expression was

derived:

-c '
q  r! = q o!e

h L
~cf. 0

0. 14  Gr Pr !
1/3

h b Lcbot 0. 27  Gr ' Pr ! 1/4

where

2
'LGr

4.4 x 10
7

L ZT uL
2

This yields for the heat trans fer:

q = 32.1  T-T !
ctop ~ 2

where q o! and C are functions of basic welding parameters

and the radius of the welding hot spot  Figure 5-5! .

5.32 Boiling Heat Transfer

The greatest heat losses during underwater welding are

due to boiling and radiation. Prior to boiling, the heat

transfer is mainly due to convection. McAdams �9! derived

the relations for top and bottom of the plate convection:
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PLATE

HOT SPOTPOOL

FIGURE 5-5

SPREAD HEAT DISTRIBUTION
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 T T /4 Btu
CO 2

ft -hr
qcbot

At temperature above the boiling point, boiling and

radiation play a much more significant role in heat losses.

Three regines with distinct .heat transfer mechanisms wil: be

discussed individually in detail  Figure 5-6!. Underwater

welding involves extremely transient temperature distributions

with steep gradient and takes place in sub-cooled water.

5.33 Nucleate Boiling Regime

When the surface temperature sufficiently exceeds the

saturation temperature of the liquid, vapor bubbles may

begin to nucleate on or near this surface. Zn a sub-ccoled

liquid, these bubbles will grow and collapse under the

influence of various hydrodynamic and thermodynamic forces.

The heat. transfer rate during this nucleate boiling is very

high. A correlation proposed. by Forster and Grief was

evaluated and used to express this heat flow-temperature

relationship:

1.663  T � T !
sat h, -ft.qn.uc

5.34 Peak Heat Flux Regime

As the temperature continues to increase, so does the

bubble population until finally these outgoing bubbles begin

to jam up the flow and reduce the heat transfer. The peak

heat flux and temperature were calculated on the basis of a

�! The standard calculation proposed by Zuber for boiling

in liquids at their saturation temperature yields:

different analysis, as neither method was entirely satisfactory

and required. comparison:
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479,500
ft. -hr.qrnax

66oFT � T
sat max

�! Since the boiling does not take place in a liquid

its saturation temperature, the second correlation used

was chosen because it considers the degree af sub--

cooling of the surrounding water. Based on this corre-

lation, and assuming the ambient temperature to b~ 55'F,

calculation yields:

q = 2,640,000
ft. -hr.

 T � T ! = 116'F
sat. max

The second of these methods proved to give the best agreement

with empirical results.

5.35 Film Boiling Regime

As the temperature continues above the peak, the bubble

stream becomes more and more jammed up until a minimum temp-

erature is reached and a con.tinuous film has formed. I ilm

boiling on a horizontal surface facing up, and submerged in

a liquid at its saturation temperature, has been considered

by a number of investigators. The applicability of these

theories for describing phenomena in underwater welding is

F'1 ! t 84  T T !.75
sat

5980

f t. -hr.
2min sat

 T � T
sat min

296oF

again limited by the effect of a sub-cooled liquid env'ronment.

In this case, three alternative theories were considered:

 l! A purely saturated boiling model which yields:
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�! A model with both peak and minimum heat. flux modified

using the previous peak heat flux correlation.

Itlin mod
ft. -hr.

 T � T
sat min

2877oF

The temperature of minimum heat flux predicted by this

correlation indicates that film boiling will not occur

within the range of the welding model.

{3! A model using the modified peak heat flux and a minimum

heat flux derived by considering sub-cooling and transient

conduction.

~min sub ll5,000
ft. -hr.

5700 F T � T
sat min

Again, this model predicts that a stable film will not

form within the range of the welding model.

Connecting the peak heat flux with the minimum heat flux is

the transition regime for which a relation of the form

q = X T - T !b
sat

was assumed and the constants solved for using the two end

conditions.

lt is assumed that boiling heat flux from the bottom si=e

5.36 Radiation Loss

Assuming the emissivity of the plate is 0.8 and the

surrounding water is 0.95, and that the energy radiates from

the plate to the surrounding water through the vapor film or

of the plate is negligible as a completely stable vapor film

is assumed to form there.
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bubble at saturation temperature, the normalized heat lux

loss can be calculated as a function of a non-dimensional

temperature.

l. 317x10   ["  T -T !+T ]
9 *

5. 4 ExPERIMENTAL hrETHoD

5. 4 1 Welding Equ iprnen t

Common to each process is the problem of a proper

grounding and insulation A direct insulated ground w~s
connected from the welding rnachine to the workpiece. I'he

workpiece was in turn insulated from the tank by setting it
up on oven bricks. Welding gloves were worn and rubber

mats provided to stand on.

The length of the welding electrode in SMA was quite

adequate for reaching through the free surface to the plate.

During use, the electrode was replaced when the holder

approached the free surface. This allowed a normal surface

holder and rig to be used.

The shrouded process was set up in the same manner as

SMA. In order to photograp'-, the dynamics of this process, a

clear plastic shroud. was used. This shroud was fashioned

from a plastic dome-like cover of an old-fashioned clock.

This worked very well except that the shroud's buoyancy had

to be compensated for by adding additional weight. Tnis was

done by balancing a nut and bolt between the ports.

The fina.l process, GIRJA, was a bit more difficult t:o

set up. It was necessary to modify the nozzle of the semi-
automatic gun so that it would extend through the free

surface to the plate without: havi.ng the submerge the gun. The

inner contact tube was replaced with a 10-inch one, machined
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from coppex tubing. An eight-inch extension was brazed ont<>

the outex' barrel. This provided more than enough length to

reach the plate.

5.42 Welding Conditions

It was next necessary to establish a set of welding

conditions which were consistent with the desired experiments.

This meant determining plate thickness, machine settings,

wire feed, welding speed, etc.

Most important in these calculations was the require-

ment for two-dimensionality. From the heat transfer stand-

point, this required as thin a plate as possible  maximum c f

1/4-inch!. In order to maintain a two-dimensional weld pooj,

combinations of welding speed and current were also limited.

When the plate got too thin, burnthrough was very excessive.

Considering the above l/8-inch mild steel plate was chosen

for the experiments. Welding speeds and currents were then

determined by trial and error. Results for these are tabu-

lated in Tables 5-1 and. 5-2. The two electrodes  K6013 and

Z7014! behaved very similarly in terms of required welding

speed. Straight polarity required a. slightly faster speed

than reverse for both electrodes. During the blow-out

experiments, the l/8-inch stock obtained ran slightly thick

 .130 inch! . The required, welding speed was extremely sensiti ve
to this change and had to be reduced.
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5.43 Temperature Measurements

In order to determine the accuracy of the mathematical

model, it was necessary to generate a set of temperatur»

distributions for actual welding runs. The basic steps

involved in this experimentation are:

�! Mount the thermocouples

�! Mount. the plate in the tank

�! Attach thermocouple leads to the recorders

�! Set up the welding system

�! Attach voltage and current recorders

�! Flood the tank

�! Turn on the power

 8! Lay the weld bead and record temperature, voltage, current,
and time

 9! Measure bead length and distance from centerline to each
thermocouple

�0! Process and plot the data

Mounting the thermocouples was the most tedious operation

and required a certain amount, of tria7. and error. Thi: will

be discussed in detail.

Four thermocouples were mounted in each plate. A bestos

wrapped chromel-alumel thermocouple wire served as both the

thermocouples and the leads. Staub's method of jamminc.

these leads into a tight hole in the plate and then penning

0he pole shut was tried without success. This was prol ably

due ta a poor thermocouple junction as well as poor contact

with the plate. Steps involved in the method fir ally c hosen

are as fo1 7 ows:

 l! Drill and counter drill 4 holes in each plate as .,hown
in Figure 5-7.

�! Bare about 1/2 inch on each wire, twist the ends together
and insert them through the plate  Figure 5-7!.

�! Using a gas torch, melt this twisted end down unt 1 a
small bead is formed.
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FIGURE 5- 7

THERMOCOUPLE ENSTALLATION
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�! Pull the bead to the plate and peen flush.

�! Seal the underside with porcelain cement. Let dry -nd
waterproof with mild acetic acid.

This setup insured a good junction and metal contact. If s

results were quite satisfactory.

The thermocouple Leads were connected, two to eac'.'>

two recorders. The sensitivity settings for the recorders

were Lmv/div for three channels and 2mv/div for the fourth.

The fourth channel was connected to the thermocouple closest

to the centerline or the weld. Current and voltage recorders

were connected between the welder and the machine. They also

recorded the duration of the run  see Figure 5-8!.

Once the welding run had been made, the length of the

weld. bead as well as thermocouple distance from center vere

measured with a micrometer device. Using the length of ;he

bead along with run time a.llowed the welding speed for the

run to be calculated.

The voltage readings from the thermocouples were cc

verted to temperatures and everything normalized for con

n�

par i-

son to the model. The results are displayed and discussed.

in Section 5.6.

5.44 Molten Pool Blow-out

In order to establish the inner boundary on plate Feat

transfer, it was necessary to determine, for each proce's,

the relationship between maximum pool dimensions and the

lumped welding parameter. Th s was done by laying a bead and

at some point during the weld ng, blowing a sharp blast of

ating the welding at this point. If aimed properly, thi'.
blast would blow the molten metal away, leaving a crater in

the form of the weld puddle. These craters were measured

with a micrometer and their maximum dimensions normalized

and correlated.

air towards the base of the electrode and. molten pool, termin-
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FIGURE 5-8
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the derived correlation.

5. 5 THE COMPUTER MODEE

The purpose of this computer model is to ver.if'

derived knowledge of various underwater welding pnenomena.

It is a purely two dimensional model, and probably has lit le

practical application beyond testing and developinq thi

knowledge. However, evaluati.on of new "above the plate phen-

omena as might be involved in a shroud-GMA process coul I hope-

fully be done using this model.

The program is an adaptation of Pavelec's, so changes

rather than basic program organization and methods wi' 1 be

stresses here. The entire program is based on the heat

Figure 5-9 illustrates the blow-out setup for the SMA

process runs. After a number of trials, it was found that

the blast should be aimed at an angle of 45 degrees and pointed

at the front of the teardrop towards the tail. Since the

apparatus was fixed to the consuming electrode, it wa

necessary to blow out just as the tubing neared the plate.

This timing was crucial for a. successful run. About one

out of three craters was satisfactory. This meant proper

shape  teardrop! and two-dimensionality. The electrode was

replaced after every run and the trial repeated.

The operation was much =-impler for GMA as it was

possible to fix the blow-out apparatus to the gun barrel

and actuate it at any time. Most of the runs for this

process were successful  Figure 5-lO!.

High speed photographs had shown that the shroud was

not, functioning properly, but merely sustaining normal '=ubble

growth within the shroud. As tirade could not be devoted to

improving the shroud, no blow-out experiments were made for R

Collection of this data showed excellent agreement with
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conduction equation with source terms. This equation .is

transformed into a finite differen.ce equivalent which

expresses the temperature at a poi.nt as a function of the

surrounding temperatures in the grid and its value on the

previous iteration. This equation along with the character-

i.stic grid setup are shown in Figures 5-11 and 5-12. Solutizn

of this equation was done using a Gauss-Sidel iterative

procedure. For specifics on grid setup, origin location, and

iterative procedure, see the reference on Pavelec.

5.51 Program Changes

The problems encountered and changes made in Pavelec's

program included the following:

1. Boundary conditions

2. Incorporating the new boiling models

3. Accounting for bubble phenomena

Each of these will be discussed in detail.

5.52 Boundary Conditions

In order to solve the inite difference equation, it

was necessary to establish inner and outer bounds on the

plate conduction. Pool blow-out data was gathered and corr=--

lated. The resulting maximum dimension equations for each

process were then incorporated into the computer model.

To specify a specific process, its corresponding number was

read in as program input:

Process number 1 � GMA

Process number 2 � 6013S

Process number 3 � 6013H

Process number 4 � 7014S

Process number 5 � 7014R

This change was straight-forward and proved satisfactory.

The external boundary conditions proved to be more diffi-

cult to specify. Pavelec's model was for dry-welding, and
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he assumed that far away from the weld the temperature

distribution would converge t:o that derived by point source

theory. This assumption is not valid underwater, so another

method had to be determined. To extend the size of the compu-

tational block so that ambient temperature might be specified

would have increased execution time by at least. a factoj.

of l0. Such a method had to be ruled out. The non-linear

aspect of the boiling model made the development of an under-

water point source theory nearly impossible.

It was observed in the experimental temperature me=sure-

ments that the rapid cooling during boiling was followed by

a period of relatively slow cool.ing, that is, all the temper-

ature distributions were asymptotic to a temperature just

above boiling  T* = .07!. It was further noticed that

computational block size of one .inch in front of the arc,

three inches in back, and one-half inch to either side was

sufficient to satisfy this condition. This size was left

as input, however, to allow flexibility for adapting ro other

processes. This external boundary model proved adequat=:.

5.53 The Boiling Models

Except for the dynamic bubble model, all the actual heat

transfer information is incorporated into subroutine Ci!EF.

The heat transfer equation for surface welding does no change

with various temperature ranges, but the numerous boiling

regimes underwater required that. the proper heat. transf=-r

relations be chosen for a gi zen =emperature. This was lane

of the three boiling models to be tested:

using a series of if-statements. Furthermore, it was n.cessary

to set boiling heat trans fer within the bubble ! RIU'.X!

zero. As the spread heat was already set to zero out - i 3e

RNAX, values for boiling heat transfer were assigned only

to points in this region, us'ng the zero spread. heat valu-.

as a test of location.

Three separate COEF subrout. nes were made, one fcr each
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1. Sub-cooled

2. Modified

3. Saturated

Main Program;

Subroutine BESSEL;

Subroutine ORIGIN;  based on the length of the pool!
Subroutine PROP;

Subroutine ROWPS;

Subroutine COIUNN;

Subroutine TYPFN;

Subroutine PNTFND;

Subroutine COEF;

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

�!

 8!

 9!

The result of interchanging these is quite evident and
consistent.

5.54 The Dynamic Bubble Nodels

A dynamic bubble model was derived for each of the prc-

cesses. From this information, values for RNAX, the effec-

tive radius of the dynamic bubbles were chosen. During the
temperature initialization stage of Pavelec's program, he

used the radius to the origin and computed spread heat.

Modifying this for underwater welding simply required that

the value of this radius be compared to REX. Points within

RNAX were assigned a spread heat value which is later used

in the finite difference equation. Those points outside

were assigned spread. heats of zero.

5.55 Flow Chart

This section gives some general concept of the program-
ing procedures. Brown �972! gives more information in

detail.

The structure of this flow-chart is mainly as follcws=
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�0! Subroutine DIFEQ;

�1! Subroutine ORBLW;  based on the length and width
of the pool!

  12 ! Function DRA JH;

�3! Function AUTSCL.

WAIN PROGRAM'l

NORMA,LIZ' ALL

MENSIONAL QUAI

THERI~10C OUPLZ

LOCATIONS

SUBROUTINE ORBY W

SET UP THE ORIGIN

FUNCTlON AUTSCL

FIT THER''~10COUPLE

LOCATIONS ON THE

GRID NODES BY

ADJUSTING THE

INCREf'ANTS IN

Y- DIRECTION

SET UP THE GRID LINES

FRONT AND BACK OP

THE OR1GIN
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n ~ NOIRR

SET THE INNER

IN FRONT OF THE ARC

SUBROUTINE DIFEQ

ITER = ITt~~X

DISTRIBUTIONS

T - TT- . ~ 001~'V
>e,'1 ls.:

END

The sub-flow-chart for subroutines and the program li i ng

can be found in Brown �972! .

PRINT

TEtlPERATURE

130UNDARY AS

T~ � 1

SUBROUTlNE Bl.SSEL

FUNCTION DRAJH

INITIAIIZZ THE

TEr~PERATVRE USING

ROSZNTHAL'S EQU.

ITERATION ON THE

FINITE DIFFERENCE

EQIJATION USING

GAUSS-SEIDEL IiETV'CD
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5. 6 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Both the calculated temperature distributions and the

experimental temperature distributions for each of the three

underwater welding processes have been plotted in T'igur="=-

5-13 through 5-17. Recall that the calculated temperature

distributions are all stationary corresponding to the moving

electrode. In other words, it is equivalent to the plate

moving through the source zone which is fixed in space, and

in the opposite direction of the electrode motion. The rapid

cooling phenomena in front. of the arc, the extremely ste=p

temperature gradient, is due to the opposite direction of

total thermal diffusion and the energy carried toward

back of the arc by the moving plate. Mathematically, t~e

nondimensional parameter VX /o is the term corresponding to
0

the left of the arc. The deviation between the tabulated temp-

erature curve and experimental temperature curve may be =aused

by the mathematical inaccuracy due to the fi~st or second

order approximations and the improperly-guessed welding

efficiency �.4! employed in he calculations.

Predicted, actual, and open-air cooling curves are

plotted in Figures 5-18 through 5-2l, as they would appear

on a cooling transformation diagram. It can be seen that the

results are quite adequate, e-pecially when compared to he

cooling of an open-air weld. When used with a cooling trans-

formation diagram, the resulting microstructure and pro~parties

could be predicted at various distances from the weld. The

ability to predic metallurgical properties is extremelr

valuable.

The limitations of this work suggest definite guide-

lines for future research:

�! Ail calculation and welding was done for the downhaad

position. Most ship repair vill require vertical a~d

overhead positions. Some means for predicting temp«ra-
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tures while welding in these positions must be deri~ ed.

�! Testing under various conditions of salinity and
pressure must also be conducted.

�! Application to thicker plates should be made.

�! The combination of GNA and shroud welding could prod e
effective. Investigation is warranted.

�! All calculation and welding was done using a single-
pass technique. Other investigators have found mull i-
pass methods to be very efficient. Experiments sho»ld
be conducted in this area.

Hopefully, this work will give useful insight and a
good start to any future investigation

Probably the most useful information uncovered in tliis
report pertains to "above the plate" phenomena.. Analysis
of the various processes has pinpointed their problems arid
revealed a number of possible methods for overcoming these

problems.

�! The SNA process is not an effect've process as is.
This is due to the limited shielding offered by its
dynamic bubble. Using multipass methods could incr<..ase
the reliability of this process, and thus take advantage
of its relatively simple and unencumbered application.

�! The shroud process is limited. by the gas production at
the arc, and the sliding shroud does not provide a ..osi-
tive, stable barrier. A larger shroud with an exte«nal
gas supply could make this a very efficient process.

�! Probably most unexpected of all was the poor perfor..vance
observed using the GNA process, 'Zhe shielding gas .<as
not impinging to the plate, but was just bubbling u<-
ineffectively. Higher flow rates or combination with
a shroud-type device could greatly improve the proc ss.
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In closing, although the inadequacy of the boiling model

limited the accuracy of the predicted temperature distribu-

tions, a greater understanding of the interactions between

the boiling, spread heat, and "above the plate" phenomena

has been derived.

Most important, the knowledge obtained using high-speed

cinematography to study "above the plate" phenomena has

suggested a number of alternatives for future development.

5.7 RECOMMENDED NEW APPROACH TO TWO-DXMENSXONAL

THEMAT1CAL MODEL OF UNDEHWATEH WELDING

Due to the complexity of three-dimensional approaches,

only two-dimensional heat transfer has been considered.

Selection of an appropriate two-dimensional mathematical

model in order to understand overal.l. mechanisms of heat :low

can be divided into two types:

�! The first type model predicts the heat losses due to

boiling, convection, and radiation on the surface plate

boundaries. The investigation of tIe"above the plate"

phenomena is the major effort for understanding of

the rapid cooling mechanisms which are directly related

to the quench rate during the welding process. This

has been the model described in this report.

�! The second type model predicts the conductive heat flow'-

in the weldment and in the base metal. .his is the main

flow through the HPZ, and so i' responsible for the

metallurgical. structure change in the HAZ during the

welding process. This section will discuss this alter-

native approach in general.

The graphical expression of the mathematical model for

this approach is shown in Figure 5-22. The governing equation

is the same as that discussed for the first type model. All

four boundaries are subject to convection of boiling and «onvec. ion
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FIGURE 5-22

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR METALLURGICAL STRUCTURE INVZSTIGAT?Otl

FIGURE 5-23

QUENCH RATE TRANSFORMED FROM QUASI-STEADY RESULTS
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losses except the hot spot on the top surface. The deter-

mination. of the melting temperature contour is again by using

Rosenthal's point source temperature equation along with

certain geometric aspects of the weld pool which are found

by empirical measurements; the maximum length of the puddle

and the depth of penetration. Heat losses on the boundaries

can use the same boiling and convection model as was appro-

priate for the surface type model for the top and bottom of

the plate. For two side-boundaries, a conductive heat flux

approximation can be employed.

The entire computer model is based on the governing

equation and its finite difference equivalent, which has

been discussed, along with the respective boundary conditions

of the new approach. Since the computer method is the same

as that in the first part of the two approaches, the detailed

investigation numerically is not covered in t? is report.

Due to the high nonlinearity of the equations, it is

very difficult to simulate a transient situation. Fortunately,

the rapid cooling rate can be expressed in terms of quasi-

steady results with some transformation Ceps. For instance,

the computed temperatures at two different points along the

same horizontal line, T and T .  Figure 5-23!, can be plotted

as the temperature change at one position in the base metal

during a time which is the ratio of the distance between two

points and the electrode speed. Kith the predicted tempera-

ture vs. time plots, along with CCT diagrams, it is easy

to explain the metallurgical structu -.. change in the welcment,

HAZ, and the base metal during welding process,
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6.0 INTRODUCTION

This portion of the report presents the general princi-

ples and conceptual ramework of welding metallurgy and micro-.

structure. Basic air welding results and phenomena are

presented and modified or interpreted to apply to the pecu1.iar

conditions of underwater welding. The basic concepts are

developed in the following order;

�! Temperature histories in underwater welding. Differences

in cooling rates characterize the differences between

air welds and underwater wells.

�! Basic metallurgy and microstructure of underwater welds.

The Heat Affected Zone � Grain size changes

Crystal transformation structures

�! Kicrohardness in underwater welding, What determines

microhardness and how it can help analyze the cooling

rates of underwater welds.

�! Potential underwater defects � Quenching-induced

Hyc'rogen-induced

6. 1 TEMPERATURE HISTORIES IN UNDERWATER WELDING

Before reporting and discussing some results pertaining

to solidification and microstructural transformations of a

water weld, it is necessary to consider the heat transfer and

flow processes which are ultimately responsible for these

metallurgical structures and thus, the mechanical properties

of an underwater weld. The heat af=ected zone is of particular

interest in weld metallurgy. This area has been found to be

susceptible to critical defects such as microcracking, hydro-

gen embrittlement, low notch toughness, and low ductility. �2!

This HAZ region has reached a temperature above the eutectoid

temperature �360'F == 730'C!, but below the melting point

�720'F = 1490'C!, and metal in thi. temperature range has
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the potential for many crystal transformations depending on

the subsequent cooling rate. Figure 6-1 shows the relation-

ship between the maximum temperature reached and the location

of the region in the weld HAZ.

The heat input to the workpiece will determine the amount

of melting and the penetration of the weld bead. The heat

flow mechanisms will affect both the time that a region

stays at its maximum temperature and the cooling rates from

that temperature. For surface heat sources moving at a

constant rate along a continuous, even joint, a quasi-stat

temperature distribution will form around the arc. �2!
Th<

isothermal lines represent the potential for heat flow.

Heat. will f low perpendicular to these lines at a rate

directly proportional to the temperature differences between

the isotherms. The basic heat equation describing heat flow

in the welded plate is well-known. �7!
However, those

portions of the boundary conditions which regulate the heat

flows at the plate-water interface are unknown. �5!

For this reason, several types of approximations have

been used to simplify the solution of this heat flow equation.

The welding arc can be grossly modelled as a point source c f

heat on the surface of a semi-infinite plate. This soluticn

predicts a surface temperature that is inversely proportional

to the distance from the heat source. Because underwater

conditions produce very high heat flow rates away from the

weld puddle, and because the weld puddle is not a point

source, the predicted temperature profiles are not very accu-

rate for the HAZ region of the welded plate. Other workers

have used a two-dimensional approximation for modelling thin

plate welding. This also produces misleading results. More

recently, computer techniques have been applied to this

problem. ' Although approximations must still be made,�3,66!

more involved boundary conditions can be used. The weld

puddle can serve as the inner boundary for heat input. Com-
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puter modelling of underwater shielded metal-arc welding has

been attempted at M.I.T. ' Although these analytical�4,65!

and numerical methods have not completely described the

thermal history of underwater weld HAZ regions, several

important trends, which have been confirmed experimentally,

are obtained. An increase in travel speed or other factors

which lower the heat input to the weld will produce a

smaller weld bead and will lead to more rapid cooling rate

in the HAZ. This is especially critical in water welds.

Regions of the HAZ which are further from the fusion line

will experience lower maximum temperatures, and the cooling

rates from the lower temperatures will be slower. Figure 6-2

illustrates these basic trends and emphasizes the shorter

temperature history of a water weld, the higher maximum

temperatures near the weld fusion line, the faster cooling

rates from the higher temperatures, and. the extremely rapid

cooling rates in an underwater weld near the weld fusion

line. Cooling rates are illustrated by the downward sloping

arrows. lt has been determined that the cooling rate at

540 C �005'F! is a critical one in determining the structural
�4!

transformations that will occur. '

6. 2 THE BASIC METALLURGy AND MICROSTRUCTURE
OF UNDERWATER WEIDS

A basic understanding of welding metallurgy and micro-

structure is necessary in order to deal with the problems

associated with underwater welding. Many of the difficul-

ties stem from the rapid quenchinq of the weld zone by the

surrounding water environment. The microstructure present

in an underwater welded joint will be a d-rect consequence of

the composition of the base metal and welding electrode as

well as the thermal history of the welded joint. The macrc-

scopic properties of the joint, such as tensile strength,

ductility, hardness, notch toughness, and fatigue strength,
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can be related directly to the microstructure. Thus, an

investigation of the microstructure of underwater welds s

of practical engineering interest, as well as fundamenta

scientific importance.

The microstructure in the vicinity of a welded join'. is

very complex and non-homogeneous due to varying structur~ s

which result from differing thermal histories. Basicall.,

these different structures can be separated into three

areas: weld metal; heat affected zone  HAZ!, and; base

metal. Figure 6-3 shows the three zones and the differences

in microstructure associated with each. The heat affected

zone is a very important region in. the study of underwater

welding because it is affected the most by the increased

cooling rates.

There are two elements that influence the structure

which is present in the HAZ of low � carbon underwater welds.

First, due to recrystallization and growth, there is a grain

size gradient across the zone. This is a result of the

temperature reached and the length of time the temperature

is held in any particular area. Secondly, during cooling, a

microstructure transformation from austenite to some other

crystal structure will occur in those regions whose maximum

temperature has exceeded the low crit. ical temperature,

The first step in analyzing the microstructure of

welded joint involves looking at the grain structure throughout

the specimen. Grains are simply pockets of metal having

the same lattice orientation. The size and shape of graj ns

are dependent upon the thermal history of any particular

area. For example, dendrites, because of the strong dir~ cti.on-

al heat flow of solidification, grow more in one direction

than any other. Therefore, long thin grains are a result of

this growth pattern. However, another type of grain, th<

equiaxed grain, grows equally in all directions.
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6.21 Grain Size Changes

Recrystallization, a process involving nucleation and
growth, occurs in metals at elevated temperatures. Nucleation
of new grains takes place at the points of highest strain
or dislocation buildup when the temperature of the metal

structure reaches or exceeds the upper critical temperature

 A3!. As long as the temperature is held at or above the
recrystallization level, the new grains grow at the expense

of others. Due to the greater number of grain boundaries

in a fine-grained structure, which are collection points of
impurities, dislocations, and brittle phases, smaller grains
are tougher, stronger, and harder than the larger ones.

The weld zone, the first of three specific areas, has

a composition resulting from the mixture of molten base
metal and molten electrode material. Upon cooling, solidi-

fication occurs, resulting in formation of tree-like columnar

grains called dendrites. The initial dendrites nucleate at

the interface of the liquid and solid and undergo epitaxial

growth in a direction opposite to the direction of heat flow.
This means that the dendrites tend to grow roughly perpen-

dicular to the weld pool boundary toward the center of the

weld. Occasionally, the last portion of weld metal to solidify

forms a small area of equiaxed grains in the center of the

weld zone. This occurs because the area nucleates itself

and solidified almost instantaneously.

Most of the HAZ has been heated above the lower critical

temperature, Al �33 F!. At this temperature, the pearlite
and ferrite structure of the base metal begins a transforma-

tion to austenite, a solid solution of carbon in gamma iron.

Recrystallization also begins in this regions. Proceeding
from the fusion line to 0he unaffected base metal, the HAZ

may be divided into five general areas of interest  See

Figure 6-1!.
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�! Immediately adjacent to the fusion line, the metal

has been heated almost to the melting point. Often

partial liquation of the grain boundaries occurs due

to the high concentration of impurities which lower

the melting point. This is extremely detrimental to the

welded joint because hot cracking may occur.

�! The temperature in this region has far exceeded the

upper critical, A3. This results in a severely over-
heated area allowing a rnaxirnurn amount of grain growth.

�! The next area is called the annealed region for the

temperature is high enough to cause full austenization

without grain growth but with some grain refinement.

�! The temperature in this region is not high enough to

cause complete austenization, but recrystallization

does occur to some extent. Therefore, this area will

have a very fine grain size.

�! This area has been heated to temperatures between the

upper and lower critical. Here, some recrystallization

and grain refinement. occur, but. to a lesser extent.

�! Temperatures in this last area, adjacent to the unaf-

fected base metal, do not reach the lower critical

temperature and therefore, no phase changes occur.

However, some recovery may take place causing some

softening. Softening may also be caused by spheroidiza-

tion.

The size of the HAZ depends upon the welding process used.

Gas welding produces a large HAZ compared with that produced

by arc welding. Similarly, the HAZ corresponding to are

welding conducted in air is large compared to that conducted

underwater. The metal beyond the HAZ remains unaffected by

welding because the temperatures reached are not sufficient

to cause any changes.
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6.22 Iron Carbon Phase Transformations

As grain size is pxirnarily a function of the maximum

temperature reached, phase transformation is a result of the

cooling rate. A welded joint exhibits several different

phases at different point due to changes in cooling rates

and the temperatures from which cooling occurs. All of the

phases are a result of transformations from austenite. Aus-

tenite is a one-phase solid solution of iron and carbon

containing up to 2.06% carbon. Austenite occurs at ternpera-

tures between the upper critical, A3, and the solidus temp-
eratures shown in the iron carbon diagram  Figure 6-1!. As

austenite is cooled slowly, ferrite, which dissolves only

0.008% carbon at room temperature, and cementite, Fe>C,
form in a layered structure called pearlite. The ferrite is

very soft, while the cementite, being a carbide, is

extremely hard and brittle. At room temperature following

a slow cool, the microstructure of 1020 plain carbon steel

will be 75% pure ferrite and 25% pearlite. This is calcu-

lated using the inverse lever rule and may be easily estimated

by viewing the polished and etched surface with a microscope.

The transformations which can occur during heating or

cooling of low-carbon  .2%C! steels are schematically

illustrated in Figure 6-4. The most important transforma-

tion range is between temperatures A> and A>,. which is the
transformation into or out of the austenite phase field.

As a region of the weld cools from the austenite range, there

are three possible transforrnations, depending on the cooling

rate:

�! Pearlite. This occurs with a relatively slow cooling

rate. The austenite forms a lamellar arrangement of

ferrite and cementite crystals. The transformation

process is nucleation and grain. growth. This is the

equilibrium transformation giving a structure very

similar to the original base metal.
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�! Bainite. This trans formation is not a nucleation and
growth process and requires a more rapid cooling rate.
Several types of bainite structures are identified
ranging fram pearlite-like to martensite-like. It is
the transformation which produces all structures inter-

mediate between pearlite and martensite. Bainite forms
when the austenite cools rapidly and temporarily traps

the carbon atoms in tetragonal ferrite crystals. The

carbides subsequently precipitate aut on various
crystallographic surfaces in a peculiar, characteristic,
feathery pattern.

�! Martensite. This transformation occurs only in rapidly
quenched regions. As the crystals cool, they attempt
to form ferrite, but the carbide is trapped since it

does not have time to diffuse out of the lattice net-

work. The supersaturated solution of ferrite with carbon
then is distorted by shear action into tetragonal

crystals which can mare easily accomodate the carbon
atoms. These tetragonal crystals within the ferrite
 bcc! matrix is the structure called martensite. The
number of tetragonal crystals, and thus, the amount of
distortion in the lattice which results in the extreme

hardness of martensite, depend.s on the carbon content

of the steel.

There is another peculiar structure which can be identified

in a weld microstructure. It has been given the name of its
first investigator, Widmanstatten structure. This is a
geometrical pattern of ferrite grains which are oriented along
previous austenite grain boundaries  Figure 6-5!. These
ferrite grains outline new pearlite grains as the metal rapidly
cools below the lower critical temperature Al, �335'F, 724'C!.
Therefore, Widmanstatten structure occurs as the result of
particular nucleation and growth pattern involving the pearlite
transformation from austenite. The intermediate grains of
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austenite must be very large to form the Widmanstatten

structure, and so, only those areas in a weld HAZ which were

heated almost to melting [or those areas in the weld forming

large original dendrites] are able to produce this peculiar

grain pattern. The large grains give this structure poor

notch toughness and poor ductility. At the edge of the HAZ,

a distinctive structure is observed that appears to be a

partial refinement of the original pearlite grains. As the

steel is heated between Al and A>, the pearlite changes to
austenite and begins to absorb some of the ferrite grains.

When the steel is cooled, small grains of ferrite appear in

each grain of austenite until Al, the remaining austenite,
changes into very small pearlite grains  Figure 6-5!. If

the region has been heated to below the lower critical temp-

erature, Al, there may be a tendency for the iron carbide
in the pearlite grains to coalesce into larger particles

 spheroidize!. But, welding speeds are usually too fast to

allow for spheroidization. These are the major changes

occurring in the weld microstructure. Their formation processes

are depicted by a visual representation of what is happening

to the grain structures in Figure 6-5.

It is these crystal structures which can be identified

in the weld HAZ and linked back to a particular thermal

cycle. However, to identify a specific cooling rate with a

resulting structure, experiments must. be done to determine,

for a particular steel, those cooling rates which are requirea

to produce the various rate dependent transformations. This

information can be plotted on charts called Isothermal Trans-

formation Diagrams. Figure 6-6 is the isothermal transforma-

tion diagram for low-carbon steel  .2%!. This diagram gives

a good idea of the hardenability of the steel, but it does not

accurately predict the structure for. continuous cooling

situations, since non.-equilibrium conditions will then prevail.

So, another diagram has been developed to predict the struc-

tures which result from a known constant, or continuous coolin<>
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Figure 6-6B shows the similarity between the two types
of diagrams for low-carbon steel. More care must be exercised
in distinguishing between them for other steels. The Contin-
uous Cooling Transformation  CCT! curves are specific to the
austenitized temperature. Since this is varying in the actual

weld HAZ, a completely accurate prediction becomes almost

impossible. However, by observing the relative amounts of
these various recrystallization, grain growth, and phase

transformation product structures across the HAZ of air and
underwater welds, the basic differences in their thermal

histories can be determined and studied.

6.3 MICROHARDNESS IN UNDERWATER WELDiNG

An investigation o f the time-temperature histories o f

d j f ferent portions of a weld HAZ will show that various heat

treatments occur at these locations and will produce crystal

structures that are characteristic of the particular heating

and cooling conditions to which the regions were subjected.

It then becomes desirable to differentiate between these

various crystal transformation structures. One method is of

course to view the microstructure using microscopy and

noting regions of different grain size and different. crystal

phases  pear].ite, ferrite, martensite!. However, it is also
possible to indirectly differentiate between these micro-
structural regions by testing the hardness of each zone, and

plotting these values along a cross section of an underwater
weld. The hardness values can often be directly correlated

with the crystal transformation structures present, and can

also be used to indicate what some of the physical properties

of the welded joint are likely to be. Figure 6-7 shows an

underwater weld microstructure and its corresponding micro-

hardness survey. It will now be explained why hardness can
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be associated with a weld microstructure.

Nartensite is the hardest crys=al structure in steels.

lf a steel is formed with a l00% rrartensitic structure, that

steel will be the hardest steel possible with that particular

carbon content. Higher carbon contents will result in
harder martensite. The element in martensite that makes it

so hard is the carbon. The pure iron, or ferrite, is a very

soft element. So, the more carbon, the harder the steel will
be in any heat treated condition, and the harder will be its
martensitic structures. Fig~re 6 � 8 shows the relationship

between carbon content and the maximum hardness possible,

which would correspond to a fully martensitic structure in

the given carbon content steel.

Steel normally contains  in place of martensite! a
crystal structure called pearlite, which is a lamellar layer-
ing of ferrite and cementite. Because pearlite contains
cementite  Fe>!, it is much harder than pure ferrite crystals.
yet still much softer than martensite. Pearlite is the equi�
librium structure, whereas maztensite requires conditions of

very fast cooling  non-equilibrium! or quenching for its
formation. How severe, or fast, this quench must be in order

to produce a fully marten.sitic structure will depend on the
steels' chemical composition  mostly the carbon content!.

Measuring the cooling rate to form 50% pearlite and 50%
martensite has been taken as one way of determining the

"hardenability" of the steel. Thi cooling rate is called
the critical cooling rate. Z steel that forms pearlite very

quickly is not as likely to end up with martensite and is
less hardenable.

To determine if a region will become pearlite or marten-

site during quenching, the "severity of the quench" must be
known. A more severe quench will result in a larger or deepe"-

hardened zone in a cooling plate. Because of the many unknow»
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factors influencing underwater welding, theoretical predic-

tions of the hardness of the weld metal and HAZ are very

difficult to make. But, the correlation remains valid, if

we know the quench conditions, and thus the cooling rates

for every point in the weld joint. As an example of quenching

rates, we consider brine quenching  a fairly severe type!

during which the austenite is supercooled during the quench

and forms martensite. In the transforming range of tempera-

tures  800-1200'F!, the metal may be cooling as quickly as

900'F/sec. So, it remains in this region for only a fraction

of a second and thus, illustrates the rapidness of the

martensite forming process.

Because of the difficulty in determining the quench

rates for underwater welding, it is often necessary to work

backwards, determining what the quench rate must have been

for a resulting hardness. For a known carbon content, a

particular hardness value then corresponds to a specific

microstructure composition. Thus, the microstructure is

eventually linked through the hardness readings to the

cooling rate. Faster cooling, or quench rate, will result

in a higher hardness value. Cooling rates faster than the

critical cooling rate for a particular steel will produce

more than 50% martensite, with a high hardness reading.

Cooling rates which are slower than. this critical cooling

rate will produce decreasing amounts of martensite and

increasing amounts of bainite and pearlite, giving lower

hardness values' Fastest cooling occurs from the highest

temperatures.

The reason the HAZ is often more affected by hardening

than the weld metal itself is because of their slightly

differing carbon contents. Because the weld metal is at a

higher maximum temperature, it will cool more rapidly.

But, it has a lower carbon content because of solidification

segregation, and so is less hardenable. From the standpoint
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of determining the cooling rate, the heat input to the weld
is the most important factor in welding. Even for different
processes  SMA, GMA!, the cooling rates will be similar for
the same heat input. Higher heat input results in slower

cooling rates. And the hardness values that result will be
a good indicator of the microstructure that is present as a

result of the cooling history.

6. 4 POTENTIAL UNDERWATER WELDING DEFECTS

Very seldom are welds found with absolutely no defects.
Depending on how hard someone looks at a weld, there will
always be at least some minor imperfection or discontinuity.
But, slight discontinuities in the structure or appearance

of a weld do not necessarily mean that the weld should be

rejected. Defects should be distinguished from discontin-
uities as being imperfections that are judged to be damaging
or detrimental to the proper function and safety of a weldment.

As we move towards the utilization of growing numbers of

welds in underwater situations, we should remember that

because of the increased difficulty in procedures to inspect

welds once completed, only those imperfections which will
actually be a danger to the integrity of the structure should

be repaired.

Several of the defects found in underwater welds are

common to air welds. Others are more unique to underwater

welding and will be dealt with in more complete detail.
Actually, almost all the problems associated with obtaining
perfect air welds are present in underwater welding situations
as well. Arc strike embrittlernent, lack of penetration, r;on-

homogeneity of the weld bead metal, problems with gases ir. the
weld metal, slag inclusions and hot and cold cracking are
all significant areas of difficulty in underwater welding.
Two basic factors in underwater welding increase the problems

with defects: rapid quenching and hydrogen.
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6.4l Quenching-Induced Defects

At an arc strike area, the steel has been heated above

the lower critical temperature and cooled extremely rapidly.

Underwater welding situations only worsen the problem

because the arc may be a little more difficult to strike

underwater and because the water will induce even faster

cooling rates. This produces a martensitic structure that

is worse still because it has not been properly protected

from the atmosphere  water! by a slag covering. If the axc

happens to occur at a region of high stress intensity,

failure may result from this small defect. Thus, arc

strikes ought to be avoided and should be repaired by cover-

ing it with a smooth weld bead or else, grinding the arc

strike down flush with the base plate.

Lack of penetration or fusion is always a serious

defect. This is the failure of the weld bead to properly

connect. the two workpieces. Often this condition will

result in hairline cracks between the two pieces giving

rise to high stress intensity fields. In underwater welding,

the problems of shallow penetration are increased because the

cooling effect of the water tends to cause a definite decrease

in the penetration of the weld. It may be necessary to design

the joints used in underwater welding to provide for this

inherent lack of penetration and fusion.

Dilution is the process of mixing that occurs during

welding when the parent metal is melted by the welding arc

and mixed with the weld rod metal. A low lever of dilution

represents a weld bead that is most similar to the base metal,

containing only a small amount of welding rod metal. The

problem of dilution is most serious when a non-homogeneity

in the final weld bead results. In most cases, this is not a

serious problem.
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Slag inclusions occur with increasing frequency as the
rate of solidification of the weld puddle increases. As the
welding are melts the electrode, much of the slag is injected
into the weld puddle by the force of the arc and melting
metal droplets. The slag is designed to quickly rise to the
surface of the weld bead and provide a protective covering
for the weld. However, if the weld puddle solidifies before
the slag has a chance to float to the surface, it will be
caught in the weld metal. The likeliness of slag becoming
submerged in the weld puddle increases as the turbulence cf
the welding arc and. puddle increases. Thus, a more stable
arc will provide for less slag entrapment. In underwater
welding, the extremely rapidly growing dendrites in the weld
metal very often overtake escaping slag particles. And
because the turbulence of an underwater welding arc region is
often increased by the bubble and the rapid quenching of the
water, uneven weld beads with more slag are sometimes
observed. The slag will be found slightly below the top of
the weld bead in underwater welds. Observing where these
inclusions are found, in conjunction with observing the
dendritic structures will provide much information regarding
the solidification of underwater welds.

Undercutting can be a very serious defect because it
creates a notch effect and thus, a stress concentration arid
possible crack initiation point. Undercutting occurs when
the solidification process takes place too rapidly to allow
the weld puddle to completely fill back into the toe of the
melted puddle region. In air welding, it indicates that he
welding speed is too fast. Underwater, it occurs very fre-
quently as the result of the rapid cooling induced by the
surrounding water. The solution to undercutting remains
unclear. Certainly this is a problem that needs to be de~1=

with more fully.
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Porosity is the problem of small gas bubbles becoming

trapped in the weld metal. The presence of these gases can

be harmful as in the case of 02 and N2 because the oxides and
nitrides formed from these gases will cause embrittlement

of the metal. The mechanical defect of having a small hole

in the welded joint is not as critical as the associated

it is dissolved in quantities greater than .1%. But in

underwater welding, when the high temperature of the welding

arc dissociates water into hydrogen and oxygen, the possibility

of oxygen being present in the welding atmosphere is quite

good. Thus, the oxidizing functions of the electrode coating

are still necessary and critical in underwater welding situa-

tions. Nitrogen is not a problem underwater. Hydrogen will

be dealt with separately in the next section. Porosity has

been found to increase with welding current in underwater

welding, regardless of the type of electrode or the water-

proofing method, and the composition of the gas enclosed

in the porosity is reported to be mostly hydrogen  Masumoto,

et al., 1971!. Porosity can also be the result of gases

coming out of solution as the temperature of the metal is

lowered. These gases may also have reacted with the metal

to produce oxides and nitrides that are then released from

porosity. The porosity is often concentrated along the

dendritic branches where the bubbles have become trapped

and have been unable to reach the surface.

Problems of porosity are increased in underwater welding

by the rapid weld metal solidification. Gases can, however,

be present in the weld metal and remain soluable and so,

not form detectable porosity. The embrittlement problem from

the gases will still persist. Hydrogen is the worst offender

veld microstructure. That

evolves as porosity or escapes

as a dissolved gas within the

portion of the hydrogen which

chemical problems. The presence of 02 will reduce the strength,
hardness, and notch toughness of the metal, especially when
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the weld microstructure completely does not pose the same

threat.

6.42 Hydrogen-Induced Defects

Much recent investigation has been conducted on hydrc--

gen embrittlement and hydrogen-induced cracking.
�2!

Because

underwater welding induces an arc atmosphere that is high i.n
water vapor content and in dissociated oxygen and hydrogen,
it is thought that hydrogen may be especially critical.

�6,49!

Hardening in the HAZ and residual stresses which may also
develop are precursors for hydrogen cracking. Hydrogen will
not induce cracking unless the region is hardened and
contains residual stresses. Higher hardness and faster cooling
rates will give the weld zone a higher susceptibility to

hydrogen cracking.

Hydrogen is picked up during heating and dissol.ves into
the austenite. As the temperature cools down, the solubi idy
of hydrogen goes down and so, the hydrogen attempts to diffuse
out of the weld metal into the air and into the HAZ. Thi.;
zone of hydrogen diffusion is about lmm for average weldi.ng
conditions and so, in an underwater welding HAZ of width
1-2mm, the hydrogen will be present.. Hydrogen coming out of
solution may go to form or enlarge porosity.

Hydrogen in porosity holes has been determined to be
harmless. Hydrogen may result in cracking through the
following mechanism involving the hydrogen that has super-
saturated the metal:

 l! The hydroge~ diffuses to areas of stress concentration
such as an area of martensite structure.

�! This stress area causes a crack initiation, either p.=ior
to, or after the introduction of hydrogen.

�! The hydrogen now precipitates and forms a small void
or crack and. induces further stress on the crack tip,
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causing it to propagate.

�! The crack grows in steps to the critical size and may

then fail catastrophically.

Undercutting and excessive reinforcement in underwater

welds present additional areas of stress concentration.

Using austenitic electrodes may help because diffusion out

of gamma iron is much slower than from alpha iron and the
diffusion into the HAZ is limited by the rate out of the weld

�2!metal. Thus, the tendency is for the hydrogen to diffuse

into the air rather than into the HAZ. The solubility of the

hydrogen is higher in the austenite and this further

discourages hydrogen diffusing into the HAZ. There is no

easy solution to hydrogen problems in underwater welding

except to suggest eliminating the hardened zone and stress

concentration areas.
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7.0 1NTRODUCTZON

This portion of the report details the original experi-

mentation and investigation that were conducted on the metal-

lurgy and. rnicrostructure of underwater shielded metal-arc

welding.

�! The discussion begins with some general considerations

concerning underwater welding research explaining the

reasoning behind choosing a comparative study between.

air and underwater welds.

�! The discussion then proceeds with the identification of

the relevant welding process parameters, which are

found to be:

a. welding current

b. welding speed

c. electrode size and type

d.. polarity

e. air or underwater environment

�! Descript.ions of the equipment and the procedure used to

obtain the data and also the method of analysis are

presented. A short discussion of safety follows.

�! The bulk of material relates to the analysis and docu-

mentation of the information obtained in this study. The

types of data included are:

a. welding current and voltage recordings for all
welds

b. welded bead appearance and regularity

c. geometrical measurements and comparisons

d. micorhardness profiles and comparisons

e. microstructural studies of the weld HAZ

f. general observations and remarks on assorted
details not included in a previous subject division
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Although much of the data follows certain trends and
makes analysis straightforward, other portions of the accumu-
lated data appears contradictory or nebulous. Conclusion
and recommendations are based on the author's best attempts

to correlate and make sense out of the results. Readers

are reminded that, because more than one explanation will

often explain the facts, new information may lead to new
conclusions. All data is included in this report to allow
for reevaluation and continued analysis by future workers.

7. 1 EXPERIMENTAL RAT IONALE FOR COMPARING
AIR AND WATER WELDS

The complexities of a totally theoretical analysis of
underwater welding make simplifying assumptions necessary

and lead to uncertainty and error. Even if the temperature

histories could be completely described, the resulting

structural transformations would still require experimental

investigation. Although the basic mechanisms of structural
change are known and understood, the highly transient and
nonuniform nature of welding makes accurate microstructural

prediction impossible. And even if the weld microstructure
were completely determined, it is doubtful that the resulting
mechanical properties could be accurately predicted. Thus,
once again, experimental investigation and verification
would be necessary. Simih.ar variables in the physical mani-
pulation of the welding arc make a precise estimation of the
welding heat input from specified welding conditions impossible.
It is clear that. the specific nature of the links from the
optimum welding conditions to the heat input and temperature
histories to the microstructural formations to the mechanical
joint properties are not fully understood. However, it does
not appear profitable or justifiable to ignore these metallur-
gical links and proceed with a hit-and-miss mentality.
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One simple approach to the problem of determining how the

heat transfer phenomena and microstructural transformations

affect underwater welding is to study the differences between air

welding and underwater welding. Since the basic welding metallurgy

in air has been well-studied, ' ' much understanding of�2,73,74!

underwater welding metallurgy can be gained by examining the

dissimilarity between air and water weld' Because most under-

water welding has been performed under emergency conditions for

salvage or temporary repair to ships and. offshore structures,

each situation has been somewhat unique and therefore, is not eas ly

compared with other underwater welding efforts or with air welding

results. Although some workers have provided comparisons between
�4,49,62!air and water welds, ' ' the research reported here attempt.

to provide more fundamental material upon which to base general

conclusions and insights into underwater welding metallurgy.

7.2 IDENTIFICATION OF UNDERWATER WEEDING
PROCESS VARIABLES

After examining air and underwater weld beads produced

under similar conditions, an attempt has been made to explain

the differences by invoking knowledge of the bisic mechanisms

of the welding arc, metal transfer, heat transfer, solidification,

and microstructural transformations. The differences which

are observed between air and underwater welds can then provide

insight into the fundamental changes in the basic welding

mechanisms. In an extensive review of the literature, it has been

established that no such fundamental network of differences and

modificationa.l trends between air and underwater welding has

been determined.

Several potentially important variables have been neglected

in this report. It is probable that they do influence the

underwater weld quality in a manner which is similar to their
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effect in air welding. Further work is recommended to assess

the magnitude and nature of these factors. The thickness
of the welded plate is not a variable in the present inves=i-
gation. In air, the effect of increasing the plate thickness
is to increase the cooling rate in the weld metal and HAZ
However, a saturation phenomenon is observed in which the
cooling rate reaches a maximum value, limited by the thermal
conductivity of the plate; past a certain value, thicker
plates will not result in a faster cooling rate. In under-
water welding, the surrounding water will make the plate seem
thicker to the weld bead and thus, result in faster cooling
 compared to the same thickness iz air! and a narrower
limiting thickness. The effect of water depth  or pressure!
was not involved in this study.

Pressure has been shown to exert some influence on GMA

air welding.
�0,54! Its effects on underwater metal-arc

welding are not well-studied. The angle of the electrode
with the workpiece was constant in this study �0-80'!.
Some variations might result from different lead ~ncnles .in
the degree of undercut experienced, but they were not investi-
gated. The arc lenceth is normally an important variable in
welding. However, because the drag technique is employed
in underwater welding due to the limitations on visibility,
the arc length becomes a function of the welding current,
voltage, and electrode type. Welding machines have a speci-
fic relationship between the current and voltage, with the
current being the independent variable. Thus, the arc length
and ~volta e are both dependent properties of the current,
welding machine, and the electrodes Figure 7-1 illustrates
these relationships.

Using the drag technique, the welding arc "digs" out
the weld crater at a very specific rate. This speed is a
function of the electrode and the current setting. Forcing
the electrode to go faster will usually result in an uneven,
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sporadic weld bead, while retarding the electrode will cause
the weld bead to spread out without an improvement in the
penetration. Thus, the drag technique leads to a natural,
characteristic welding speed. However, some welds were

produced by increasing or decreasing this natural speed and
sotthe speed is treated as a welding parameter variable.
The type of ~coatin used on the different electrodes influences
the speed, the arc length, and the voltage, so it is an
important factor. The size of the electrode has major
effects on the size of the weld bead, the bead shape, the

cooling rates, and thus, the hardness profiles. Thus, the
electrode size, the flux coating material, the current, the
polarity, and the speed are the process variables which were
chosen to be investigated in this study.

The electrode types and sizes were those which had been
�2,22f 62!

recommended or considered by previous investigators.

The following electrodes were used in this study:

E6013: Medium thick titania coating. Medium penetration.
Smooth and flat bead with good wetting and appearance.

It is designed for a. medium-long arc and not for the
drag technique, although it will operate satisfactorily
in this mode.

E7014: Thick titania with iron powder coating. Medium
penetration, good wetting. Designed to do the work of
the E6013 with similar speed, but with increased deposi-
tion rate, improved appearance, and increased ease of
welding using the drag technique.

E7024: Very thick titania with iron powder coating. Iight
penetration. Designed for drag welding with increases
in deposition rate and speed. Good mechanical and. X-ray

quality.

E6027: Very thick mineral with iron powder coating.
Deep penetration. Drag with slower speed than E7024,
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TABLE 7-l

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED WELD INCx PARAMETERS

«~ir Ndlein Underwater Ve le ing

Current [am s!S eed i mCurrent am s!

 Burkes, 1950!1/8" E6011

E6013

160

 Airco!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Westinghouse!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Ilestinghouse!

 R. T, Brown, 1974!

50-120

95-125

115-150

150-170

140-180

130-170

11-16 ipm  R. T. Brown, 1974!115-150

27014t
13-15 iom

E7024

12-14 ipm  R. T, Brown, 1974! 1
 Levin, Ki rkle 1972~

170+
140-l50General 1/8"

5/32" E6011

E6013

200

 westinghouse!120-190 170-190

200 � 260

200-250

190-210

160- 190

200-250

170-210

15-19 ipm R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Airco!

150-170

120-190E7014

12-13 ipm

 Vestinqhouse!180-250

240-280

170-210

180-250

250-300

E7024
200-260

170+
 Silva, 1971!

 R. T, Brown, 1974!

 westinqhouse!

 Silva, 1971!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

11-15 lorn

240-280E6027
14 0+

130+ 180-200

200-220

10-11+ iom

General
5/32"

 Westinghouse!100-210

180-200

190-260

220-260

250-325

3/16" E6013  Navy, 1968!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

220-260

200-24015-17 ipm R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Westinghouse!E7014
 R. T. Brown, 1974! R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Westinqhouse!

11-13 ipm 220+

E6027
 R. T. Brown, 1974!180+10-13 ipm

 Avilov, 1955!

 Craftweld

250 � 270

225-280
General

3/16"

170-190  R. T. Brown, 1974!

190-210+  R. T, Brown, 1974!

150-170  R. T. Brown, 1974! 1

 Burkes, 1950!

 Havy, 1968!

 Silva 1971!

 Brown, 1973!

 He lovey, 197 3!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Brown, 1973!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Silva, 1971!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Silva, 1971!

 R. T. Brown, 1974!

 Levin, Kirkley, 1972]

 Avilov, 1955!
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but with superior mechanical properties.

Some of the differences between these electrodes are

indicated by the weld beads obtained in this study, although
the electrodes behave somewhat differently in air and under-

water conditions. The size of the electrodes chosen were

1/8-inch, 5/32-inch, and 3/16-inch. The welding current range
for the various electrodes were estimated by using the

recommendations of previous workers, Table 7-1 is a compila-

tion of previous data on recommended underwater welding
conditions compared with those of similar recommendations

for air welding.

7.21 Description of Research Equipment

Several basic pieces of equipment were involved in ini-
tially welding the specimens, recording the welding current
and voltage, cutting and polishing and etching the weld bead
cross sections, obtaining microhardness profiles, photo-

graphing the weld cross sections for geometrical measure-
ments, and photographing the microstructure of the weld metal

and HAZ for analysis.

The actual welding was performed using a 300 amp AC-DC

gas metal-arc welding machine that was connected to a normal
shielded metal-arc electrode holder and workpiece ground.

The experimental welding set-up is shown in Figure 7-2. The
welding machine's voltage-current characteristics are assumed
to be similar enough to a normal shielded metal-arc machine

to avoid problems with substituting it. Based on some

of the experimental difficulties in obtaining a high enough
current with the arc lengths which are formed in underwater

drag welding, it is thought. that a machine with an adjustable
slope characteristic might work better. Also, because under-
water welding requires more current -han air welding, a 400am~
machine is recommended for further work.
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The weld.ing machine was connected to a strip chart.
recorder that measured. the voltage directly between the
welding electrode and the ground, and measured the voltage
across a known resistance to give a reading for the welding
current. The recordings were made at a chart speed of 2.5mrr/sec.
This speed is not fast compared to the metal transfer mechar-
isms and does not provide data on the metal transfer phenomena.
The speed is sufficient to indicate the average current and
voltage and the changes that occurred as a result of elongatir.g
arc length and other welding irregularities and discontinu-
ities. The recordings also give an accurate measure of the
elapsed welding time and thus aid in determining the averag»
welding speed. Because the recordings are considered relevant
for possible future reference, yet are not individually sig-
nificant, they are not included in this report.

The specimen plates were pho ographed using a Polaroid
camera. These photographs were used to record and document
the weld bead appearance. The specimens were cut on a hor'-.
zontal band saw and mounted. Grinding and polishing was done
on a seried of grit wheels. Macrophotographs were taken with
the Polaroid camera, using a close-up lens to give a magni-

fication of 7.5X.

A Wilson Tukon Nicrohardness Tester was used to perforra

the microhardness profile surveys. A 100 gram load was
used to insure the measurement of the local hardness value.
Nicrostructural photography was performed using an American
Optical Metallograph at a magnification of 100X and Polaroid
film was employed to record pertinent microstructural forma=ions.

7.22 Description of Experimental Procedure

All welding was done in a 4' x 2' x 2' plexiglass tank
with an aluminum frame under 6" of water. For each of the
ten electrodes picked to be used in the study, a set of four
or five weld beads were welded with a range of currents on
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single plate specimen A specimen plate was 4" x 6" x 1/4"

and the weld beads were made across the 4" dimension of the

polarity, and a third was made underwater with reverse pola-

rity. Thus, three complete sets of plates were prepared with

each of ten electrodes, giving a total of 30 plates. Each

plate contained four weld beads so that a total of 120 cross-

sectional specimens were prepared, polished, etched, photo-

graphed and analyzed. This was an immense job, which with

only one worker, took several months. Hopefully, the results

are worth the agony. The ten electrodes used were:

E6013 �/8", 5/32", 3/16"!

E7014 �/8", 5/32", 3/16"!

�/8"t 5/32"I --- !

  5/32 lt 3/ 1 6 II !

E7024

E6027

Once the weld bead specimens had been welded and photo-

graphed, they were cut in preparation Sr making the cross-

sectional specimens. A 3/8" strip was cut from the plate

perpendicular to the weld beads. This strip was then cut

so that each weld bead cross section could be mounted indi-

vidually in plastic resin. The mountings were allowed to

dry overnight, and then the weld cross sections were ground

and polished. The grinding was accomplished by using a series

of gradually decreasing grit size grinding wheels. The grit

wheels used were sizes 80, 120, 240, 320, and 600. After

grinding on the finest wheel, the sample is washed in soap

and water, rinsed with alcohol, and dried. At this stage,

the specimens have very fine scratches in the metal surface,

and these must be polished smooth on a cloth polishing wheel

with a polishing compound. of distilled water and .3 micron

alumina. Once the specimen has been polished so that the

scratches are removed and the surface is microscopically clean,

the weld cross sections are etched with 1% Nital solution for

plate. Each weld bead was thus about. one-inch from the edge

or from other beads. One specimen was prepared for air welding

with straight polarity, one was made underwater using straight
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8-10 seconds, then washed, dried, and placed in a dessicator
to protect the polished and etched surfaces.

A hardness profile was then run vertically through the
weld HAZ and weld metal. Indentations were made at 500 micron
 .5mm! intervals and the grain size and microstructure were
visually observed and recorded along the transverse. Macro-
photographs of the weld bead cross section were made and
from these enlarged photographs, the width, penetration depth,
reinforcement height, total area, HAZ width and the percentage
of weld metal were measured. These parameters and the effects
of underwater welding on them comprise the geometrical analysis.
Finally, for a few selected weld beads, a microphotograph
transverse of the HAZ and weld metal were made to more expli-

citly analyze the microstructural formations.

7.23 Description of Analytical Procedure

The strip chart recordings were analyzed to give the
average current ra~ge and the average voltage range ~ The
variation in the current was also measured and recorded as

the arc stability, K  K = , !. This gives an idea of theI max

I min

regularity and smoothness of the resulting weld. bead. The
chart recordings gave the true current through the arc. Bp
looking at the weld bead appearance record on the weld
plates, and by comparing arc stability values and weld beac
shape factors, the optimum  or at least. the best obtained!
welding conditions were determined for each electrode type.
Table 7-1 also presents those currents and speeds considered
optimum from this study. These comparative observations
between the optimum welding conditions in air and underwater
comprise the first major group o= investigative conclusion..
The geometrical characteristics of the various welds were
further analyzed to show the effects of current, electrode

size and type, and welding medium on the weld shape.

The analysis then switched =o involve the hardness
profiles and microstructural formations of the various wel<'.
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EAZ ' s. These crystal and grain structures were linked back
to the cooling rates that produced them. Comparing the HAZ
of air welds with the HAZ of similar water welds gave the

second series of basic conclusions concerning the effect o3.'
underwater welding on the cooling rates and microstructura..

transformations of the weld metal and IiAZ. An attempt has

been made to explain the observed changes from air welding
in terms of the fundamental processes that are modified or

affected by underwater welding.

7.24 Welding Current Voltage Recordings

The comparative portion of these experiments depend on
the completeness and accuracy of the voltage and current
recordings. They provide information concerning the total
heat input to the weld. This is the factor which is used
to compare and relate the weld beads to one another. They
also provide limited information concerning the metal transfer
mode of the underwater welding arc. In this case, the mode
is determined to be drop transfer, which is identical to

that found in normal air welding arcs. This observation

in agreement with earlier work by Silva �971!, who also
determined that the metal transfer mode of an underwater St<A

welding arc was drop transfer. This section will examine only
a couple of voltage-current. recordings in detail and summarize
the others. Figure 7-3 shows the results of recordings from
E7014 � 1/8" welds in air and underwater. For the air wel<3.,
the rrrinimum welding current is fairly constant at 125 amps.

The spikes jumping up to 175-200 amps represent drops of
metal transferring between the electrode and the weld puddl.e.
The voltage goes down because the effective arc gap  resis-
tance! is decreased by the presence of the droplet. This
also causes the current to increase because the arc resis-

tance is reduced. So, the average arc current is the lowe=

limit of the current range and the average arc voltage is

the upper limit of the voltage range.
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The air weld shows an arc that is well-behaved. However,

the underwater arc shows quite an irregular behavior. Both

the water  SP! and water  RP! weld.- have current recordings

that drop to zero current  arc broken! several times in the

course of l0 seconds. This is caused by an elongation of

the welding arc underwater. This elongation is the result

of the water cooling the outside of the electrode flux

covering and causing an arc barrel to form around the electrcde

core metal. As this arc barrel becomes longer and forces

the arc length to become longer, the voltage climbs because

of more resistance and the current drops for the same reaso~.

It is seen that even when the arc becomes more consistent,

the welding current is lower and the voltage is higher than in

air. This implies that a longer arc with lower current will

result in underwater welding. The extent of this effect

becomes very important in determining the quality of the

resulting underwater weld bead. Figure 7-4 shows that this

arc length may vary in an oscillatory manner during welding,

even in air. This produces variations in the heat input,

penetration, and other weld bead parameters.

In general, the E6013 and E7014 electrodes gave the most

consistent recordings, showing that the arc barrels of these

electrodes were less affected by the underwater cooling

effects. This is indicated by the fact that the current

settings on the welding machine corresponded well with the

actual measured current. The differences between the setting

current and the actual current were small for 26013 electrode;

of all three sizes. The underwater current appears limited

to an actual 225 amps at a setting of 300 amps on the machine.

This may have prevented the optimum welding current from

being obtained. Because of this effect, a higher current

range of 400 amps is recommended fo an underwater welding

machine unless the flux coatings can be redesigned to give a

more suitable arc barrel length and thus, a shorter arc length.
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For the E7024 and E6027 electrodes, the underwater

welding current is limited to 175 amps regardless of the

machine setting. Even with air welding, the current appears

limited to 200 amps. This low current gave weld beads that.

were very sporadic and uneven and therefore, unsatisfactory

Optimumly high welding currents were not obtained.

E60l3 � l/8" recordings show hat the air welding arcs

were fairly constant, so that very consistent welds resulted.

The variation in length tending towards an unstable arc is

most critical with a low welding current. As the welding

current approaches the optimum values of 150-170 amps,

the current variation decreases and becomes stable to within

+5 amps. This reflects an observation that underwater welding

arcs, when welded at the optimal welding current are more

stable or consistent than air welding arcs. But, the

threshold current for obtaining stable arcs and consistent

and regular weld beads is higher in underwater welding than

in air welding.

E6013 � 3/16" air welding arcs show good stability at

all welding currents in the range of 125-225 amps. The

stability at 175 and 200 amps are the best  +5 amps!, and

this stability is a good indication that these are the opti-

mum welding currents. The best underwater  SP! welding are

stability results at 250 amps. Underwater  RP! arcs were

most stable at 200 and. 225 amps, but the variabiiity at

225 amps is moderately high  +20 amps!. Thus, two observa-

tions can be made from E6013 data:

�! The optimum welding current for underwater welds is

higher than that for similar air welds;

�! The arc stability for smaller electrodes is higher than

that for larger electrodes and is apparently a function

of the mechanical process of "chipping" the outside of

the flux coating during welding. Better designed under-

water coatings are recommended.
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The E7014 - 1/8" air weld arcs show good stability in

the range of 125-150 amps of +15 amps. Underwater  SP!
arcs are most stable at currents of 150-200 amps. Underwater

 RP! arcs are similarly stable abave 150 amps, and are
very stable  +5 amps! at 175 and 200 amps. Again, the
optimum welding currents for underwater arcs are higher than
for air arcs.

The E7014 � 3/16" air welding arcs were stable for

200-275 amps  Actual current 175-225 amps! The underwater
 SP! arcs were unstable at 200-275 amps and resulted in
broken arcs. But the actual currents were only 200-225 amps.

Here is a case where the optimum water welding current could

not be achieved due to the elongated underwater arc lengtns.

Underwater  RP! arcs show similar instability except at

275 amps �75 actual!. Again, the optimum welding current

was not obtained.

The E7024 � 1/8" air welding arcs were stable in the

range of 150-190 amps. The underwater  SP! welding arcs were
unstable at 175 and 200 amps, but they were stable at 225

and 250 amps  +15 amps!. The underwater  RP! arcs were
unstable at all current settings, but this was probably due

to the fact that the elongated arc length limited the actual

currents to below 150 amps, Thus, for both underwater series,

the optimum welding current was probably not achieved.

E6027 - 5/32" air welding arcs were relatively stable
 +20 amps! with no arc breaks, even though the current vas

limited to 125 amps. Underwater  SP! arcs were not satisfac-
tory at any of the current settings of 225-275 amps. Undez-
water  RP! arcs were marginally stable  no arc breaks! at

settings of 250 and 275 amps, although the actual welding
current was only 100-125 amps. he optimum welding current

was probably not obtained for either underwater weld serie
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E6027 � 3/16" air weld arcs are less stable than other
air arcs with a variation in current of 40 amps. The

current is limited by the elongated a.rc length to values
below 200 amps, although the sett.ings went as high as 300
amps. The optimum welding current must be above the 200 amps
which were achieved. The underwater  RP! arcs behaved simi:l.a"ly

to the underwater  SP! arcs. The maximum attained current

was 150 amps and again, the optimum welding current must

lie above this range.

Figure 7- 5 shows that, although the arc length may be
slightly increased in underwater welding, the basic arc
characteristics are almost identical between air and under-

water welding. The current and voltage are fairly constant

except that 80-l00 times per second, a small droplet of
metal is projected across the arc, lowering the voltage and
increasing the current.. This recording also shows that the

metal transfer mode in underwater SNA welding remains simi1~r

to that of air SMA welding with a drop transfer frequency

of 80-100 small drops/second.

7.25 Summary of Voltage-Current Observations

�! The basic metal transfer and arc characteristics of ai.-.
welding arcs and underwater welding arcs are identical.

�! A major limitation in underwater welding results from

the elongation of the arc barrel length due to the

cooling effect of the water.

�! The optimum welding current for underwater arcs is hig'ier
than the corresponding optimum air welding current for

the same electrode.

�! At the optimal welding current, underwater arcs appear

to be more stable than air welding arcs at their corre..�

ponding lower optimum current values.
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�! For several o f the underwater welding arcs, the optimum
current was not obtained because o f the elongated arc

length limitation.

�! The optimum current range increases with electrode size
and may be different for each particular electrode type.

�! The arc stability for smaller electrodes is higher than

that for larger electrodes.

 8! Table 7-2 contains a summary of the optimum obtained

voltage and current characteristics for air welds and

underwater weld".

7.26 Underwater Weld Bead Appearance

The variability in the welding arc induces inconsisten-

cies in the final weld bead deposit, The size of the weld

bead changes with the instaneous heat input. Thus, the weld
bead width and the penetration vary irregularly with an

irregular welding arc. So, the appearance reflects the

stability of the welding arc. Irregular penetration is

undesirable because it can result in incomplete fusio~

in actual welded joints. This effect of weld shape variability

due to arc instability is easily observable by comparing

various electrode deposits from both air welding and

underwater welding conditions, and measuring the weld deposit

widths. Table 7-3 summarizes these results from the best

obtained weld beads. E6013 � 1/8" air weld widths vary

between 3.2mm and 4mm. The minimum width is 80% of the maximum

width. This is a smooth weld bead. The comparable underwater

weld bead widths vary between 1.6mm and 4.8mm for water  SP!

and between 3.2mm and 6.4mm for water  RP!. The minimum

widths are now only 33% and 50% of the maximum width. These

weld beads thus show more variability. E6013 � 5/32" and 3/1!."

air weld beads show a variability of 80% while the underwater

variation of the minimum from the maximum is increased to 60- 0%.

E7014 � 1/8" electrodes show identical variability for air an<!
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TABLE 7-2

SPEED i CURRENT i AND POWER INPUTWELDING

HE."i T
I;~'""HT v,J/ t ~

 KIL
VOLTAGE vol ! PO jERwpTT ! SPEED IP~

8- zZ10-1132-42120-180

28-4280-130

ELECTRODE CURREi<T AMP

6013 ArR 90-110

l/8" sP 130-150
130-140

6013 AtR 130-170

5/32" sr 160-190

Rr 150-180

6013 AIR 160-180

3/16" sP 180-210

R P 160- 180

7014 ArR 130-150

1/8" sP 150-160
0- 50

7014 Ar R 160-180

5/32" sP 170-190

Rr 130-170

7014 ArR 200-240

3/16" sr 160-190

120-180

6027 AIR
5/32" sP

RP

6027 AIR 140-170

3/16" sP 150-190

RP 100-160

7024 A I R 120-150

1/8" s P 150-160
50-1OO

7024 A I R 140-160
5/32" sP 130-180

80-200

20-23

25-27

26-27

23-27

25-29

21-24

20-23

23-30

27-28

24-26

27-28

27-28

23-26

27
27-30

23-26

28-35

30-45

34-39

35-45

34-40

26-31

30-35

37-43

30-35

35-45

35-45

2-2,5

3,4-4

3.5-4,2
4-5

3.6-4

3,4-3.8

4,6-5,4

4,6-4.8

3.5

4-4,5

4,3-4,7

4-4.3

4.6-5

4-4,8

4,8-5.8

5.8

4,5-5,5

4,3-5,4

4.5-5,5

5-5. 5

5-5. 5

4-5,5

4-5,5

3,5-4,3

3,5-5,5

3,7
5-5.2

3.6-6.3

4-5.3

12-16

24-25

17-22

17-19

20-25

19-23

15-17

16-18

22-23

13-15

19-21

22-25

12-13

12-17

11-13

11-13

12
7-8

10

9

12-14

15-16

7-9

13-15

13

7

9-1!

9-1!

9

11-13

11- j.2

lC- Ll

14- L7

1.-- 1.8

15-24

14-15

11-12

13- ~5

17-19

18-23

20-.! 3

23- '6

34-36

38-48

29-36

36-44

36-52

18-;>O

21- 


23-32

24-�

33- 36

35-<4
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water welding, but the rest of the electrodes are more

variable in underwater Welding E7024 and E6027 electrodes

underwater  SP! were so variable that even the best weld

beads were interrupted and skipped. This is a very severe

effect. It is, again, probably caused by the elongation

of the arc due to the water cooling of the outside of the

flux coating forming the arc barrel.

7.27 Underwater Weld Shape Variables

One of the most easily inv-stigated aspects of underwater

weld bead. characteristics is th=. weld shape. The shape is

directly or indirectly a. result of the various welding para-

meters, although direct in.fluences are not always clear.

Good penetration is a very important quality. Better pene-

tration will allow deeper and more narrow joints to be welded

with less joint preparation. Penetration will also affect
the soundness of the fusion achieved by a weld. The larger

an electrode, the more metal will be deposited during a we d.

Penetration. is, therefore, expected to deepen proportional'y,

but this does not. really indicate if the electrode had gocd

penetration or if it was just so large =hat deep penetration
was unavoidable. A better mea ure of an electrode's penetra-

tion qualities under a particular set of welding parametez.:

is called the weld.-penetration.-shape factor. This factor

gives an indication of the penetration relative to the size
or width of the weld bead. 1t is designated by the symbol S.

 Width of weld bead!
 Penetration of the weld bead!

In air welding, the optimum value of this penetration-shape

factor is reported to be 1.2 to l.'. Depending on the welding

conditions, though, this factor can range between .8 and 20.

Nadatov �969! fcund that with iron powder electrodes and the

drag method of welding, the shape factor in underwater welding

was more likely to be between 3 and 5. This indicates a head
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shape which is more spread out and less penetrating, due in

part to the rapid cooling rates in underwater welding. The

present experiments provide more data for evaluat.ing this

property under varying conditions. Comparisons can there-

fore be made between the values or air welding and under-

water welding for the same welding conditions.

Another indicator used in describing weld beads has to

do with the relative amounts of parent metal and weld metal

present in a weld. This indicator is called the "percentage

of weld metal." A higher "percentage of weld metal" indicates

that more of the weld was just laid onto the metal plate or

joint from the electrode and that. less penetration and

fusion took place. Madatov �962! reports that in underwater

arc welding using a normal manual method of holding an arc

gap, the weld consists of eighty percent  80%! filler metal

with only twenty percent �0%! parent metal incorporated or

fused into the final weld. This represents a value of the

"percentage of weld metal" of 80%. This value improves signi-

ficantly when using the drag technique of welding to produce

a weld with only fourty to sixty percent �0-60%! of the weld

being fiLLer weld metal. This indicates a "percentage of

weld metal" of only 40-60%. More parent metal  a lower

"percentage of weld metal" ! points to more favorable penetra-

tion and fusion. These values are all easily measured by

comparing the cross-sectional areas of different portions of

a weld. The percentage of reinforcement versus the total

weld area is the "percentage of weld metal." For this reason,

photographs of the welded cross sections are used to evaluate

various shape relationships. Madatov  l969! found that as

the current increases, the reinforcement remains fairly

constant in height, but the width i~creases more quickly than

the penetration, causing a higher shape factor and a higher

percentage of weld metal as the bead spreads out on top of

the plate. Increasing the current is consequently not alwa~ s

a technique which yields benefits.
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Another interesting geometrical shape characteristic
is the relative height of the reinforcement and the penetra-

tion. Deep penetration with low reinforcement is desired.
Thus, by measuring the penetration and dividing by the total
weld bead height, penetration plus reinforcement, a factor
relating the percentage of the total bead that is fused dcwn
into the base metal is obtained. Values of these parameters

are summarized in Tables 7-4 to 7-7 as well as indicated cn

the weld bead profiles of all the weld bead profiles of
all the weld bead series obtained. Variations from non-

optimum welding conditions as well as from variations with
size and type of electrode make a determination of underwater

welding differences difficult.

7.28 Underwater Weld Bead Shape Controlling Factors

A possible factor contributing to some of the differences
between weld bead shapes is the polarity of the electrode.

Figure 2-2 illustrates the ideal differences between strai ght
polarity and reverse polarity for shielded metal-arc weld ng.
Straight polarity may result in a deeper penetration and
narrower bead because the electrons move towards the plat~

and impinge on it, releasing their heat of ionization to t he
plate. Most of the heat is used to melt the base plate, and
a smaller fraction heats the electrode without fusion int<

the base plate can occur. Reverse polarity may result ir

wider, shallower beads with more weld reinforcement. Because

reverse polarity may increase the melting rate of the electrode,
the resulting weld bead may be larger. With straight polarity,

the problem of undercutting can be more severe because th~
are is cutting deeply into the base plate and the weld met al
may not have enough time to flow back into the sides of the
weld crater. However, undercut is also a problem in reverse

polarity. The water may exert a narrowing effect on an ur.der-
water straight polarity weld, but otherwise the air and ur.der-
water beads are surprisingly similar. The underwater reve rse

polarity bead is quite similar .in shape as well, Nore di.;tinction
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is noted between various sizes and differently coated elec-

trodes than between air and underwater conditions  Figure 7-5!.

Thus, a possible conclusion is that the water environment
does not directly change the metal transfer or electrode

melting processes, but rather, after the weld bead is laid
down, the water influences the solidification and cooling

mechanisms. Reverse polarity may accentuate the flux barrel

length problem by causing the electrode to melt, without
simultaneously melting the flux coating. Straight polarity
may give a more even burnoff of the flux coating and melting

of the electrode.

The other welding factor, besides the current, which is

influencing the weld bead shape is the welding speed. The
natural drag speed seems to be determined by the electrode
size and type, and current. In water, the natural drag

speed decreases by 2-4 inches/minute, using E6027 � 5/32"
and 3/16", apparently due to the slower rate of flux burnoff.
However, for 1/8" E6013 and E7014, the underwater speed is

faster than in air. This implies that another force is acting

to increase the speed underwater. If the water is constricting

the arc, then the arc may be digging out the crater faster

because of its concentrated current density, or power, and

this would cause the speed to increase The effect of longer

arc decreases the current density and thus, lowers the digging

power of the arc. If the welding speed is hindered. artificially
in hopes of improving the weld shape, it is found that almost

no improvement in penetration is achieved and. that the weld
bead just becomes wider. So, the electrode should be allowed
to proceed at its natural drag speed. The penetratio~ is
limited by the current density of the arc and this is often
controlled. by the maximum attainable current because of the
long barrel length. Consistent with the idea that the water

environment may be modifying the current density of the arc

is the observation that underwater weld beads are slightly
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more narrow than air weld beads. This effect is more

noticeable with the smaller electrode sizes since the larger

electrode coverings provide insulation between the are

column and the water column.

7.29 Underwater Weld Geometrical Characteristics

Figures 7-6 through 7-9 contain a representative sample

of macrophotograph profiles magnified 7.5 times which were

used to determine the weld bead geometrical characteristics.

There are three separate factors giving rise to changes in

the weld bead shapes:

�! The weld bead shapes are changing as a result of moving

from non-optimum welding conditions  current! to the

optimum or best obtained welding conditions.

�! The weld bead shapes change due to varying electrode

size and coating type.

�! There are various changes which result in switching from

air welding conditions to underwater welding conditions.

The effects from underwater welding conditions are masked

behind these other two factors. The most significant weld

beads are those which were produced with near the optimum

welding current. The following discussion vill be observa-

tions on the actual weld beads and will attempt to character-

ize general trends as they emerge.

E6013 - 1/8" air weld beads were 7-llmm in size with

penetrations of between .5 and 1.2rnm. The widths were

between 3mm and 6mm, giving shape factors  W/P! of 6.1 to

4.6 and percent reinforcement values of 57-83. The idealized

optimum weld bead is shown in Figure 7-10. The penetration

of lmm is not very satisfactory, which is one of the problems

of 1/8" electrodes. Underwater straight polarity welds and

reverse polarity welds appear to be very different in shape.

This is not explained. Other electrodes do not produce
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F'TGURE 7-6

WELD BEAD SHAPE CHARACTER I STICS
Z60l3 5/32"

Maqnification 7.5 X
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FIGURE 7-7

WELD BEAD SHAPE CHARACTERISTICS
E70j.4 5/'32"

Nagnification 7.5 X
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HELD BEAD SHAPE CHARACTERISTICS
K7024 5/'32"

Magnification 7.5 X



FIGURE 7-9

WELD BEAD SHAPE CHARACTERISTICS
36027 5/32"

Magnification 7.5 X
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such contrastinq shapes between the two polarities. The straiqht
polarity welds are much smaller than the reverse polarity having
a size of 4-10mm2 compared to 14-26mm2 for reverse polarity.
Straight polarity penetration was .5mm to 1.7mm. Thi.s i deeper
than the air welds. Reverse pc.larity penetration was 1.9mm-2.1mm
which is better than the air welds, but the welding current was

hiqher also. This is the beqinninq of evidence that the t>enetra-
tion depends on the weldinq current. The straiqht polarity width
is 2.9-4.1mm, giving weld shape factors of 5.8 to 2.2. R< verse

polarity welds were 4.4-6.9mm wide with shape factors of 3.4 to
2.3. Seven out of the eiqht underwater weld cross sections show
undercuttinq. Air reinforcements vary between. 1.5mm and 2.0mm,
Underwater reinforcements were 1.1-1.5mm for straiqht po.'Lsrity
and 1.6-2.7mm fo= reverso polarity. The percentaqe rein~orcement
for straight polarity varies from 36 to 54, and for reve. se polar-
ity from 40 to 52. Thus, from E6013 � 1/8" data, it appe,~rs that
underwater welds produce better shaped welds with more penetra-
tion, less width, and less reinforcement. The undercut

problem.

E6013 � 5/32" weld beads are larger than the L/8" b"ads.
Air weld sizes are between l6mm2 and 23,>m2. Underwater :.=raight.
polarity size was 13mm -30mm2. Thus, the size is surpr singly
similar for weldinq currents that were only slightly dif-..r,nt.
Heat inputs to the air welds were 10-13RJ/ln while :hat to the
underwater welds was 9 � 12kJ/in.. Thus, these series of welds are
very similar and. comparable. Penetration was 1.2-2.1mm :>r air,
1.2-2.4mm for underwater straight polarity, and 1.6-2.3mm for
underwater reverse polarity. Ai.r weld widths were 5 � 8.5mT..
Underwater  WP! widths were 4.4-5.5mm and underwater  RPI widths
were 6.4 � 7.5mm. For the same arc current, the narrowing =.ffect
in the underwater welds seems important. At 175 amps, :h= air
weld has a penetration of 2.2mm and a width of 8.5m' qi:inq
shape factor of 3.9. The underwater  SP! weld bead with 180
amps is 2.3mm deep, 5.5mm wide, resultinq in a shape fact;.r of
2.4, Underwater  RP! at 175 ar..ps qives a penetrat.ion of .3mm
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and a width of 7.5mm, and a shape factor of 3.3. The height of

reinforcement is 1.9-2.5mm for the air welds, 1.5-2.lrnm for the

SP welds, and 1.2-2.4 for the RP welds. The percentage reinforce-

ment in the air was 35-75%; in SP welds it was 37-70%; and in RP

welds it was 30-49%. These data show that the underwater weld:;

resulted in more of the weld bead penetrating or fusing into the

base metal, giving better shaped welds with better fusion. How-

ever, undercutting was observed in all of the underwater welds.

The depth of the undercutting  .1 � .8rnm! may not be as signi-

ficant as the notch effect which results regardless of depth.

E6013 � ~3 16" air weld beads show about the same penetra-

tion as the previous weld beads. This seems to aqain indicate

that the penetration only increases with welding current, re-

gardless of the electrode size. Thus, at 125 amps, the 1/8"

electrode gave a penetration of 1.2rnm while the 5/32" electrode

at 120 amps gave a penetration of l.2mm and the 3/16" electrode

at 160 amps gave a penetration of 12.rnm. The 3/16" air penetra-

tion ranges from .6mm to 1.9mm. Underwater penetration values

are deeper giving 1.7-2.8mrn for straight. polarity and 2.0-2.7mm

for reverse polarity. Xt appears that the water may constrict

the arc and give a higher current density and thus, a deeper

penetration and a narrower bead. Air widths were between 5.6mm

and 7.7mrn. Water  SP! widths were 5.2-7.6 and water  RP! widths

were 5.3-8.3mm. But the W/P shape factors in underwater welds

were better than the air values  Air: 4.0-9.3, Water  SP!:

2.1-3.0, Water  RP!: 2.3-4.0!. Reinforcement heights were

similar in air and underwater. Table 7-4 summarizes these para-

meters for 56013 weld beads. Figures 7-10 to 7-12 show idealized

optimum weld beads with all three sizes of 46013 electrodes.

From the E6013 data, it continues to appear that underwater welds

with slightly higher currents produce better shaped weld beads.

But the overall impression, especially for the 3/16" electrodes,

is that the shapes are almost identical between air and under-

water for the same optimum current.
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For 47014 � ~l 8" electrodes, the air weld shape is almost

identical to the water weld shape for the best weld beads.

Figure 7-13 shows the idealized weld beads and shows that they

result at the same optimum currents.

For ~7014 � ~6 32" electrodes, the underwater welds have

less penetration, but this is only due to the current limita-

tion. In air, 170 amps gives a 1.3mm penetration. This is

matched by a 1.9mm penetration underwater  SP! at 180 amps and

by a 1.6mm penetration underwater  RP! at 180 arnps. The shape

factors for air are 3.2-5.2 and those of underwater welds are

3.7-5.2  SP! and 5.1-8.7  RP!. Because the optimum welding

currents were not obtained underwater, the weld shapes are not

as qood as the air shapes. Fiqure 7-14 summarizes these varia-

bles for the best obtained welds from each series.

27014 � ~3 16" weld beads are ideally susuaarized in Figure

7-15. The welds are all quite large  Air: 20-43mm, Water  SP!:2

22-38mm2, Water  RP!: 26-44mm !. The w'eld beads are very simi-2

lar in size. The air welds are very spread out with shape fac-

tors of only 5-6.4. The air penetration is 1.3-2.4mm. The

underwater welds are very similar with shape factors of 4.1-3.2

 SP! and 1.6-2.4mrn  RP!. The positive are constriction effects

are being counteracted by the elongated arc length current

limitation.

Because the E7024and E6027 electrodes were so inhibited

by the elongated arc effect, they will not be reviewed. The

weld beads obtained and the surnrnary of their shapes and charac-

teristics are show~ in Fiqures 7-16 to 7-19. Table 7-8 con-

tains a surnrnary of the penetrations since this is such an

important parameter.

7.291 Summary of Weld Shape Observations

�! The largest variations in weld bead shape resulted from

going from non-optimum to optimum current values.

�! Penetration is a function of the current. input and is

not strictly dependent on the electrode size.
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TABLE 7-8

PENETRATION COMPARISON

3/16"1/8"

F6013 AIR

SP

WATER RP

,9-1,6

1,2-1,9

,9

E7014 AIR

WATER SP

WATER RP

E7024 AIR

WATER SP

WATER RP

E6027 AIR

WATER SP

WATER RP

5-1 2MM

,5-1,7

1,9-2.1

, 8-3.,9

1,2-1,9

1.2-1,8

5 /32 It

1,2-3vv

1,2-2.4

1.6-2,3

1.1-2. 7

1I2 2I1

,9-1,6

,9-2,0

1,2-2.4

~ 9-1,1

,6-1,7

1,3-1,5

1.3-1,7

.6-1,9M'

1.7-2,8

2,cj-2.7

1.3-2.4

1,3-2.0

1,8-2,4

1, 7-2,4

1,1-2. 0

1,3-2,1
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�! E60l3 water welds had deeper penetration and a bette.-

shape than the air welds. For 570l4, this effect was

neutralized by the inability to achieve optimum unde.--

water welding currents.

�! Undercutting is a problem with many of the underwate:-

welds. The depth is not as important as there just

being a notch.

�! The weld bead size increases with the size of the

electrode since the current is increasing as well. "he

increase is the same for air and underwater welds.

�! Underwater welds give the -arne oenetration as «ir w». ds

for the same current or heat input. But water weld.:

will be narrower and so the ur derwater bead. "h«pe fac-

tors will be better.

�! Underwater welds, at their optimum current which

higher than for air, qive better penetration and a

higher percentaqe of fused metal. But both effects

may only be a result of the higher optimum current.

 8! Taken as a,!hole, the weld shape parameters indicate

that there is not very much of a difference between

air welds and water welds made at their respective

optimum currents. This sugqests that the most critical
effects of the water do not beqin until the weld cuddle

has formed and begins to solidify.

 9! Undercutting results from rapid solidification of th<.

weld puddle, hinde ing the metal from flo:ring hack 'nto

the edqes of the crater. This is the most severe shape

effect from und rwater w jding.

7.292 Nicrohardness E'rofiles and Comparisons

14icrohardness profiles were made across all of the w~ild

bead samples. The results were recorded in a series of ch,>rts,
each chart corresponding to a >articular electrode. .ome of

these figures will be discussed separatel r to identif' obs~ rva-
tions and results which are based on individual electrode da a.
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Then, the trends which appear to prevail throughout several

of the charts will be repeated and. generalized to form the

basis of the conclusions from this portion of the study.

E6013 � 1/8" Profiles

Figure 7-20 shows the Knopp microhardness surveys from

the air  SP!, water  SP!, and water  RP! weldinq series. The

base metal hardness appears to be 200Hk �00 qram!. 13ut values

as low as 160Hk were recorded. For practical purposes of com-

paring hardness profiles, 200Hk �00g! is considered to be th»

base metal hardness, and hiqher values are reported as hardened

areas. Of all the air weld samples, E6013 � 1/8" welds pro-

duced the highest. hardness values over the largest range. Th'.s

is a very simple effect to explain because the values of the

heat input are the lowest and the size of the weld beads are

smail. Low heat input and small welds lead to conditions of.

fairly rapid cooling rates. Coolinq rates are quantified by
»

relating them to the resulting hardness values. The heat in-

puts were between 6.4 and 10kJ/in and the resulting hardness

values were in all cases above 274Hk �00q!. This indicates

that transformation structures other than pearlite are present.

The hardened HAZ region extends for approximately 1.5mm. The

underwater straight polarity welds were extremely hardened.

The weld metal was hardened as well as the HAZ to hardness values

above 400Hk �00g!. The HAZ grains adjacent to the fusion line

were most severely hardened, qivinq hardness values of 600Hk

�00g!. This hardening that occurs in the weld metal it. self

is quite serious and results in an entire weld bead that is

extremely hard and brittle. The HAZ widths appeared to he

less in water welds than in air and were between lmm and 2vm.

The heat input values were very similar to the air welds; heinq

between 6kJ/in and 10kJ/in. The hardness gradient is very

rapid; going from 600Hk to 200Hk in less than 2mm.

The underwater reverse polarity welds appeared to be less

severely hardened and the weld metal hardness was between 300

and 400Hk. The maximum hardness values in the HAZ grain coar-

sened region were all less than 500Hk. The heat input to these
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weld beads was the same as the other. two series, 5-9kJ/in, so

that this does not explain the occurrence of less severe

hardening with reverse polarity.

Another factor may provide a partial explanation. Reverse

polarity supplies most of the arc heat to the electrode, and

thus, tends to melt more electrode than plate. This clearly

occurred in this case, since the size of the weld bead is muc?

larger than in either straight polarity case. Another explana-

tion might be that the heat input was larger than the averaqe

heat input indicates. This is an argument in favor of usinq

the weld bead size rather than the averaqe calculated heat in-

put as a comparative indication of heat to the weld. Because

the weld bead size is larger, it is postulated that more heat.

was available to slow the cooling rates in the HAZ and weld

metal  WM! and resulted in the reduced hardness profiles.

However, in both the underwater situations, the resulting harD-

ness readings are unacceptably high.

E6013 � 5/32" Profiles

Figure 7-21 shows the hardness profiles for the three

welding series involving E6013 � 5/32" electrodes. In the

air profiles, the size of the weld deposits and the heat inputs

are larqe enough to reduce the hardening to values below 250Hk.

The size of the HAZ can still be determined bv looking for the

grain refinement region or the partially refined region which

marks the edge of the HAZ. This also marks the Al temperature
isotherm of 1330 F. The HAZ width was lmm to 1.5mm. Under-

water straight polarity welds resulted in ><7."< hardening of 400Hk

�00g!. The entire weld bead was hardened. The HAZ region

adjacent to the fusion line must contain martensitic formations
because the hardness reached values of 500Hk. But the hardening

drops to the base metal hardness levels within .5mm-lmm showing
the extremely localized deposits of martensite. The entire HAZ

widths were more narrow than the air weld HAZ's because of the

steepness of the isothermal field lines in underwater welds.
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The width to the edge of the HAZ varies between .5mm and lmm.

Although the heat inputs to both the air  SP! welds and under-
water  SP! welds were between 10kJ/in and 13kJ/in, the extent

of heat spreading in the water welds was only 50%-70%, of the
spatial extent in air. The underwater reverse polarity welds
also show a severe hardening of the NP4 to 400Hk. This shows

a higher hardening than the underwater straight polarity and
also a higher hardness than the previous 1/8" weld beads.

Two explanations might apply. The heat inputs of 9-llkJ/in
are below those of the underwater  SP! 5/32" welds and also

the weld bead sizes are smaller than the underwater  RP! 1/8".

Thus, two trends seem to begin to emerge:

�! Larger weld beads will give less hardeninq.

This implies that the coolinq rates are less.

This would follow because the larger weld bead

area represents a larger heat source and so, the

heat will dissipate more slowly.

�! Higher heat inputs to weld beads of the same size

will cause less hardening. Aqain, this implies

that the coolinq rates were les,. This aqain

follows from the idea that more heat in the weld

bead will dissipate less rapidly.

It is very possible that these two effects are identica-.

Unless the weld puddle is heated above the melting point, heat

input will be exactly proportional to the size of the weld bead.
The underwater  RP! 5/32" weld HAZ regions appear very similar

to the previous underwater HAZ's. The maximum hardness values
are 500-600Hk �00g!, but the hardening deops to 250Hk within
lmm. Thus, the HAZ widths defining the 1330'F isotherm lines

are between .75mm and lmm, aqain showinq that the areas of

extent of maximum temperatures in underwater welding are less

by 20% to 50% than those in air.

E6013 � 3/16" Profiles  Fiqure 7-22!

The air weld profiles are very similar to the previous

5/32" welds except that the extent of the HAZ is larger,
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corresponding to the higher heat inputs of 14-17kJ/in. The

HAZ widths were 1.5mm to 2mm. The underwater weld profiles

show a striking decrease in hardeninq from the previous 1/8"

and 5/32" electrode series. Underwater straight polarity

heat inputs were 13-18kJ/in and gave only moderate hardening

in the WM of 200-300Hk �00g!. Althouqh a very hard reqion

�00Hk! was found near the fusion line, this hardening is onl~

locally present and decreases to 250Hk within .5mm. Under-

water reverse polarity welds had heat inputs of 11-24kJ/in and

gave even less hardening than the straight polarity series.

The WN was hardened slightly to 300Hk and the martensitic

spike was between 400Hk and 500Hk. The HAZ widths of both

underwater weld series were between lmm and 1.5 mm. A peculi-

arity was noticed with an underwater weld bead with a heat

input of 24kJ/in. The HAS is elongated from a "U" shape to

a "V" shape. This appears to be a result of the head conduc-

tion vertically through the plate beinq limited and constrained

to change direction and move horizontally. This is beginninq

evidence that the primary heat flow is conduction throuqh the

base plate, in spite of the surroundinq water. In comparinq

the 46013 series welds, the trend of decreasing hardness pro-

files with increasinq size or heat input is obvious. Possible

differences between straight polarity and reverse polarity are

not. as clear. The remaining hardness profiles indicate similar

trends and will not be individually discussed.

7.293 Restatement of General Microhardness Trends and Conclusions

Too much information can be as useless as too little, so

the main points of the preceding discussion are summarized here

for clarity.

�! One of the most basic observations was that the

larger heat inputs normally produced larqer weld

beads. Although this is not necessarily a linear

function, the trend is obviously towards increasing

the weld bead size with increasinq heat inputs.

Figure 7-23 shows the basic trend to produce, both

in air and underwater, a weld bead size  mm ! that
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is 1 to 2 times the heat input  k J/in! . This trend

remains unchanged between air and underwater welding.

�! HAZ widths in air welds are 20% to 50% wider than the

corresponding weld bead HAZ width from an underwater

weld. This shows that the temperature gradients across

the underwater HAZ are steeper.

�! Differences between straight polarity and reverse

polarity were not easily recognized. Some effects

may be present from the fact that reverse polarity

results in a more direct heating to the electrode, and

less to the plate.

�! The average heat input value calculated from the

average current, voltage, and speed may be less indica-
tive of the actual instantaneous heat input than the

weld bead size.

�! Localized martensite transformations appear in almost

all underwater welds immediately adjacent to the fusion

line, but extending for less than .5mm.

�! Larger weld beads produce less hardeninq.

�! Higher heat inputs will cause less hardening as well.
This effect seems to dominate the effects from size.

These two effects would be identical if the weld

puddle were only heated to exactlv the melting tem-

perature {no superheating!.

{8! The primary mechanism of heat dissipation from the
weld bead appears to be conduction through the base
plate rather than directly into the surrounding water

 9! E6013 electrodes appear to result in the lowest heat
inputs. E7014 electrodes are slightly "hotter" than
E6013. E7024 and E6027 both have much hiqher heat

inputs and are approximately equal to each other in
heat input.
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 l0! Heat input that is not accounted for in the weld bead
size may be qoinq to heat the liquid above melting, or
else it may be serving as preheat for the weld plate.
Hither effect will serve to reduce the cooling rates

and thus reduce the hardening.

�1! The critical heat input that results in an HAZ that
extends to the bottom of the 1/4" plate for air welds
is 25kJ/in. For water welding, it takes 40kJ/in to
saturate the plate. This shows that air weldinq re-
quires less heatinq to extend the maximum temperature
profiles a qiven distance  heat is dissipated 60%
faster in underwater welds!.

�2! The best comparative measure for predictinq coolir g
rate comes from measuring the heat input per unit

weld bead size.

7. 3 J"II CROSTRUCTURAL STUDIES OF UNDER''TATER NELDIN .

This section simply contains a number of partialiy-
illustrated microphotoqraphs taken at 50X and 100X maqnifi-

cation of both air and underwater weld HAZ regions and weld
beads. Many of the structures described in section III on
underwater metallurqy and microstructure are shown. Further

interpretations are left to the reader.
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FIGURE 7-.?7

MICROSTRUCTURE OF E7014 5/ 3i? WATER RP 2j. KJ 'IN
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FIGURE 7-28

MTCROSTRUCTURE OF E7014 WATER SP 5/32 j8 KJ/IN
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7.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMhKNDATIONS F' OR ADDITIONAL

EXPERIL1ENTAL INVESTIGATION

Zf the previous sections have succeeded in tracinq the

development of underwater weldinq technoloqies, and in compiling

and summarizing past experimentation in underwater welding, and

in clearly presenting the additional experimental data and

observations, then it is now time to restate the most relevant

ideas that have developed and suggest directions and goals for

underwater welding experimentation.

�! Temperature histories from air welds and water welds

show that the cooling rates in an underwater weld HAZ

are 10-15 times faster than the cooling rates in a

similar air weld.

�! Although the coolinq effects are accentuated underwater,

the mechanism of heat flow in underwater welding remains

the same as in air; no siqnificant portion of the heat

is dissipated directly from the weld puddle into the

water. The coolinq rate is faster around a small weld

bead, and this size dependent coolinq is especially

critical underwa.ter where the rapid cooling will lead to

hardened structures. Zt is therefore recommended that

a larger size electrode be used in underwater weldinq.

�! The rapid coolinq rates in an underwater weld HAZ

produce non-equilibrium structures which are not usually

encountered in air welding.

�! However, the underwater metal transfer and fusion pro-

cesses are basically similar to those in air. Thus,

the weld bead shape of underwater welds are only sliqhtly

different form correspondinq air welds.

�! Continuous Cooling Transformation diagrams  CCT! are the

most. useful metallurgical charts for use in underwater

welding microstructural prediction. However, because

the austenitization temperatures vary across the weld HAZ,

even these predictive diagrams are not completely accurat~.
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�! The HAZ of an underwater we1d is not as wide as a sir. 1ar
air weld HAZ. While the air weld HAZ will consist al-

most entirely of a grain refined structure, much of t! e
underwater weld HAZ remains an enlarged grain structure.

This is because the Large grains of austenite do not t ave

the necessary time to recrystallize to ferrite and pearlite
and remain as Larqe grains of semi-quenched transformatjon

products such as bainite, martensite, and WidmanstAttc n
structures.

�! The speed of an electrode, when employing the underwater
drag method, is a function of the current densitv o' t.'ie
arc. The water may tend tc slow down the electrode

coolinq the flux coating and thereby inducing a Lonve.-

arc barrel and thus, a lower current density. However,

if the arc lenqth is not elongated, the coolinq effec>

of the water directly on the arc column may cause a

constriction of the arc and thus, increase the arc

current density and hence, the speed. The weld' nq arc
should be allowed to proceed along the weld sean at i'-s

natural speed, and should not be artifically controll~.d.
Variations in the instantaneou" v eldinq speed wi.ll occur

and will result in variable heat input, penetration, and

bead. size. Thus, all welding parameters must be iden"i-

fied as ranges of values.

 8! The current setting- between optimum a.ir welds and
corresponding optimum underwater welds changes for
two distinct reasons. Because of the rapid heat diss

pation in underwater weldinq, the weldinq current should
be increased by 10 to 30 amps above the recommended ai.r
welding values. Zn addition, because the arc Length s
longer in underwater drag welding, there is a discre-
pancy between the machine current setting and the
actual measured value. This difference was 15-25 amp
for E7013 and E7014 electrodes, but became an unworka>1-"

high 50 � 150 amps for. E7024 and E6027.
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8.0 INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes a program of experimental and

analytical investiqation and information compilation in-

volving three years work at M.I.T. Durinq this same three

year period the interest and enthusiasm in the industry is

underwater welding rechnoloqies have increased siqnificantlv.

At the present time more experimental investigation is planned

by M.I.T. continuing development of equipment, materials and

techniques, and processes is taking place in the underwater

welding and diving firms, and more offshore industries are

showing an interest in underwater weldinq capabilities. In

many respects underwater weldinq technoloqies are in a

critically important period of development. It seems wise

to pause and evaluate what has developed to the present point

and project the needs and present capabilities into the futur»

in order to recommend some fruitful areas of future endeavor.

8.1 FUTURE EXPERIMENTATION

Several areas of needed experimental work emerqe.

�! Workers in Russia have briefly mentioned that the under-

water arc may result in the burnoff of several oxidizing

agents from the flux coating in underwater welding. This

would be a critical effect from the standpoint of produc-

ing a good match between the weld metal and base metal.

Such questions point to the continuing need for basic

metallurgical investigations.

�! Weld defects such as porosity need to be linked back

with a fundamental mechanism. Wet electrode coverinqs

has been sugqested as the cause of porosity. Other

defects such as lack of fusion, lack of penetration,

and undercutting need to be understood as the results

of a more fundamental process. Once the basic causes

of these defects are known, procedural suggestions for
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methods of avoiding or minimizing their impact or th»
welded joint integrity could be suqgested.

�! A better understandinq is needed in the area of
matching weld metal to parent metal. Metallurgical
reasons for a metal's weldabilitv need to be inves-
tigated. Underwater welding feasibility for metal.
other than mild carbon steels ought. to be obtained.
This may involve new developments in the area of
welding electrodes. Possible cooperation between
electrode manufacturers and academic research qroups
is called for. Increased use of medium carbon and
low alloy structural steels in the underwater environ-
ment makes investigation of the underwater weldabilitv
of these steels critical. Because these metals are
more hardenable than low-carbon steel, underwater
weldinq is expected to be more difficult usinq them.
This investigation has considered only low-carbon
steel. Other investigators have begun underwater
weldinq of these hiqher grade materials  Meloney, 1973!.

�! Basic research ought to be continued. to evaluate
hydrogen-induced failures, corrosion-stres ailures,
and other poorly understood failure mechanisms that
are particularly critical in the underwater environ-
ment. There is presently a discrepancv between
laboratory investigation techniques and actual fielc.
case work. Laboratory test specimens tend to be
unrefined welding situations. More thouqht ought to
be qiven to more accurate simulation of the under-
water welding situations.

 S! A more thorouqh knowledge of actual joint mechanica.'
properties for various underwater welding processes,
joint design, and materials is needed. This would
allow a design enqineer to determine more accuratel'.
the applicahilitv of underwater welded work to a par-
ticular job situation.
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�! For this work to become of practical value to the

ocean engineer, the correlations between microstruc-

ture and weld joint properties must be developed. It

will also be important to realize that more is in-

volved in underwater welding than just the weld.

Problems of visibility and electrode guidance, joint

preparation and fit-up, diver comfort and maneuver-

ability, and related difficulties will have to be

minimized from an operational viewpoint. Simple

extrapolations from lab work to actual application

is especially tenuous when dealing with the ocean

environment.

�! Some thought and effort should be given to the effect

of depth  or increasing pressure! on the underwater

welding processes. Gas evolution rates, voltage and

current relationships, metal transfer, etc., should

all be considered as possible functions of depth

 8! The effect of natural and induced turbiditv in the

underwater environment. remains a problem in any

underwater welding attempt. The mechanism behind,

as well as the composition of covered-arc electrode

induced turbid.ity ought to be determined.

 9! More accurate and more flexible computer modelling cf

the HAZ thermal histories will prove valuable in

explaining the basic heat flow mechanisms and focusing

on the critical parameters controlling the cooling

rates. In particular, the alternate modelling tech-

nique discussed in section 5.7 ought to be pursued

to give a more accurate modelling potential. However

it must be stressed that only as the model is able to

predict some definite effects will it prove to be of

any value to underwater welding process development.

 l0! Clear advantages and disadvantages of straight polarity

and reverse polarity have not been determined. If no
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major difference is found, this ought to be stated.
In general there remain many "loose ends" which
should be more precisely defined in terms of causes,

effects and mechanisms involved.

8. 2 POSSIBILITIES FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

At the present time it appears that the basic need for
fundamental information about underwater welding has been met.

Many of the basic mechanisms have been adeauately described.
The research reported in this project has done much tn explain
the mechanisms behind the major difficulties with underwater'
weldinq. Describinq the problem, is only half of the job�
and suqqestinq realistic solutions is a neces..arv task as
well. The followinq items suqqest directions or trends that
might be followed in obtaininq solutions to the basic diffi-
culties encountered in underwater weldinq.

�! Some thouqht miqht be qiven to a power supplv that ha
both a variable current and an independently varvina

voltaqe. Also, because of the current leak between
machine setting and actual arc conditions, an under-

water current meter would be ideally situated with

the welder-diver.

�! There ought to be a continuinq exchange of information
between the variou research qzoups and universities,

the industrial and commercial developers, and govern-

ment facilities concerning advances and developments

in underwater weldinq.

�! Now that the rapid cooling rates in underwater wcldinc.
have been documented, some suggestions towards solut c ns
are appropriate. Perhaps the most obvious solution
to transform an underwater welding situation into an «ir
weldinq job by constructinq a temporary enclosure zf
some type around the weld area. Various devices have
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been applied towards this goal. The next general

idea is to reduce the cooling rates in the HAZ by

some tvpe of ~reheatinq or in:;ulation. The heat

from flame preheatinq is dissipated too rapidlv to

be of value; strip heaters might work. Insulate nq

the plate from the coolinq effect of the water every-

where adjacent to the weld joint might substantially

reduce the cooling rate. A third idea i" to perform

sorre sort of post-weld heat treatment to recrvstallize

and soften the hardened HAZ regions. ><ultipass welding

or some form of flame post-heatinq miqht prove effective

Still another idea is to increase the heat input to the

weld bead area without increasinq the veld size. Th.is

sort of effect may explain the success of underwater,

exposed GPIA processes. Other ideas will certainly

occur to those interested in mproved underwater weld'.

�! Various combinations of shieldinq, shrouds, multipass

techniques, etc., ought to be investigated, keeninq

in mind that when workinq in the underwater environ-

ment, the simplest tools are the best. The qeneral

area of underwater weldi.no e~qui ment appears under-

developed.

 S! Because of the elonqated arc barrels of E7024 and E6027,

these two electrodes ar.e not recommended for underwater

welding. Further investiqation might be directed at

the design of electrode flux and waterproof coatinqs

to be used spe<=ifically in underwater welding. These

coatings should provide for draq weldinq, but must

still melt properly when surrounded by the water.

�! Turbiditv remains an operationa.l problem in manv under-

water weldinq situations. Continued improvement in

visual aids for underwater weldinq is encouraged. Tn

addition, some work miqht be done toward adapting the

semi � automatic robot � t"pe weld.ing equipment that. is be irg

developed for other applications to underwater Gl4LQ weldinq.
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�! An underwater welding code is encouraqed. The current
effort by the American ~7eldinq Society, Marine Constr~c-

tion Committee is commended.

8.3 FUTURE EFFORTS AT M.I.T.

Efforts at I'J.I.T. in underwater weldinq will continu<

for a short time towards the development of one simple
enqineerinq solutions to the ma-jor underwater weldinq problems.
Now that the basic supportinq information for underwater
welding mechanisms has been documented, it appears time to
suggest by example some remedial measures. Althouqh the
development of elaborate qadqetrv i.s not thouqht to be
appropriate, some simple devices to air in underwater SM>
may be developed and tested. It is hoped that a few simpl.
modifications to the basic process or technique will serve
as an encouraqement to the underwater welding industry to
pursue the development of these modifications with the end
result being the advancement of underwater welding techno]o-
gies and thus the furthering of underwater structural main-
tenance, repair and construction methods and capabilitie-.

8.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This report has attempted to provide scientific and
technical explanations for the basic problems in. underwater
welding. It has not attempted to suqgest remedial modifica-
tions to the welding process. However, now that the basic
problems are thoroughly understood., their subsequent solu-
tions ouqht to be more easilv developed. It is honed that
the scope of. these specific suqqestions will not. limit
thouqhts in the area of underwater weldinq. A prooer solu-
tion to the varied problems that face this area of. fabrication
will not come from any one source at anv one time. It is
hoped that this report of the state of affairs in the practical
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technology and the technical research in underwater welding

will prove helpful in understanding underwater welding

phenomena and developing more successful welding methods.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This paper covers two subjects,
the first being multi. pass welding of
low-carbon steel, and the second, a
feasibility study of underwater welding
of HY-80, a quenched-and-tempered steel
with a minimum yield strength of
80,000 psi. Sh'elded metal-arc process
was used for welding t.hese metals.

An experimental study was made
of properties of multipass underwater
weldments of low-carbon steel.

A study also was made i.nto the
feasibility of welding HY-80 steel
underwater. Lap and tee Joi.nts were
fabri.cated, and tests wer» conducted
to determine !oint strength, ducti.lity,
and overall weld quality.

Shielded metal.-arc underwater
welding has been the most studi.ed
underwater welding process to date;
however, the depth of knowledge of
this process has proven satisfactory
for the underwater repair and salvage
of ships since World War II. With the

References and illustrations at end of
a er.

expansion of vari.ous ocean cnginee ing
activities, industry now r.ceds the.
capabi.litv to fabricate steel st=uctures
underwater, as well as rraintain :herr.

Tremendous savings could bc made
.f undersea pipelines, offshcre. oil
towers and other ocean -truct urea cculd
be fabricated i.n place by a wet
weldi.ng process. Thi s currer t commer-
cial need has spurred great ' nterest,
not only in developing such =. ',et
welding process, but in under s t andirig
:he phys ical processes and pher,omena
of underwater weld inq in gener =.1,

Dur ing the last several l e ars,
a series of studies have beer. conducted
on underwater welding a t. the L c.par t-
ment of Ocean Engineering of the .'<Iassa-
chusetts Institute of Technclc«y  I ! .
.- or example, the Nat iona 1 Sc.. Gr ant
Df f ice of the National Ocea..:i c an<.'
Atmospheric Administratr on ha. spon-
sored a three-year prograrr zr ce
July 1, 1971 entitled ":F'undarr» r! al
Research on Underwater Weldinc and
Cutti.ng" �, 3! . This program covers
the following phases.

Phase 1: Survey of fundamenta r nf orma-
tr.on on underwater < id inq
and cutting

Phase 2: Study of heat flow,u<:-inq
underwater weld i.ng;.r .' cut'ing
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Phase 3: Mechanisms of metal transfer
in underwater arc welding

Phase 4: Effects of water environment
on metallurgical structures
and properties of welds

Phase 5.' Development of improved
underwater welding methods

A final report of this program will
be published in the summer of '974.

As a part of Phase 4 of the above
program, a thesis study was conducted
during the L972/73 academic year
by Lt. M. B. Meloney, U.S. Navy, who
was then a graduate student at
M.I.T. Thi.s paper briefly summarizes
results obtained in this thesis study

�!.
Part l of this study evaluated

some of the properties of multipass
shielded metal-arc underwater welds.
Multipass welds are very often recom-
mended or required during underwater
repair welding due to poor joint
fit-up, thick plating, etc., and
are therefore commonly employed in
underwater repair and salvaging opera-
tions �!. However, the physics,
and even the basic properties of
multipass welds are not well-known.
Grubbs �! in 1972 reported success
by the Chi.cago Bridge and Irori Company
in producing sound multipass under-
water SMA welds, but thi.s was the
only reference found which investi-
gated any aspect of multipass welding.

Part 2 of this study was an iniital
investigation into the feasibility
of welding HY-80 steel joints under-
water. The U.S. Navy has almost
two decades of experience in the air
welding of HY-80 plate for submarine
hulls �,8!. Its large strength-
to-weight ratio, plus good weldabili.ty
under controlled conditions makes
HY-80 steel an obvious choice as a
surface ship hull mater.ial as well.
There is presently a substantial
number of naval vessels afloat with
all or part of their hull structure
fabri.cated with HY-80 steel.

A literature survey revealed no
published record of any experimental
or theoretical work done on under-
water welding of ~an high-strength
steel. Verbal conversations wi.th
some engi.neers at the Department
of the Navy i.ndicated that no study
has been made on underwater welding
of HY-80 steel, In fact, the con-
sensus of opinion was that a high-
strength quenched-and-tempered steel
such as HY-80 could not be satisfaC-
torily welded underwater. The major

reason appeai-s to be sensitivity of
HY-80 steel to hydrogen embrittlement.
Even in air weldinq, delayed cracki.ng
due to hydrogen often occurs, especi.a
when a weld is made with electrodes
which have absorbed moisture. When
a weld is made underwater, hydrogen
which exists in water would cause
delayed cracking.

However, no one, to the best
our knowledge, has ever tried to
weld HY-80 steel underwater. We ari
fully aware that. high-quality welds
in HY-80 steel would not be obtained
i.n underwater wet welding. We felt
that it is worth a while to find ou
whether it is possi.ble to perform
emergency underwater repair or tempor-
ary welding for salvaging operati.one.
The major objective of this study
was to determine the practical Limits
of joi.nt strength and ducti.li.ty, as
well as the overall quality which i.,
achievable in the underwater weldi n«
of HY-80 steel.

PART l � UNDERWATER WELDING OF
LOW-CARBON STEEL

~00 'ective

The objective of Part i investi-
gation was two-fold. First, to gai.n
practical experience in the "art"
of underwater welding under controlled
laboratory conditions in order to fabri-
cate actual fillet-weld lap and tee
joints underwater from HY-80 steel
plates. Second, to determine the
tensile strength and notch toughness
of multipass underwater welded butt
joints and compare these values tc
bead-on-plate specimens and base
plate properties. All welds were
made by one of the authors, Lt. M. E.
Meloney, who is not a quali.fied welcer.

Procedures

hater Tank. The weldi.ng experi-
mients were conducted in a steel tank
measuri.ng 4 feet long, 3 feet hi.gh,
and 2 Eeet wide. The tank was filled
with ordi.nary t.ap water  Boston, Mas<,!.

Power Source. A Lincoln Zdeal-
arc Model R3M 400 amp D.C. welding
machine was used as the power source.
DCRP was used in all experiments
because of the ease in all experi.�
ments in initiating and maintaining
an are, and the less dense flux cloud
produced duri.ng welding, with no
apparent loss in weld penetration.

W~eldin Criteria. NIL-STD-004100
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190-20 5 Amp' jDCRP !
28-33 traits
11. 7-1 4. 5 ir. /min,
39.6'F

Current
Vo l.tag e
Travel speed
Ambient temp

210 � 23C Am[>."  DCRP!
21 � 27 Volt:.
9. 5-11. 4 inf rn in.
41'F

Currer.

Voltage
Travel speed
An. bier.t ter.p.

 SHIPS! � Mechanical Tests for Welded.
Joints  9! was used. as a standard
ir. the preparation, weldi.ng, cutting,
and testing of tensile and Cnarpy
impact specimens.

Welding Materials. Cold rolled
mild steel  ASTM 242! plates in 3/16o
and 3/4" thick were used. These
plates were welded with E6013 el ctrodes
5/32" in diameter. El.ectrodes
were coated with paraffin prior to
weldi.ng.

N~eldin of li'S" S~ecimecs fcr
Tensiie Tests. Plates 10 nches
long and 6 inches wide were recei.ved
in a cleaned and surface-primed condi-
tion, For transverse bead � on-plate
welds, the weld was made across the
width of the plato. F' or longitudinal
bead-on-plate welds, three 10m x 2"
strips were machine cut from each
10" x 6" plate prior to weldi.ng.
For transverse butt joints, each 10"
x 6" plate was cut in half across
the width so that two 5" x 6" plates
could be butt welded tc the original
10" x 6" size, and then cu= to
proper specimen si.res.

The regions tc be welded on each
plate was sanded arid wire-b=ush d to
remove primer paint and expose clean
metal alar.g the desired weld line.
The plates were clamped to a tray
pla" ed in the water tar.k and marually
welded in fresh water 6 inches deep.

Bead-on-plate welds were made
in single pass. Urgrooved butt joints
were rnultipass, with two full passes
made on bath sides of the plates.
Due to the excessive turbidity wnich
evolves during underwater welding,
it was necessary to use a wooden st.rai.ght
edge a.s an electrode guide in order
to lay down a straight weld bead along
the desired weld line.

After completing the
welds, one i.nch was cut. off
si.de of the plate and disca
order to eliminate any edge
the test spec mens, The re
10" x 4" welded plate was c
10" x 2" pieces and rnachine
in Fi.gure l.

The longitudinal welde
also were machined to the s
as the transverse tensi.le s
The weld rein orcement was
off, but care was taken not
weld undercut.

N~eldin of 3 yea" ~Becim
C~har y Tests. Twc m i" x
plates were butt welded ir
manner as the 1/4" transver
joints. l1any multipass we
made in the ungrooved j oir.t

to completely fill thE joint, A1 1.
passes were made on one .".ide with hand
clamps preven:ing angular disto tion
cf the plates, The joir:t gap was
approximately two electrode d.iareters
w.ide, so two full passes could ' e
made side-by-side without resulti-ig
in slaq ntraoment. Five Charpr
spec imer.s �0rnrn x 10mm and 55r..rr 1»g !
were prepa.red from the wel=ed b 'tt
joi t. The specimens were cut perper,�
c icular to the weld bead with th»
center. of the metal coinciding the
center of the Charpy ..pecime...

~<eldin Parameters The S-xy
Underwater Cutting and W lding >ianual
[5! gives a recommended current range
f or w=lding underwater- w th E6613
electrodes. This was used as a cuide-
line ir. 3 r.itial bead-on-pla c test
runs. Then the range of curr er'.:
s ttings f or given travel speecs
was optimized as follows:

1/4s mild steel late

3/4" mild s=eel plate

of terse i le tests are showr i rr '.'a.' le l.
Charpy impact te.:ts»ere conducted

at three temperatures, 6BcF, 2'F,
and � 60'F, Test results are sl >on
tn Table 2.

1:i.scussion of Results

Bead-on-Plate Tensile Tes. '. 'Aeld
penetration in the longitudinaj «nd
transverse bead-on-plate specin. ns
extended down to about two th .ds the
=late thickness. However, ears..i ":ith
t.his deep' penetration, specime..
behavior during the testing ap iroached
t hat of unwe ded base plate ra her
t:.han that of welded butt joi1I:>.

Tr ansverse bead-on-plate -pec
mens showed the best strength and
=uctility of the three .>pecirr e-.s
t ested. This is rather .curpr i.=irig in
viev, of t.he fact that these sp: c roens
were loaded i.n a directi.on pe= en-
dicu'ar tc weld urfdercut. Irsteac
t.hase specmens per f ormed sign i. f icant ly
=etter than the ongitudinal b ad-on-
plate welds which were loaded 'n
parallel to weld undercut no=c ie
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and thus failed by a means othe
root crack initiation and propa

In the longitudinal weld s
mens, all zones of the weld strain
equally and simultaneously. The region
with the poorest ductility will there-
fore initiate fracture below the ulti-
mate tensile strength of the surround-
ing base metal. All fractures in
these specimens initiated in the weld
metal bead. The conclusion then is
that for underwater welded mild steel,
weld metal embrittlemcnt rather
than weld undercut will ini.tiate pre-
mature failure.

Butt Joint Tensile Tests. Compari-
son of butt weld test results to bead-
on-plate test results indi.cates tl-.at
bead � on-plate specimens do not simu-
late actual butt joint behavior very
well. No matter how deep the bead-
on-plate weld penetrati.cr, may be,
there will still be some base metal
below the weld bead whi.ch wi.ll
significantly alter test results.

Transverse multipass butt joints
had 68% the tensile strength and
only 42% the ductility of the t
verse bead-on-plate specimens,
the bead-on-plate specimens had
93.2% the tensile strength and
the ductility of ASTN 242 base
In add.ition, the butt. joints al
failed through the weld metal, a
pr'edi.cted by the longitudinal sp
men test results, while the tran
bead-on-plate specimens fai.led
three regions without preference

Series 3 results correlate
well with the work of Grubbs �
also tested the tensile and impa
properties of multipass underwa-
welded mild steel. This leads
conclusion that the extensive be

late underwater weldin<3 investi
carried out by Silva �0! does n
give a good indication of actual
water welded joint performance.

~Char ~<m act Tests. Rest<
impact tests show that the multi
underwater welds met the minimur
impact values for marine steels
10 to 15 ft-lb. minimum at 32'F,
The brittle fracture transiti.or.
temperature is just about at 32'
whicl- makes the welds barely sat
tory for use in the coldest ocea
water regions.

Again, Charpy impact test r
correlate well with the work of

Multipass underwater weld Char
impact values were: 24 ft-lb, at
22 ft-lb. at 30'F; 10 ft-lb. at

t. for the hi.gher value at 30''-'
indicates a signif i cant:ly
trans i ti on temperature  abcu:

for his welds �! .

Conclusions

P<:rosity was not a signif icant
oblem either in single pass beac-

~late welds or in multipass but-
nts.

pec imeri.,
iOnS i.ri t he

weld
root!

is mos.
be a<=--

t give
1 bLit t

'ad-cn-plate tensile
Lcated the We~keSt reg

rwater weld zone  i.e
il, ard undercut notch
re premature fracture
ely to occur. However
>late specimens did no
d indication of actua

it perf ormance.

xcessi re turbidity created ir
wa er dur i ng we ldi.ng mad e

>er placing of the bead extrer h
f icult, especially in the welc. rig
thin plate butt joints where a
se fit up leaves no groove to
!e the electrode along the desi .ed
i li.ne. In multipass welding,
der Joint gap may be used wl-irh

'ides better guidance for the
' smr

UNDERWA'I'ER WELD ING OF HY � 8  

ive

'he objective of Part 2 investi-
n was to determine th» feasibiIity
ldinq HY-80 steel plate under< at.er
cer to fabricate joints of
iable quality and strength for

rary repairs such as interim
e! repairs or for u.se during

a. S tisfactory multipass underwa: r
wel=ed butt joirr.s can be fabri-
cat=d. However, joi.nt strength
couId be significantly irrproved
by increasing weld metal ar d he r-
a ~ f:ctec zone ducti lity, ard deer
ing we lc undercut. We ld zone
duCtilitV Can be increaS. d by red<iz-
ing the severe quenching ef feet
of the aqueous environment and
thereby improving weld zorse micr<>-
structure. Undercut car. bc
reduced through improved welding
technique and optimization of
weldi.ng parameters.

Emprcving Weld ZOne grairi stru<.sure
wi.11 alsO I nCreaSe j Oint nCtCh ticu<ph-
ness,
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salvage operations. The gener al
approach taken was to compare specifi.c
properties of simple underwater
welded joints with the same joint
configurati.on welded in air. Joints
were fabricated and specimens pre-
pared and tested in accordance with
Department of Defense MIL-STD-00418B
Mechanical Tests for welded Joints
 9! and wi.th MII.-S � 16216H Fabrication,
W ld and I t on of HY-80 Sub-

marine Hulls  8! .
Fillet-weld lap joints, tee-bend

3oi.nts and tee-tensile joints were
fabricated with 1/4" HY-80 plate in
air and underwater, and the specimens
tested and compared. Alsc, 3/4" tee-
bend joirits anc'. tee-tensile joints
were fabricated underwater, with
speci. mens cut and tested. Fillet-weld
lap joints and tee joints were
selected, because these joints are
more suitable for repair work than
butt joints which require accurate
joint fit-up. Most welds were made
by Lt. Meloney, while some air welds
were made by a qualified Navy welder
for HY-80 construction.

Since the major objective of thi.s
study was to obtain practical evidence,
only limited investigations were made
of metallurgical structures of welds.
Detaileci metallurgical studies of
underwater HY-80 weldments are being
made at M.I.T.

Procedures

The same welding equipment and
set-up used for the underwater welding
of low-carbon steel was used for the
underwater welding of HY-80 steel
plates, 1/4" and 3/4" thick. E11018
and E310- 16 electrodes 1/8" in diameter,
heated in holdir.g ovens for a minimum
of four hours, were used, Both elec-
trodes were hand-coated wi th paraffin
after cooling and pi-ior tc welding.

W~eldin of l/4" Hr-80 Fillet � Weld
Shear ~Secimens. Transverse fillet
shear specimens were cut f rom welded
plates as shown in Figure 2. Speci-
mens w=re welded wi.th E11018 electrodes
1/8-i nch in diameter.

Specimens also were welded with
E310-16 electrodes. This was based
on results obtai.ned by Grubbs �! who
reported success i.n reducing hydrogen
trapping and cracking problems through
the use of austeni.tic stainless steel
electrodes i.n the unf3erwat.er multi�
pass welding of structural grade
steels with high carbon ec;.ui.valent.

The range of welding parameters
used in the underwater welding of

fi.llet weld shear specimens were as
follows:

E11018 electrode

180-210 Amps  DCRP!
28-36 Volts
9.8 � 12.1 in/min.
328132-36,030 Joules/in.
43.6'f

current
voltage
travel speed
heat input
ambient. temp.

E310-16 electrode

current
voltage
travel speed
heat input
ambient temp.

160-180 Amps  DCRP!
35-39 Volts
10.6-l3.7 in/rrin.
27,328-35,660 Joulesjscc
44 ldF

E11.018 electrode

current
voltage
travel speed
heat i.nput
ambient temp.

120- 13 5 Amp s  DCRP !
43-48 Volts
8. 0 � 13. 3 in/mi,n.
25,985-43, 537 .3oules jin,
72.5'F

Some specimens were welded by Lt.
Meloney, while other speci. mens ere
welded by a qualified Navy welsher
'..or HY-80 construction.

4<el~ince of l/4" HV-80 Tee "pints.
'.ee joint specimens used for tee-bend
tes t s and tee � tensile tests we=c-
cut from welded plates as shown in
Figure 3. Si.x specimens were ou=
from each plate, wi.th three being
used as tee-bend specimens and three
as tee-tensile specimens. .he
plat.e assembly was placed in t::t-
water tank tray, with the ba se plate
positi.oned at a 45 degree arrg1: to
the horizontal plane. Both sine: lc

Immedi.ately after welding, the
plates were carefully visually
examined f or surface cracking t,i . e.,
:ongitudinal, transverse, erat-r
c:racking! ~nder a 5X viewing glass.
The welded plate was then stored on
a laboratory shelf for a minimum
of 7 days, then visually examined
again and cut into 1-1/4" sp cimens
on a heavy-duty hydraulic band saw.
tJo case of surface cracking  irrmediate
or delayed! was found throuqh visual
observation. In addi.tion, a dye
penetrant test was conducted on
randomly selected plate prior 'c
c:utting into specimens. All fou.
E11018 beads showed no case of surface
c:racking. Substructure charac er-
.stics will be discusseci later.

air-Welded ~S caimans. For
comparison with the underwater
welded specimens, identi.cal snear
f illet weld specimens were air welded
using the following parameters:
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and multipass welds were made, using
1/8" E11018 electrodes.

Single and multipass welds also
were made in air, using 1/8" E11018
electrodes.

Experimental Results

Fillet-weld shear tests and tee-
bend tests were conducted in accord-
ance with the procedures and speci-
fications of MIL-STD 00418B  9!.
Results are listed in Tables 3 through
7, Figure 4 shows a cross-section
of a single pass underwater welded
tee joint using E11018 electrodes.

Discussion of Test Results

1/4" HY-80 Fillet-Weld Shear Tests
It is first apparent that the single
pass underwater fillet weld  Series
5! had extremely poor shear strength.
There were a number of reasons for
this, including inadequate penetra-
tion, off-center weld bead position-
ing, and excessive undercut,

More encouraging was the perform-
ance of the multipass shear specimens
in which penetration was adequate,
the wider bead positioned correctly,
and the effects of undercut lessened.
The average shear strength o. these
specimens was 69,056 psi, which is
79. 7R of comparable single pass air-
weld specimens also welded by Meloney
 Series 7! .

Air-welded specimens made by
an qualified Navy welder  Series 8!
snowed the highest average shear
strength of 104, 614 psi, while that
of Series 7 was 86, 632 psi. The
reason multipass underwater welds
are compared to single pass air
welds in this case is that wi:h
the air-welded specimens an adequate
and acceptable joint. was made with
a single pass. The use of the drag
technique, which is required in
low visibility underwater welding,
inhibits the welder from weaving
the electrode along an ungrooved
3oint fit-up, as i.s frequently done
in air welding.

Shear strengths o multipass
underwater welds using E310-16
electrodes  Series 9! were lower than
those of multipass underwater welds
usi.ng E11.018 electrodes  Ser'es 6!
but higher than those of sing.Le pass
welds  Series 5!.

1/4" HY-80 Tee-Bend Tests. The
signi.ficant cl'.aracteri.stic of the
tee-bend test is that it measures
=rimarily weld surface qualit",
Table 4 shows that. the base meta 1

AND HIGH-STRENGTH  HY-80! STEEL DIC

bend strength is greater than tl.a: of:
any welded specimen. Thus, in no
case was 100% joint ef f icier cy
attained, and welded tee joints w Ll
degrade bend strength to a degree pro-
portional to weld surface quality.
MIL-STD � 00418B does not take into
acco nt weld bead size in bend strt ngth
calculations. However, it can be: een
from Table 4 that weld bead size
not significant s'nce, for air we.'ds
 no undercut! single pass bend stienc;th
�3,230 psi! is 96.3% of multipass bend
strength �3,733 psi!, even though
the average multipass throat dimen: ion
was 21% larger than that of the single
pass series. The overall loss in
bend strength for single pass ancl
multipass underwater welds was 32..
and 29.9% respectively compared to

~ a.ir we lds. Therefore, weld degracla.-
I tion due to surface defects is signifi-
cant, i. e., an average of 31% for .' ir gle
and multipass welds. The multipas.*
underwater welds had somewhat higheic
bend strength than single pass un',er-
water welds due partly to the larger
fillet size and partly to the less
significant, further removed under-
cut notch.

1/4" HY-80 Tee Tensile Tests.
Tee-tensile tests were conducted
in order to determine relative tee
joint strength in the absence of
bendi.ng. As shown in Figure 4, a.
tee ,'oint has two undercut notches,
one «t each fillet toe. 13owever,
it was found that fracture did not
init'ate from these notches and
fracture occurred in a shear mode

n the weld me al. In other wore s,
eve; though the weld had undercuts,
the "weakest link" in the 3oint wa ~
the weld metal. Results are showr
in Table

Since specimens in Series 14
showed poor results, an addit iona.'.
weld was prepared underwater  Seri.c.
15!, Shear strength of Series 1'
�7,.:85 psi! was 88% of that of

Series 17. By comparing results c.f
Series 16 and 17, one fincls that
the maximum loads increases approxi-.
mately proportionally to the threat
dimer.sion because the shear strenqt h
remai ns about the same.

3/4" HY-80 Tee Joints. The
minimum preheat temperature for 3/4"
HY-80 plate is 125'F versus 75'F
for 3 /4" plate  8!, therefore, t ~e
adverse effect of ambient water
temperature on tl.e underwater weld-
ability of 3/4" HY-80 was expectec'
to bc considerable. Experimental
resuTCs and metallographic examinaticn
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of 3/4" welded j oints cor f irmed th
expectation.

Bend tests of 3/4" underwater
welded multipass tee joir.ts were
conducted for the purpose of compar
tee-bend performance to base plate
performance. However, the bend
strength of the unwelded 3/4"
plate great.ly exceeded tl.e rated
capacity of the bend testing machin
resulting in an i»complete set of
data. Even so, some tentative conc
sions on the relative ber d strengt!
of 3/4" tee joints can be drawn.
Firstly, as shor n in Table 6, th»
bend strength of these join"s ls
well below 58% of. base plate bend
strength compared to 68.4% =or 1/4
tee joints. Secondly, the ratio c.f
total bend angle at failure fo 3/4
tee joints is 24. 55 the total bend
angle of 1/4" tee joints  Table 4!,
Assuming 3/4" base plate has the
ductility of 1/4" base p'ate  i.e.,
180 total bend angle without failure!,
the percentage of 3/4" tee joint to
base plate ductility is only about
5%,

Tee-tensile test results were
equally disappoi.nting  as shown in
Table 7!. The shear strength of
3/4" underwater welded multipass
tee joints was only 31.4" t.he shear
strength of 1/4" underwater welded
multipass tee 3oints. The loss ir.
weldability of tl.ick HY-80 plate
 >1/2"! is extraordinary,

Tee Joints t Ielded in Salt Kater.
At a last step in this investiga-
tion, 1/4" and 3/4" tee join s werc
welded in salt water, to sec if thc.rc
was any difference in joirt weldabili-
tv between fresh and salt water.
"Dayno Synthetic Sea Salt" was used
t.o make the artificial sea water
used in this test. Since t.irr',e die.
not permit the cutti.ng and testinc
of test specimens, it was d cided
to weld the two sets of tee 3oln
under the ident cal condit.ons used
in making the fresh water welds ar.d
then make a qualitative comparisor.
of weld quality obtained ir. the two
aqueous media. No reference was
found which investigated the differ-
ence in the hydrogen cracking poten-
tial of a salt water rr.edia compared
to fresh water; now»ver, sir ce no
case of hydrogen-induced macrocrack-
ing was observed i.r. any fresh vater
weld, none was articipated in sal
water welding. The rat' onale here
was that. fresh water weldarlg pro-
duced an ample su ply of dissocia ed
hydrogen i.n the az'c, and quenched

t he ". e ld bead just as f a t
water';<nu!d. 'I'hus, the co»dr
for l>yell-n<jc.n crackincj
t h<1 f act that none occ:ur r< I I ?
r. at er was qui te sur!?r isi c< .
wat.<=r w<'.ldir,g woulcl br. c'XI;c>ct
c..-ruse sorre Chanrj< s 1» t hc rat
I-.', c',z'O<;en d is SOCi. crt i on, and
I » t l.c arr C:unt ent.rap!>c <I 1 n
xone, !>ut these would k < m;r'.  :
I>at iona rom frc'h wat < r. <c <. ic 1
t i;ns, ar,d thc.re '<>r e, nc> ra
f mr fresh wat< r rc su 1. c; <.-~ul t
<'xi. ected .

Met a I lur<r i ca 8 t. ud les

1 atIa ted stud 1 < s
of r etal lurg' al stru
water welc, ' of !IY-80
liow»ver, results are
here because of the
cf this 11 pcr .

'!'hc! rl<:!; t int.ereS
was:h 1' rc: < xtensiVC
<?bseri err r in any of
rrlade lrrderwater. Mae
�1! reported the occ

micr<?Cracks in the I.e
zone close o thc. fu
ir. !iy � 80 we lds made 1
rricrocracks .;lao werc
underwa er welds made
I-iowever, none. of thes
exter,dcd to a macrccz
cates tha' I.'Y-80 stee
insensi tax e o hydrog

further stud~ is bc.
cn tais sub] ect.

t.ir.<: c   ', u '.

cr 4 c. ~
th<.: !iy-80
ubuc.h i aa 1
urr. r. nc»

�;I f f r c. t . =

ior lir <
rl �1 1

fn;>rid .. r.
11, . hl!-

I'1 cZ <?cz
acl;. hie h
1» rath r
en cr Icl i-

Exp rimental results s! n«r-. tltat
f air ly ef f icient � oi:,:=, <. rr.; ar ab' e
t unde rwater we1ded rl ld
loi.nt efficiency, could
cat.cd underwater <wit -. th ..-.
iiy � 83 steel plate. '.Thin ". I.at e
here r ear s <1/2", i. =', . I.c r e
mi»imum preheat tem;?Cra:u=e ncrc ases
abnaTe 75'F!. For thicknes e'
greater than 1/2" underwa cr w< c a-
bilityy decreases clramatica i;.y.

These fir.dings rray appear;- < .tr i "-
tive however, due to the I:.':!her
streng h t.o weight ratic <i
HY-80 steel compar ed tc. �... Ic!
steel, ttost unarmored r.a',-,] ship
hulls will require relati.c:'.
thi>a pla e wher. fabric-te",' trcm
HY-BO steel. .herefcze, t!..�
max imum thi cknes s re., tri='....::.". r.a.
in act encompass tl=e la r.pc
r a;ority of future naval .�..'..; s.
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b. Loss in underwater welded join.t
strength and ductility, when
compared to similar air welded
joints, resulted from two main
causes: weld undercut, and weld
zone microstructural changes and
defects caused by severe quenching.
It was found that for 1/4" HY-80
steel plate undercut accounts
for almost 75'4 of the total
underwater weld degradation, and
weld zone structural changes and
effects for the other 25%.

c. In 3/4" HY-80 underwater welded
joints, internal weld defects,
especially heavy slag inclusion,
prevented adequate fusion af weld
metal and base metal. This
accounts for the major portion of
total weld degradation when
compared to 3/4" HY-80 base plate.

d. In general, multipass underwater
welding of HY-80 steel is preferred
to single pass welding. Multipass
welds were much more porous than
single pass welds, but the
effect of porosity was secondary
compared to single pass weld under-
cut caused by the severe quenching
of the aqueous environment.
Porosity will reduce effective weld
crossectional area, but undercut will
cause severe stress intensi.ti.es
at the notch roots which, in turn,
cause premature, catastrophic
fracture, especially in the
presence of bend stresses.

Multipass welds not only decrease
the degree of undercut, but
i.ncrease fillet size and in so
doing, "push" the undercut further
away from the joint intersection.
Therefore, a crack which initiates
at an undercut notch root must
propagate through a greater por-
tion of the fracture tough HY-80
base plate rather than through the
more notch sensitive weld metal and
heat affected zone.

e. It was demonstrated in the under-
water welding of thi.n HY-80 plate
that weld undercut could be
greatly reduced  but not eli.mi.nated!
through the optimization of weld-
ing parameters and proper welding
technique. This is where the
largest payoff per dollar invested
will result.

f. Underwater weld quality and
overall j oint. s trength cauld. be
sign i. f i cant ly increased through the
use of post-weld surface treat-
ment, Af ter both single anc

ultipass welding, weld beads
hould mechanically be peened
r ground down in order ta elimin-
te surface cavities, and reduce
r elimi.nate und.ercut.
.'nlike weld undercut, surface

avities will not significantly
educe joint strength per se;
awever, it will allow the water
nvironment access deep inta the

ld metal. This will result
n accelerated corrosion through
ie formation of differential
rati.on cells which would
entually cause extensive local

arrosian through the heat
ffected zone and into the base
eta 1.
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TABLE 1 � RESULTS OF LOW-CARBON STEEL TENSILE TESTS

SERIES 1: SINGLE PASS LONGITUDINAL BEAD � ON-PLATE

FRACTURE
!CATICN~

SPECIMEN TENSILE
STRENGTH  PSIj

REDUCTION
IN AREA

E LONG.
IN 2 IN.

12.09. 41A

7.8lB

12.09.3lC

11. 91D 9.3

ll. 012. 51E

AVERAGE
SERIES 1

62, 200 11. 69.7

SERIES 2: SINGLE PASS TRANSVERSE BEAD-012-PLATE

19. 32A 26.9

23.4

24.5

2B

2C
HAZ15. 9

16.3

14.6

11.9

13. 02E

AVERAGE 62,765 18.4
SERIES 2

SERIES 3: MULTIPASS TRANSVERSE BUTT WELD

19.6

9.76.3

11. 33B 9.7

6.13.63C
W,119.23D

9.1

W.M. = WELD METAL
HAZ = HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
B.M. = BASE METAL

65,610

60,370

64,000

66,200

54,825

72, 210

68, 925

64,710

52,840

55, 140

49,333

51,200

27,570

43,285

AVERAGE 42,847 6.8
SERIES 3

*NOTES ON FRACTURE LOCATION:

W. Y.

W.M.

W.M

'v.'. M.
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TABLE 2 � RESULTS OF MULTIPASS LOW-CARBON STEEL

CBARPY IMPACT TESTS  SERIES 4!

SPECIMEN TES T
TEMPL'RATURE   'F !

IMPACT
ENERGY  FT-LBS.!

68 F 28.0

68'F 28.2

26.14C 68'F

AVERAGE 68 F 27. 4

4D 32'F 20. 0

4E 32oF 13,5
4F' 32 F

32 F

11.7

AVERAGE 15.1

7.6

4I

AVERAGE � 60'F

TABLE 3 � RESULTS OF FILLE WEII> SHEAR TESTS

SERIES 5: SINGLE PASS UNDERWATER WELDS USING E11018 ELECTRODES
SHEAR

STRENGTH
 PSI!

MAX, LOAD TO SHEAR STRENGTH LBS AVE. THROAT
FAILURE  LBS, ! I INEAR INCH IN, DIMENSION  IN!

SPEC IMEN

5A

5C
AVERAGE
SERIES

SERIES 6: MULTIPASS UNDERWATER WELDS U ING EI1018 ELECTRODES

6B

6C
AVERAGE
SERIES 6 0.1829 69,05>12, 6 51.31, 625

SERIES 7: SINGLE PASS AIR WELD S BY MELONEY USING E11018 ELECTRODES

0. 14617A

78 0.1589
0.16427C

AVERAGE
SERIES 7

0.1564 86,63713, 55333, 881

SERIES 8; SINGLE PASS AIR WLl L>S BY QUAL '.FIED HY � 80 WELDER USING E11018
ELECTRODES

BB
BC

AVERAGE
SER I ES B

0.1523 104, '> 915 93539,837

SERIES 9: MULTIPASS UNDERWATLR WELDS USING E310-16 ELECTRODES

22, 565

26,842

9, 026
10,7369B

AVERAGE
SERIES 9 24, 703 9,891

Note: All welds except those an SerIr =, 9 were welded Ly Lt. Melorey

17, 500
11,800

20>300

16, 533

33,600
36,100

25, 175

32, 100

31, 600
37 945

41, 460

39,280
38,770

-60'F

� 60 F

-60'F

7, 000
4,720

8, 120

6,613

13,440
14, 444

10, 069

12, 840

12,640
15, 179

16,584

15,713

15,508

0.1435

0, 1172

0.1570

0.1392

0.1758

0.2120

0.1609

0.1561

0.1523

0,1484

0. 1856
0.1894

0. 1875

49,800
40,280

51,720

46,933

76,472

69,132

62,'.�2

87,916
79,5?2

92,470

106,204
102,' 56

104,484

48,644

56,674

52>l;6>0



TABLE 4 � RESULTS OF TEE-BEND TESTS"

TYPE FRACTURE+~FRACTURE LOAD
  LBS!

SPECIMEN TOTAL BEND ANGLE
AT FAI LURE

10A 43'9,894

8,590

8,934

8, 514

8, 983

29. 5'10B

32'10C

3010D

AVERAGE
SERIES 10

33 6o

SERIES 11: MULTIPASS UNDERWATER WELDS USING E11018 ELECTRODES

31'9,254

9,365

9,548

10,341

llA

33 0

33. 5'

11B

11C

4 6DllD

AVERAGE
SERIES 11

35. 99, 627

SERIES 12: SINGLE PASS AIR WELDS USING E11018 ELECTRODES

71. 5'13, 418

12,897

13,376

12A

69'

72012C

AVERAGE
SERIES 12

70 8a13,230

SERIES 13: MULTIPASS AIR WELDS USING E11018 ELECTRODES

76 5a

,20

13,952

13,362

13A

13B

81'13,957

13,662

13, 733

13C

71'13D

AVERAGE
SERIES 13

750

SERIES 14: 1/4" HY-80 BASE PLATE  UNWELDED!

180' No Fracture

No Fracture

14, 170

13,978

B.P.A.

B.P.B. 180'

AVERAGE 14 074 180o
SERIES B.P.

* All welds were made by Lt. Meloney
**Refer to Figure 5 for fracture types

SERIES 10: SINGLE PASS UNDERWATER WELDS USING E11018 ELECTRODES
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TABLE 5 � RESULTS OF TEE-TENSILE TESTS

SERIES 14 & 15: MULTIPASS UNDERWATER WELDS BY .IELONEY USING E11018
ELECTRODES

SHEAR STRENGTH LBS AVE. THROAT SHEAR

LINEAR INCH IN, DIMENSION   IN!
SPECIMEN MA X, LOAD TO

FAILURE LBS.!

0,79 39, 30014A»
14B»»

14C»»»

6, 207

5, 017

6, 600

15,520

12, 542

16,500

36,996

45,658

0.1356

0,1445

AVERAGE
SERIES 14

15A

15B

!.5C

AVERAGE
SERIES 15

0. 1586 67 185

SERIES 16: SINGLE PASS AIR WELDS BY QUALIFIED HY-80 WELDER URTNG E110 1B
ELECTRODES

16A

16B

16C

AVE RAG E
SERIES 16

SERIES 17: MULTIPASS AIR WELDS BY QUALIFIEI! hY � 80 WELDI'.R USING E11018
ELECTRODES

0.1567

0.1523
0.1556

78,276

74,064

7 5, 6 6 l!

12,266

11,280

11,774

17A 301670

28,200

29,120

17B

17C

AVERAGE
SERIES 17

0.1547 76,00311,77329,330

3.5' Tata Bend

** 28' Total Bend

»** 9 Total Bend

TABLE 6 � RESULTS OF TEE-BEND TESTS IN 3/4" HY-80 PLATES

SERIES 18: MULTIPASS UNDERWATER WELD BY MELGNEY USING E11018 ELECTRODE

TYPE FRACTURETOTAL BEND ANGLE
AT PAIL.VPE

FRACTURE LOAD
 LBS!

SPECIMEN

9 418A 37,858
9 5»38i550

36,519

18B
8»18C

AVERAGE
SERIES 18

8. 8»37,642

SER1ES B,P. 3/4" BY-80 BASE PLATE  UNWELDED!

No Fracture

No Fracture
4264, 275»

64,275*

B.P.A.

B.P.B. 39

AVERAGE
BASE PLATE

40. 5»64,275*

* Rated capacity of bend testing machine

14,854

25, 520

27,356

27,060

26,645

24,620

23,925
21 775

23,440

5,941

10,208

10,942

10,823

10,657

9, 848

9,570
8 711

9,376

0, 1460

0. 1563

0,1602
0.1594

0,1269

0.1285

0.1241

0.1265

40,651

65,310

68,326

67,920

77,604

74,464

70,193

74,0B7
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TABLE 7 � RESULTS OF TEE-TENSILE TEST3 IN 3/4" HY-80 PLATES

SERIES 19: M'ULTZPASS UNDERWATER WLL ! BY ME!.QNEY USING "110 18 ELECTRODES

MAX. LOAD TO SHEAR STRENGTH  LBS AVE. Ti!ROAT
FAILURE   LBS ! LINEAR INCH ' I51. D IMENS ION   IK!

STRENGTH
 PSI!

SPECIMEN

19A

198

19C

AVERAGE
SERIES 19

0.4361 21,1389,27323, 185

THESE EDGES MAY

~THIS SECTIOI4 MACH MED
PBEFERABLV eV MILuI4G

Fi g. I � Transverse tens i I e
specimen.

28,730

21,910

18,915

W I k O.OI IF T EXCEEDS I

StlORP.O

11,493

8,752

7, 566

0.5078

0.4296

0.3711

22,632

20,395

20,388
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UNDERWATER WELDING OF' HY-80 STEEL

Sugary of "An Investigation of Underwater Welded
HY-80 Steel" � Masters Thesis by

Stanley Leon Renneker

Chon-Lian@ Tsai



Objective

The objective of this report ~as two fold; f irst sras the
desire to extend previous laboratory work and to evaluate the

abil,ity to fabricate acceptable underwater welded HY-BO -teel
joints, under working conditions, wi thin the guidelines
the United States Navy governing underwater weldinq operation.
Secondly was the desire to investigate the occurrence of the
hydrogen embrittlement phenomena in the underwater welded HY-BO
steel joints.

Three separate experiments were conducted and the firidings
are discussed. Sub, eauently, t.he general conclusions and

recommendations for underwater rrelding of HY-80 steel are

presented.

tationsTh

The !!iicrosco ic investigation � The specimens used for

the microscopic investigation were prepared as shown in Figure
l. Each specimen was finished on a .-eries of finishing .rheels,
ranging from a ¹80 through ¹120, ¹240, and ¹320. Next, each
specimen was poli"hed on a f'60'.! finishing rrheel, using a 0.3
alumina/distilled water solution. F'inally, each specimen was

etched usinq a 2% Nital Solution.

Porosity has been observed extensively throughout the
weld metal from the microscopic investigation. A qreater

degree of porositv, and a greater nurser of cracks, were found
in. the overhead. welds than in the vertical "relds or the dorrn-

hand welds. The cracks which occurred were found to be in

the weld metal in the form of "fusion" cracks or "transverse"

cracks, which initiated in. the weld metal and extended. intc
the heat affected zone. Underbead crackir.q in the heat

affected zone, srhich normallv occurred in air welds, was rrot
observed. The type of cracks which occurred in rrelded H5 � EO
steel joints are not dependent on hvdrogen embrittlement.
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The Microhardness Test � The microhardness tests of the

underwater welded HY-80 steel lap joints were conducted on

Wilson Model LL Tukon Microhardness Tester. A load of 500

grams was used for the tests. The resultinq diamond imprint

was microscopically measured in mm, converted to a Knoop

Hardness in Kgjmm , and then approximated to a Rockwell C

value. The microhardness test specimens were prepared from

the underwater welded HY-80 .:teel doubler plate, shown in

Figure 2. The test specimen has been micro-polished with a

0.3 alumina/distilled water solution on a 5600 polishing

wheel and then etched  ith a 2% i]ital solution.

The hardness of the weld metal is greatest near the heat

affected zone and decreases near the water. However, the

hardness of the heat affected zone appears to increase nearer

the water.

The Mechanical Bend Test � The mechanical bend tests o+

the underwater welded HY-80 steel lap joints were conducted

on an Instrum test machine. 3 quided bend test jiq was used

in conductinq thest tests. The HY-80 steel lap joint bend

specimens were prepared from the underwater welded HY-80 steel

doubler plates as shown in Piqure 3 ar,d 3b. The arrows on

the doubler plates indicate the "north" direction of the plate

during the underwater welding process.

The failure characteristic curve indicates the time to

failure with a crosshead speed of 0.02 inches per minute, and

the load necessary to cause the failure to occur. The load

increases sharply with time, reaches the point of fracture

initiation, than drops fast and later on slower. In the case

of the two overhead welded HY-80 steel lap joint specimens,

the test specimen OH-1 experienced failure of the weld metal

and complete fracture of the specimen before any failure was

initiated in the base metal, but the weld area of specimen

OH-2 was uneffected by the load. . n all the other cases of

the HY-80 steel lap joint specimens, failure occurred at the

toe of the weld and was of the Type "2" fracture as described

in MIL-STD-00418B SHIPS!.



The surface of the Type "2" fractures and the OH-1

specimen appeared qray and silky with fibrous dimples indi.�

catinq a ductile shear type fracture.

Conclusions

Underwater welded HY-80 steel mar not experience hydro-

qen embrittlement as does air welded HY-80 steel. This is

true despite 0he fact that the weld metal of. an underwater

welded HY-80 steel joint contain,.; pores of' entrapped gas,

where source i.s the bubble resulting from the dissociation

of the water environment. The rapid cooling rate and steep

temperature distribution during underwater weldinq process

gives insufficient energy for the molecular hydroqen en-

trapped in the pores of the weld metal, to be dissociated

to atomic hydroqen and adsorbed by the atoms which form the

surface layer of the pore, without adsorption, absorption

cannot occur. Even thouqh ..ome atomi.c hvdroqen is present

and adsorbed, absorption and di.ffusion to the critical

areas of tri-axial stresses are unlikely to occur due to

the low temperature of the environment. In addition, the

rapid strain rate prevents what little hydroqen which mav
diffuse into the lattice structure from traveling to the

critical areas of tri-axial stresses.

The microscopic investiqation. revealed extensive poro-

sity and "fusion" and "transverse" cracks in the weld metal,
which occurred as a result of hiqh tensile shrinkage stresses

and hard martensite microstructure. Porositv is a less

crit. ical weld defect compared to "fu. ion" cracks and the

"transverse" cracks.

The water quench temperature of the .fielded joints for
HY-80 steel doubler plates was around 71'F which was suffi.�

ciently below "room temperature" to prevent the completion
of diffusion of hydroqen. The quench was severe enouqh to

cause shrinkaqe tensi.le stresses h.iqh enouqh so that when

combined with the hard microstrurture, "fusion" and "transv~ rse"
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cracks occurred. The underbead cracking in the heat af fected

zone would have occurred as a result of the high shrinkage

tensile stresses and microstructure, as well as complete

hydrogen diffusion. But the underbead cracking has not been

observed durinq the underwater weldinq of the HY-80 steel

doubler plates.

Kobayashi and Aoshimo observed that at water quench ~!

temperatures above 122'F., hydrogen diffusion is advanced to

a degree that it is able to ovexcome the affinity of hydrogen

for areas of high stress concentration. This upper limit fox

hydrogen embrittlement phenomena is supported by the minimum

previous passes. In fact, the microhardness tests results

seem to indicate that regions of heat affected zone and weld

metal which fall within the heat affected zone of subsequent

passes are actually hardened. This is not in agreement with

Meloney , who concluded that the "multi-pass regions"�i

experienced less hardness.

of qreatest microhardness should be the

to microcracking in the presence of tri-axial

The regions

most susceptable

tensile stresses and hydrogen embrittlement.

Recommendations

Since the underwater welded HY-80 steel joints can be

fabricated, under working conditions, without hydrogen em-

brittlement, work should be undertaken to optimize the under-

water welding process for HY � 80 steel and other low allov

steels. Underwater welding should be performed for various

preheat and interpass temperature requirement for the welding

of HY-80 steel, which is set at 125'F.

The lower bound for hydrogen embrittlement phenomena can

also be applied to other low alloy steels.

In the multi-pass technique during underwater weldinq

process, the heat affected zone of subsequent pa.sses does

not appear to temper the weld metal or heat affected zone of
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HY-80 steel and other low alloy steel joints with the helo
of MKX hard hat diving system and hvdraulic tool package.
Included in the joints to be welded should be butt joints,
as well as tee joints and lap joints. All of these joints
should be welded in all positions usinq the multi-pass
technique. These workinq dives should explore various joir..t
configurations for each type of joint and. various weld pass
preparation techniques. This may enable the underwater
welding of HY-80 steel and other low alloy steel joints to be
expanded from the realm of repai.r into that of fabrication.

The e fects of preheat and interoass heat on the rapic1
coolinq rate and thermal stresse in the reqion of the weld
zone should be investigated. This investiqation should be
conducted in the light of the possible effect of preheat
and interpass heat on the hydrogen embritt3ement phenomena.
The study should be conducted to determine if it is also
possible to elevate the temperature of the weld zone above
the region of critical hvdroqen emhrittlement, while attemotinq
to overcome the effects of the rapid coolinq rate, or ~whether
a possibly non-critical condition will be corrected, onlv -o
create a critical one.

An investigation of the thermal stresses occurring during
the underwater welding process should be conducted, in order
to determine their contribution to the mechanical charact~.r s-
ties of the cracking of the underwater welded joint. By
utilizinq the information technique" developed by Ueda an<i
Yamakawa , Fujita and Nomoto , and Brown et. al ~! �! �!

thermal elastic-plastic analysis of the underwater welded joint
could be conducted. As a result of this investigation, -: should
be possible to make a definitive statement as to the effe =t of
the temperature change rate and the resultant thermal st .sses,
on an underwater welded joint,;7ith regard to specific -joint.
service life requirements.



FIGURE 1

THE MICROSCOP IC INVESTIGATION

Multipass Downhand Underwater Welded Lap Joint 41
Using EllOl8 Electrode �x, 2% Nital!

Lap Joint 41 Showing Extensive Porosity Throughout
Weld Metal �00x, 2% Nital!
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FIGURE 2

DOWNHAND WELDED MZCROHARDNESS TEST SPECIMEN
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FIGURE 3 � a

PREPARATION OF LAP JOINT BEND SPECIMENS
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FIGURE 3-b

RESULTS OF BEND TEST ON DOWNHAND WELDED LAP JOINT
BEND TEST SPECIMEN DN-1
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